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Abstract
A series of benzimidazole-besed conjug a ted polymers have been synt hesized and their
Rul • and Qs2 . complexes reported . These novel compounds feat ure coordination of
redox-acuve metal centres into the quasi-infinite 'II" network of a conjugated poly-
mer to give "conjugated-redox polymer hybrids" . T hese advanced materials offer
technologically useful applicat ions in, for exam ple. eiecrrochromic devices. molecular
electronics. and electroca talysis.
The r()('IL~ of th is work has been to exam ine ...-heth er th e interactio n of met al sites
thrnug h the polymer backbone can lead to enhancement of elect ron t ransport rates.
measured as D~ , t he electron diffusion coefficient . T his param eter was measured by
three di fferent met hods : rota ting disc current mediatio n. dual elect rode volt ammerry.
and impedance spectroscopy. Good agreement betwee n the three was found. with
impedance being the most reliable and versatile approach.
Conservat ive estim ates of D. range up to lxlO- 8 and 2 xlO -1I cm s' " respec-
t lvely for polymers containing ruthenium and osmium. Th is represents a tenfold to
a one-hundredfold Increase in the rate of electron transport over conventional redo.'(
polymers. Furt hermore it ~'8.5 shown that D. can be manipulated by cont rolling the
protunat ion of the polymer. and that backbone degradatio n also has an influence.
The special arrangement of the hybrid polymers permits st rong elect ronic com-
munication betwee n metal sites . This in tum leads to the higher rates of electron
tra nsport. lntervalence transfer bands in the near infrared spectru m confirmed that
the electronic coupling of neighbouring metal sites through the polymer is compa-
rable to that in similar dinuclear model compounds. This coupling is so stro ng in
the pyraaine polymers that it leads to splitti ng of the redox electrochemistry into a
pair of distinct waves, with vanishing conduct ivity in the 50%oxidized stat e. Th is
unusual condit ion provides some insight into the orbita l energy relat ionships in these
systems.
The experimental evidence indicates that charge propagation and the correspond-
ing enhancement of D~ in the hybrid polymers occurs via two exclusive superexchange
mec hanisms. exte nding the model previously invoked in simpler dinuclear systems.
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CHAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION
1.1 Co njuga ted Pol ymers: General Properties
Interest in w-conjugared polymers has continued for a number of years (1-71. The
extensive delocalizat ion of II" electro ns is well known to be responsible for the array
of rema rkable characteristics that these polymers te nd to exhibit. T hese properties
include non-linea r optical behaviour. electronic conduct ivity, and exceptional mechen-
leal propert ies [8- 10J such as tensile strength and resistance to harsh environments.
Polymers composed of aroma tic and heteroaromat ic ring st ruct ures have been pat-
lkularly outs ta nding from a mat erials perspect ive 141.
Application s in advanced aerospace technology have provided a powerful impe-
tus for the development of specialized polyheteroaromat ics. For insta nce. the United
States Air Force \'ir ight Laborato ry has for nearly thirty years been engaged in an
IUII'IIS('effort to develop polymers and molecular compcsites suit able for aircra£t st ruc-
t ure [11. xl ucb of their ea rly work ""'as based on fused hete roaromanc polymers [vlad-
dcr" polymers). Later invest igations were dir ected to rigid rod polymers based 0 11 the
polybenzobisaaole family, for examp le the poly-[benzobisazole-phenylene] st ruct ures
shown in Figure 1.1. Th ese mat erials are of particular interest due to their unusually
I t::o::ror I
X_N H imidazole
X= O oxazole
X=S th iazole
Figure 1.1: Typical rigid rod pelybenzobisazoles
high tensile st rengt h and modul us in add it ion to their exceptional chemical. the rmal.
and environmental st abili ty. Owing to these last three propert ies. polybenzimidazoles
have found useful applicat ion as fire-resistan t materi als (11) such as fireman 's coats"
In general, polymers based on the benzimidazole fragment in particular have long
been recognized Cortheir useful engineering properties and resilience. A 1961 review
of polybenzimidazoles (21confirmed their ability to withstand extended exposure to
elevated temperat ures, str ong acids, and oxidizing agents , even though the less than
adequate synthet ic methods of the time (primarily melt condensations) produced
polymers of relat ively poor quality.
T he preferred method of synthesizing polymers based on the benzobisaeole frag-
ment is the condensation reaction between a carboxylic acid and an approp riate sub-
st ituted phenyl ring in polyphosphoric acid (PPA) {t, 8, ti l. Th is is shown in general
in Scheme Ll . This approach is known to be significantly more reliable than older {2]
techniques such as high temperature melt react ions between diamines (for benzimi-
dazoles] and acids or esters. and the interfacial polycondensat ion (or. perhaps more
appropriately, oligomerization) of diamines with acid chlorides.
It has been shown [81 for the format ion of a benzoth iazole polymer that the
polyamide intermediate occurs at a relatively low temperature (120 0C) while the
eyclizaticn step does not occur until much higher temperatures ( ISO. C). At the e1-
cveted temperatures, monomer stability becomes an issue, so the temperat ure must
be carefully ramped during the course of the polymerizati on so as not to expose the
start ing materials to potential ly damaging condit ions.
.-\ useful variatio n on the PPA condensat ion procedure is Wolfe's P20~ adjustmen t
method (12-151. [t compensates for the water of condensat ion through the addition
of extr a PzOs during the course of the reaction. ln its full implementation, the ratio
of water to P20S content is carefully manipu lated in order to control the viscosity
of the reaction medium through the various stages with the intent of managing the
physical characteristics of the resulting fibre or film.
(XNH2I +~ NH] PPA oH-Eo-~-oN_""OHy
!-H,D
Scheme l.l : Benzimidazole format ion in PPA
In cases where the physical struc tural properties of these polyazoles are of concern,
it has been shown [151that t he concentrations of the reagents in PPA can be importan t
parameters, influencing the sta te of the polymer in solution, Le., whet her it exists as
an isotropic or liquid crystalline solut ion, which has some apparent influence on the
average chain length.
1.2 Co nj ugated Polymers: Electronic Conductors
The most importa nt aspect of conj ugated polymers from an elect rochemical per-
specnve is their ability to act as electronic conducto rs. :-'-ot surpri singly a-e lectron
polymers have been the focus of extensive research (161. ranging from applicatio ns of
-conventional" polymers (e.g., polyth iophc ne. polyaniline, polypyrrole) in charge sto r-
age devices such as batter ies and supercapad tors, to new polymers with specialized
conduct ivity properties such as low band gap and intrinsic ally conduc ting polymers.
Indeed. many successful commercial applications of these polymers have been avail-
able for more than fifteen years. including electrolyt ic capacit ors . "coin~ batt eries.
magnetic storage media , electrostatic loudspeakers, and anti -sta tic bags. It has been
estimated [61that the annual global sales of conduct ing polymers in the year 2000 "; 11
surpass one billion t: S dollars . Cteerly these materials have considerable commerc ial
pote ntial both fcom the cont inued development of well estab lished technologies and
from the generat ion of new concepts such as those to be presented in this thesis.
Th e genesis of the field can be traced back to the mid 19105 when the first polymer
capable of conduct ing electrici ty - polyacerylene - was repo rtedly prepared by ac-
cident by Shirakawa [171. The subsequent discovery by Heeger and MacDiarmid [181
that t he polymer would undergo an increase in conduct ivi ty of 12 orders of magnitud e
by oxidative doping quickly reve rberated arou nd the polymer and electrochemistry
communit ies, and an intensive search for other conducting polyme rs soon followed.
Figure 1.2: Conjuga ted polymer st ruct ure: (a l t rans- and (b) cis-polyacetylene, and
(c) polyt hiophene
The target was (and cont inues to be) a mat erial which could combine the processi-
bility, environmenta l stability, and weight advantag es of a fully organic polymer with
the useful electrical properties of a metal.
Th e essenti al structural charact erist ic of all conjugated polymers is their quasi-
infinite 1l" syste m extending over a large number of recurrin g monomer units. This
fea ture result s in materi a ls with direct ional conductivity, st rongest along the axis of
the chain (191. Th e simplest possible form is of course the archetype polyacetylene
(CH)" shown in Figure 1.2. While pclyacerylene itself is too unstable to be of any
practical va lue, its st ruct ure consti tutes the core of all conjugated polym ers. Owing
to its st ructural and electronic simplicity, polyacety lene is well suited to ab initi o and
semi-empirica l calcula tions and it has therefore played a critical role in the elucidat ion
of the theoret ical aspects of conducti ng polymers.
Elect ronically conduct ing polymers are extensively conjugated molecules. and it
is believed tha t they p05SoeSS a spat iall)' delocalized band-like elect ronic st ructu re [7.
201. These bands stem from the splitt ing of interacting molecular orbitals of the
const it uent monomer units in a manne r reminiscent of the band struct ure of solid-
state semiconduc to rs (Figure 1.3).
It is generall y agreed. [16.2 1]that t he mechanism of conductivity in these polymers
is based on the motion of charged defects with in the conjugated framework. The
charge carriers, either positive p-type or negath -ea- type, are the product s of oxidizing
or reducing the polymer respect ively. The following overview describes these processes
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Figure 1.3: Band structure in an elect ronically conducti ng polymer
Figure 1.4: Posit ively charged defects on poly{p-phenylene). A: polaron B: bipolaron
ill t he context of p-type carriers although the concepts are equally applicable to a-type
carrie rs.
Oxidation of the polymer initially generates a radical cat ion with both spin and
charge. Borr owing from solid sta te physics terminology, this species is referred to
as a polaron and comprises both the hole site and tbe st ructural distortion which
accompanies it . T his condit ion is depicted in Figure l.4A . T he catio n and radical form
a bound species. since any increase in the distance between them would necessita te
the creat ion of additional higber energy quinoid units. Theoretical treatments (22.
231 have demo nstrated that two near by polarons combine to form the lower energy
bipolaron shown in Figure 1.48. One bipolaron is more stable tban two pclaro ns
despite the coulombic repulsion of the two ions. Since the defect is simply a boundary
between two moiet ies of equal energy - the infinite conjuga tion chain on either
side - it can migrate in either direct ion without affet:ting the energy of the backbone,
provided that there is no significant energy barrie r to the process. It is t his charge
carrie r mobility tha t leads to the high conduc tivi ty of these polymers.
The conduct ivity (1 of a conducti ng polymer is related to the number of charge
carriers rzand the ir mobility p:
o 0( nu (U I
Because the band gap of conjugated polymers is usually fair ly large. n is very small
under ambient conditions. Consequently, conjugated polymers are insulators in their
neutra l sta te and no Inl ri ruical l fj conduct ing organic polymer is known at this t ime.
A polymer can be made conductive by oxidat ion [p-doping] and/ or, less frequently,
reduction (n-doping) of the polymer eithe r by chemical or electrochemical means ,
generati ng the mobile charge carriers described earlier. T he cyclic vchammet ry of
elect ronically conducting polymers is characteriz ed by broad oon-~efnstian W3n!S. .\
typical example is shown in Figure 1.5 for an N-subst itu ted pyrrcle basedconduct ing
polymer {24].
~v .. . SSCI
Figure 1..5: Cyclic voltam mogram of a subst ituted polypyrro le [241. Reprinted with
permission from J. Chern. Soc. Fcr0d4y ThJn.s., 1990, 86 . 3631. Copyright 1990 The
Royal Society of Chemistry
Figure 1.6: Three typical redox polymers
1.3 Redox Polymers
In cc mrest to the conjugated polymers there also exists another class of conduct-
ing polymer. namely the redox polymers. These polymers are characterized by the
presence of specific spatially and electrostatically isolated electrochemically active
sites. Electrcacrivity in the redox polymer is highly localized. while the electrochem-
ical processes in conjugated polymers lead to a reorganizat ion of the bonds in the
molecule itself. Typically, a redox polymer consists of a system where a redox-active
transit ion metal based pendant group is covalently bound to some sort of polymer
backbone which may or may not beeteceroecuve (although for synthetic convenience
the backbone is frequently formed by the electropolymerization of suita ble monomer
complexes]. A few representative examples are shown in Figure 1.6. The widespread
interest in these polymers has been spurred by their applicability in the area of chem-
ically modified electrodes (25- 271. One goal of coating electrodes with elecercec n ve
polymers is the development of new materials wi th very active catalytic propert ies.
The bulk of the work has been with systems where the polymer itself is inert and
serves only as a support for the elecrrocatalyric metal sites. The elect roceralyst site
funct ions as a mediator. facilitati ng the t ransfer of electrons betwee n th e elect rode
and the substrate . Elect rocatalysis in general is of great economic importan ce and
the aim of these modified elect rodes is to drive electrochemical reaction s select ively
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and /o r at modest pote nt ials. and with benet cont rol tban could be possible by the
direct interact ion between the subst rate and the electrode. T he electrocata lytic re-
duction of O2 is ODe exa mple which has been of par ticular interest [27- 311for fuel cell
ap plica tions .
Embedding electroca tal ytic t ransition metal species in a polymer modified elec-
trod!' mat rix is a means to endow the electrode with the chemical. elect rochemical.
optical, and other properties of the immo bilized molecule 1251. A number of addi t iona l
advant ages include:
1. Contro l of the reaction rate by the applied potential or current .
2. Close proximi ty of elecrroca talyric sites to the electrode .
3. High concentra tion of active cent res despite low amount of mat erial required.
-t. Cooperat ive effects stemming from tbe proximity of other catalyst sites.
5. Easy removal of the catalyst from the substrate.
Unlike the elect ronically conducting polymers, redox polymers characteristically
exhibit conduct ivity only over a very narrow potentia l range, with maximum ron-
ducriviw occurring when the concentrat ions of the oxidized and reduced forms ate
rqual in the film. r.e. at the formal potential of the redox centres , T his leads to a
voltammet ric profile such as the ODeshown in Figure 1.7, with the characteristics of
a surface bound redox system (or finite linear diffusion), ~E, ....0 and i , IX v .
The deta ils of charge transpor t between the elect rode and the sup ported redox
sites is a fundamental considerat ion. It is commonly held that redox conduct ion in
polymers occurs by the elect ron hopping process proposed by Kaufman and cowork-
ers [33, 341whereby electron trans fer proceeds as a process of sequential self-exchange
11
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Figure 1.7: Cyclic voltammogram of a poly.{f e(NHr phenh l'l+ coated Pt disc elec-
trode in acetonitrile containing 0.2 ~:l Et4CIO~ , scanned bet ween 100and 900 mV{sec
in 100 mVj sec intervals [321. Reprinted with perm ission from J. Electroanul. Chern..
1994. 365, 289. Copyright 1994 Elsevier Science.
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Figure 1,8: Char ge propag ation by means of quasi..<fitrusional charge percolati on in a
redox polyme r
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steps between adjacent redox groups. T he rate of self exchange RS E and electron
trans fer (ET ) processes are connected by the simple relationship RSE = kE;TCtnC~".
In the polymer film where the total amount of redox species must be fixed [i.e.,
Cos ....C.~ = ClAl ) the self-exchange rate will reach a maximum when the concerura-
[ion of both species is equal, i.e. , Coz = C'~d. , hence maximum conducrivhy occurs
at E". T he sequence of self-exchanges which give rise to conduct ivity through the
thickness of the film is depicted in figur e 1.8. Two prQC1'SSeS are involved. The
first is charge injection at the polymer-elect rode interface, which involves redox sites
close (ca. 1 om (35]) to the surface. T his is a potent ial-d rive n process and conforms
to Butler-Volmer kinet ics. Th e second process is the percola tion of cha rge through
the film which is (to a first approximat ion ) driven by concentrat ion grad ients and
is qua ntifiab le as a quasi-diffusional process. While more sophistica ted models have
hl'f'n developed !36--IOj. t he linear diffusion gradient approach accounts for most of
tbe charge tr ansport behaviour in redox films and provides an adequa te foundat ion
for the work in this thesis.
Since elect roneutraJity in the film must be maintained. the generation of charge at
t he electrode and the mot ion of the charge throughout the polymer must be accom-
panied by the ingress and motion of counterions. Thi s is an important considerat ion
since elect roactive polymers are really mixed conductors. displaying both electronic
and ionic conducti vity. Often the ionic cont ribut ion rna}' be safely disregard ed, in
which case the charge trans port diffusion Dcr may be ascribed ent irely to electron
diffusion D~_ Howe ve r this is not always the case, and electron hoppi ng rat es can
be st rongly influenced by the nat ure of the counterion [32, 41J. Full charact eriza tion
should consider both elect ronic and ionic conductivities of the mat erial .
/3
1.4 Conjugated Redox Polymers: Hybrid
Materials
The rate of electron exchange between the electrode and the catalyst sites is of ob-
vious importance in the context of elect rocatalysis. Facilitated elect ron tran sfer will
I ranslate to higher turnover rates. It was shown in the preceding sections that redox
polymers have a some.....hat slow rate of elect ron transport by self-exchange through
a potent ial gradient . and that electronically conducti ng polymers exhibit rapid elec-
tro n transport th rough a delocalized electronic st ructure . .-\ polymer which somehow
combines these propert ies would d early be desirab le; the use of an electronically
conduct ing polymer as an electron pipeline is intuitively sensible. Early attempts
to combine redox-active cent res with conjugated backbones 1·12]. such as the copoly-
mer 3 [.131(see figure 1.6), showed littl e improvement. In these cases the redox act ive
group was held at some distance from the conjugated backbone by a saturated link
and was therefore effectively isolated electronically from the backbone.
T his thesis introduces the concept of coordinat ing a metal atom di rectly into
the long-range If system of a conjugated polymer as a means of enhancing electron
transport . We have come to call these systems "conjugated/ redox polymer hybrids"
or -conjugatcd metallcpclymers" . At the onset of this project , only a few examples
of this class of material existed in the literat ure, but they demonst rated many novel
propert ies. Since then a few more examples have been reported including several from
this research group (44-471. Polymer bybrids beve also been featured in two recent
review articles [48, 49J. It should benoted tha t a closely related type of polymer where
a metal ato m forms a bridge between two conjugated segments, for instance poly-
Ierrocenes [50.51), salen-based polymers 152-541, and the meta-linked bpy system of
Petersen (551, has also been of interest . However, since these polymers do not possess
ua quasi-infinite conjugated backbone they will be considered outside the scope of this
work.
The premise is that t he hybrid system will facilita te self-exchange in much the
same wa y that conjugated brid ging ligands lead to more rapid self-exchange in dinu-
d ear complexes 156). One means of assessing the relative st rength of the interact ions
between the bridged pair is t hrough the compropcrtionat lon consta nt K-", For the
hypothet ica l syste m
(1.2)
(1.3)
Th e strength of the interact ion through the bridge is indicated by the separa tion of
the voltammetric waves. 1571
The stabili ty of the mixed va lence state is a reflect ion of the st rength of the elec-
tr onic interactions between metal atoms. and this can be assessed voltamm etr ically if
t he inter act ion is strong enough. )..Iaterials t hat possess these stro ng interactions are
being examined for use in advanced applica tions such as energy storage and molecular
electronics [581.
Conjuga ted bridging ligands are advantageous as they allow the metal atoms to in-
teract t hrough the adjoining 11'" segment , influencing the meta l-metal communicat ion.
It has been recognized [591 in dinuclear Ru (lI ) complexes bridged by a conjugated
ligand that K(..... is primar ily related to the orbita l overlap between the met al atoms
and the bridging ligand . T he distance between metal centres is appare ntly less im-
port ant. In a series or di nuclear Ru(lI ) complexes bridged with benzimidazo le- and
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Figure 1.9: Superexchange mechanisms. Bl.ebrtdging ligand
beuzc thiazol e-besed ligands (60--641a superexchange mechanism is believed to be at
play. As indicated in Figure 1.9, two pathways are possible. In the hole-type su-
perexchange pa thway, an elect ron is promoted from the bridging ligand (BL) HOMO
to the ~l( lII) site, giving the symmetric transit ion st ate wi th both metals in the
reduced form. T he missing elect ron from t he Bt HOMO is subsequently replaced
by an electron from th e other meta l a tom , result ing in a system where the valenets
have been swapped. Conversely, electr on-type superexchange involves the tr ansition
of an electron from the M(II) state metal to the Bl, LUMO, leaving a symmetric
transiti on sta te wit h th e metals in t he oxidized form. Exchange is com pleted by the
electron's transfe r to the oppos ing ~{ ( 1II ) at om. The preferred pat hway and the ease
wit h which it is taken de pend on th e rela tive energies of the metal orbit als and the BL
;or or Jr' orbitals ; metal -d and Bt-If orbital mixing leads to hole su perexcbenge and
meral-d and BL-r" orbital mixing leads to electro n superexchange . ln either route
the valences a re interchanged , enhancing sta bility of the mixed valence syste m.
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We propose that the concept of the bridging ligand superexchange mechanism
ca n be exte nded to describe long d istanc e charge migr ati on in a hybrid polymer , with
infinite propagat ion being achieved through the sequential supe rexchanges between
neighbouring redox sites
1.4.1 Co nj ug ated Metallop olymers in the Liter atur e
1.4 .1.1 P oly{5,5'~( 24tbienyl)-2,2'-bitblaeole]
Wolf a nd Wrighton repo rted {65J the synt hesis of the novel cond uct ing po lymer poly-l
via th e anod ic polymerization ofS,5'.( 2-t hienyl)-2.2'. bi t hiazole which was prepared by
the St ille coupling of 2-bromothiophene with 5,5'. (t rimethylsta nnyl)-2,2'.b ithiazole.
Th e conjugat ed cationic Re metallopolymer po ly-6 was also prepared . Thi s work rep-
resents an early attemp t to combine the unique characteristics of conjugated conduct-
ing polymers wit h catalytic metals to form interest ing new materi als. It recognizes
that the oxidatio n sta te of adjoining ligands has an impact on the catalytic propert ies
of the central metal atom [661. and that the wide range of "oxidation states" that a
conducting polymer displays might be potentially employed.to tune the response of
the clecrrocat alytic group .
The strat egy of using moiet ies that are easily polymerized etecerocbemicatlv, thio-
phenc for insta nce, to cap aromat ic monomers which do not polymerize readily is
a sound one [671. Electropo lymerization of bithiazole was unsuccessful [68.691 and
chemical polymerizat ion of bit hiawl e via Grignard coupling only produced a polymer
with \OCQ· low conductivity [68J. The elect rochemically polymerized thiophene sub-
st it ured bithiaeole gave a much more satisfactory conductivity, ca. 0.2 St cm at 1.5 V
v.,. Ag wire as measured in situ on specially const ructed microelect rode ar rays.
Studies of bithiazole model compounds showed that the chloro complex exhibited
an irreversible wave near 1.4 V v,!. SCE. Subst itution or CI with CH3CN howevergave
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Scheme 1.2: PolyI5,5'-(2-th ienyl)-2,2'-bith iazole] and its Re(I) complexes
cyclic vcnammogreme wit h a reversible met a l-based wave at 1.8 V. The complex poly-
S was prepared by immersing the polymer coa ted elect rode in a relluxing chloroform
solut ion of Re(C O)s CI for several minutes. Subsequent treatm ent with a solution
of AgPF, in CH3CN yielded poly-6, in accordance with Scheme 1.2. The cyclic
m lta mmetry of the polymer derivative is not as clear as for the monomer complex
since th e polymer and metal waves overla p.
T he ca rbony l liga nds serve as a usefu l infrared hand le b)"which t he elect ron den sity
at th e Re atom may be monito red. Surface reflectance IR spect ra of films of poly-G,
whic h had been oxidized at + 1.5 V and rem oved from soluti on under potent ial cont rol,
showed frequency shi rts from 2040 to 2044 em" ! and Irom 1934 to 1940 cm '" . f ilms
which had been oxidized for 30 s and ret ur ned to 0 V did not show such a shirt. The re
is no mention or attempts to measure spectra under potentiosta t ic contro l. The band
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sh ift effect is seen at a potential below the formal potential of the Re oxidatio n, and
so it is concluded that the electron density of the part ially oxidized polymer backbone
modulates the density on Re and consequently the ancillary CO ligands. T his shows
how the elect ronic charac ters of the polymer and the metal ar e int imatel y related.
While the effect seems small. minor elect ronic energy changes at t he metal cent re can
have an enormous impac t on the reacti vity. For example it has been pointed out that
a 15 cm- ! shift in the carbon yl st retch of a comparable Re complex is accompanied
b~r a two hund red-fold increase in the rate of nucleophilic attack upon the metal (701_
Th e metallopolymers were characterized by XPS and surface reflectance JR. f rom
comparisons of the He 4f peaks with the Sand N' peaks in the XPS spect rum it
was estimated tha t 60- 75% of available coordina tion sues were occupied. It was
noted that t he ccmplexed polymer exhibited a drop in conduc tivity of three orders of
magnitude compared to the parent polymer. a phenomenon that the authors ascribe
to -lcss delocalizat ion of the charge carriers" in the polymer complex. [ t was also
obser ved tha t the metal lopolymer's elect rochemist ry "'vas much more sta ble towards
exposure to elevate d pote ntials. The explana tion offered suggests that deact ivation of
the backbone occurs at the nitro gen a toms, and the meta l atoms in poly-S physically
block access to these regions. This reason ing is questionable since it does not account
for the vacancy of up to 40% of the sites; att ack at the remaining uncomplexed ni-
trogen a toms should lead to a much grea ter effect tban the one seen. An alternate
ra tionale based on the "less delocalization " hypothesis might sta te that t he buildup
of positive charge primarily at t he Re at oms only (eve n though the potentials were
kept below EI {2 Re{lI jI ) as measured in the model complexes) makes nucleophilic
a ttac k at othe r regions of the polymer less favourable. An alternat e explana tion for
the sta bility enhancement and the conduct ivity loss can be proposed from geometric
considerations. The influx of the bulky metal groups into the solid polymer results
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in the torsion of many of the bithiazole groups cut of the plane of the thiophene
rings. T he twist reduces p-crbital overlap and hence conjugat ion is diminished . This
reasoning accounts for bot h tbe drop in conducti vity upon de rivatization and for the
greater perceived elect rochemical stab ility. Since the conjugation is alread y disrup ted .
a ny additional defects ste mming from deactivati on will be insignifica nt . T he twisted
polymer hypot hesis a lso int rod uces t he d istu rbing not ion th at do uble bond reergani-
zation , t he process so cri tical for rapid char ge t ransport, is blocked in twisted poly-6
and t hat t he exper imental results are t herefore largely irrelevant .
1.4 .1.2 Tbiophe oe- bi pyrid ine c:opolymen
Swager and co-workers have emp loyed Wrighton's strategy of affixing th iophene units
to a bident ate ligand as a route to readil y elecrrcpolymerized metall cpcl ymera (71-
i-l ] based on 2,2'-bi pyrid ine. Bipyrid ines capped with thiophene 7 a nd bithiophene 8
were prepared along with the ir Ru complexes. Strangely, only t he bithicphene-capped
species could be clect rcpclymerized. The format ion of the complex before polymeriza-
t ion (see Scheme 1.-1) is ad vantageous in t hat 100% occupancy of t he sites is assured
[provided th at no decomplexation occurs during t he polymerization ). presenting a
more regular environ ment for t he metal centres as well as formin g a bett er charac ter -
ized film. The electroc hemical responses of poly-8 and poly_(Ru{8J32+] are shown in
Figure 1.10.
The oxidat ive cyclic volt ammetry of poly-S shows the p-doping wave shape and
posi tion typical of a t hiophene polymer [19]. An n-doping wave is also evi dent at a
potentia l much less negative tb an usual for a th iophene polymer , but very simila r in
shape and positio n to the e-dcptng wave of poly-bipyridi ne (751. This indicat es t hat
the p-dop ing and n-doping processes are locali zed on the t hiophenes and pyridines
respect ively. (The region of non-conduct ivity between the waves - t he band gap - in
""'"
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Scheme 1.3: T hiop hene-capped bipyridine complexation
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Scheme 1.-1: Bithicphene-capped bipyridiue complexation and polymerizat ion
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Figure 1.10: Cyclic vcnemmograme at 100 mY/ sec (a and b) and drain current
(lJ. x conductiv ity) profile (c) for A:poly-8 and B :poly_(Ru(8 )3J "' ) on inte rdigitated
microelecr rcde arrays (10 ~m spacing) iIi acetoni trile containing Bu"PF, . Panel b
shows the cyclic voltammet ry over a potential range which includes both oxidat ion
an d red uction of the polymer (711. Repri nted with permission from Adv. Mater., 199ft
8. ~9i' . Copyright 1996 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH .
this cupclymer is smal ler than in the parent homopolymers.) The small peaks on the
full range sweeps are a result of charge tra pping 1761 and therefore provide furt her
indica tions of charge local izati on .
Poly-S shows a maximum p-type conduct ivity of ca.2x 10- 3 Stem at ca. + 1.0 V
a nd a maximum ootype conductivity of ca. "& xlO-3 Ste m at Cl1. · 2.0 V. This is an
interesting condit ion since polythicphenes generally exhibit much higher p-type con-
ductivit jv. In th is case it suggests that the bipyridine segments inhibit to some extent
the delocalization of the p-type charge carrie rs (481. This is not unreasonable in light
of their srde6cient nat ure and the fact that polypyridines can not be p-doped within
the normally accessible potenti al range [75J-
The c~..clic voltammetry of poly. [Ru(8h ' +1in the positive potential region is sim-
ilar to that of poly-S, further indicat ing the lack of cont ribution of the bipyridine
segment to the elect rochemist ry of th is region. There is no mention of the Ru(llI jII )
wave which should appear at potentials slightly more posit ive than the upper sweep
limit in f igure 1.108 . This is unfortunate since the double th iophene subst itution
should facilitate oxidatio n of the polymer, encouraging hole supe rexchange.
The cat hodic elect rochemist ry shows a pair of bpy-besed reductions at -1.23 and
-1.39 V, characte rist ic of Ru(bpy)s' + type complexes (e.g., see Figure 1.12C). The
monomer complexes exhibit similar waves at slight ly more negative potentials, at -1.32
and -1.56 V for Ru(7 h 2+ , and at ·1.34 and ·1.54 V for Ru(8h 2+ . Curiously these
reduct ions were assigned to Ru(lIjI ) and Ru(l jO) processes. The conductivity profile
of the reduct ion waves is characteristic of a redox polymer. being at a maximum (or a
shoulder for the first wave] at eo. Th is behaviour is analogous to the non-conjugated
polymer poly(Os(bpyh(vPYhl 1771, suggesting tha t the a-type charge carriers are
mostly localized in the bipyridine portion of the polymer. The small shifts in reduction
potentials in these systems compared to Ru(bpyh( PF 6 h (by ca. 35~40 mY) and the
somewhat higher conductivity than poly(Os(bpyh(vP Yh l indicate that there is weak
delocalization across the thiophene units . Th is is further supported by the observance
tha t damaging the polymer conjugation by exposure to very negative potentials leads
to a decrease in conduct ivity and loss of definition of the two bpy reduction waves.
The related isomer 9 and its analogue with only one bithienyl subst ituent 10,
along with their Ru(II) complexes were recently reported (721. Owing to the met a-
relat ionship of the parent monomer. the electrochemically generated poly-9 does not
possess extended conjugat ion. Not surprisingly, this polymer did not exhibit ccnduc-
t h· i t~.. above tbe detectio n limit of th e experimental conditions (10- 6 _10- 7 Sjcm).
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IIIcontrast . the metallopolymer poly-!Ru(9h 2+1showed a maximu m conduct ivity
of 3.3>< 10- 3 S/c m, which is 2.8 times greate r tha n the conduct ivity of the conjugated
polymer polY_IRu(8j,2+ ). Evidently, the self-exchange between adjacent Ru sites is
enhanced by having the tetr a thienyl bridge para to the metal. creat ing a conjugated
link. T he presence of the metal atom is crucial, since the parent polymer is essentially
non-conduct ive. Cross-linking of chains has an additi onal influence on the elect ro-
chemistry of poly-(Ru(9h2+j since the conductivity of the related polymer complex
poIY-IRu(9)(bpYh2+j was an order of magn itude lower.
Charge tra nsport occurs through the Ru(lI ) atom. In poly-!Ru(l Oh 2+j. where an
ent irely organic backbone is prohibited . t ile conductivity is only slightly lower tha n
that of poly-[Ru(9)(bPYh 2+'.
wb tle th is metallopo lymer displays some interest ing bene...nour, it probably would
be unsuita ble for use in etecrrocat alync systems because of the cri t ical role the metal
atom plays in the conduct ion mechanism. Accidental decomplexeuo n of even a small
fraction of sites would have a very det rimental effect on tbe polymer 's conductivity.
Indeed it was pointed out that t he polymer complex ls not electr ochemically stable in
CH3C:\. and that experi ments had to be undertak en in CH2CI" a DOD-coordina ting
solvent. Part ial dissocia tion of polypytidine-ty pe ligands upon reduc tion has been
observed in ot her systems \28], and presumab ly a similar mechanism mignt account
for the insta bility of poly-(Ru (9)(bpYh 2+1in conditions that stabilize the dissociation
product . Under reductive condit ions, the presence of a coordina ting solvent could
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Scheme 1.5: Roraxane monomer forma t ion
facilitate total d issociation of a small num ber of complexes in the backbo ne, leading
[0 disastrous loss of conductivity. Systems with a tr ue conjugat ed backbo ne such as
poly-[Ru{8 b 'l"-j would be much less sensitive to t he loss of meta l sites. T he original
experiments on poly- [Ru(8h~+ 1 were performed in CHJ C:'4.
Elecrr cpolymerieable Zn (l1) and Cu(l) complexes of phe nan th roliae-cen tai ning
ruacrocyclc 11 with 8 and its dioxyethylene analogue 12 have been prepared. (73. i-l].
Anodic polymerizat ion prod uces the corresponding -polyroeax anes" pof ..· Rot (8 .~I )
and poly-Rot( 12 ,M) (M= Zn or Cu) where th e polymer chai n is th read ed thr ough t he
macrocycle rings [78, 79J. Following extraction of the metal ion by trea t ment with
ethy lenediam ine, the mecroc vcle necessarily remains physically associated with the
polymer. giving pol~'- Rot(8) and poly-Rot( 12) . T his threaded motif is important
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Scheme 1.6: Po!y·Rot (8) formation . Poly-Rot( 12) is similar.
since it provides we ll-behaved reversible complexatio n. Spect roscopic stud ies proved
that the coordinat ion and removal of the metal atom is complete ly reversible. The
design was intended as a prototype receptor site for polymer-based sensors. It has
been suggested [SOl th at molecular wire type poly receptors could produ ce useful signal
amplification in the design of extremely sensitive chemodetectors.
ThE.' cyclic voltam metry of the decomplexed poly-Rot( 12 ) (Figu re 1.11A) is rat her
unusual in that a pair of dist inct redox waces are clearly evident . rather than the
broad wave of p-doping current normally associated with conducting polymers (e/.
Figure 1.5). The conductivity profile shows a maximum at the potential of the first
wave. follo.....ed b~' a sharp decrease and a second maximum at th e second wave. This
behaviour is indicative of a charge-localized redox polymer .....bich is reasonable given
the alternation of st rong donor tet ra(ethylenedioxythiophene) segments and strong
acceptor bipyridine segments [481. The p-rype carr iers would be expected to reside pri-
marily on the tetra(etbylenedioxytbiophene) units, with the two vo ltammerric WIWes
corresponding to the creation fint of polarons and then bipolarons.
The complexes poly-Rot(12,Zn) and poly-Rot (12,Cu) also show highly localized
cyclic vohemm cgram cbaracter, with small ~E, and i IX &I. The addi tion ofZn(lI) or
Cu{l ) causes a sharpening of the vcltammetric waves and a significant loss in ccuduc-
tivity (note the scales in Figures 1.11:\ and 1.118 ), indicat ing reinforcement of the
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Figure 1.11: Cyclie voltem rnet ry and conductiv ity profiles for (A) poly-Rot (12).
(B) poly-Rot (12 .Zn). and (C) poly-Rot (12,Cu ) with poly-Rot (8.Cu) inset in CH'lCh
re maining Bu~Pfl [HI. Reprinted wit h permission from J. Am. Cht m. Soc.. 199"
119 , 12568. Co pyright 1996 American Chemical Society.
localizat ion of p-type charge carrie rs. In Figure 1.11C. poly.Rot (12,Cu) shows the
added cont ribution of the e u(II/I) wave, superimposed on the first redox wave. This
wave hi clea rer in the inset poly- Rat( S,Cu ) voltam mogram . where the redox waves
of the polymer occur at higher potential in the absence of the electron-rich ethylene-
dloxythlophene moieties. Th e copper wave serves as a useful coulombic reference.
showing that each of the two polymer waves does indeed correspond to the removal
of one electron per repeat unit . T he conduct ivity profile of poly-Rot (8.Cu) indicates
that the Cu(lI / l ) ....'ave does not contribute significant ly to conductivity. presumably
as a result of kinetic sluggishness [73). Therefore the enha nced conductivit y of the
first wave in poly-Rot( 12,Cu) over the first wave in poly-Rot( 12.Zn) cannot be as-
cribed to a simple addit ivecontribut ion. Evidently Cu(lI / t ) is mediating the elect ron
exchange between the tet rafethylenedioxythlophene] segments. This is an interest ing
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development , although the simple conductivity measurements do not supply adequat e
informat ion to draw conclusions about the mechanisms a t wo rk.
The interact ions of poly-Rot(8) and poly.Rot (12 ) with Cu(l l) present an interest-
ing situation. It was found tha t poly-Rot (S) does not have a high affinity for Cu(tI )
ions. while poly.Rot( 12) does. It t urns out that t his behavio ur is probab ly connected
to the elect ronic na ture of the two ligands. The electron-rich eth ylencdioxythio phene
units in poly-Rot( 12) enhance its chelat ing ability by increasing the basicity of the
bipyndine segments and biasing the macrocycle towards the bipyridine segments.
Some st riking results from resistance measurements suggest t here is a more intricat e
mechanism at work. The treatment of poly-Rot (12) with Cu(lI ) led to a decrease
in dry resistance by a factor or over lOS_Similar treat ments with Cu(l) or Zn(II)
1('(1 to a modest tenfold change in the resistanc e. while the reaction with Cu(lI ) with
poly-Rat 'S) resulted in a drop by a factor or only lQ2. It would seem that the dose
proximity or the redox potentials or the first poly-Rot(12) wave and the Cu(ll j I)
couple permit the Cu(lI) ion to oxidize tbe polymer, effecting chemical p-doping.
Presumably the need fer the copper ion to comply with the imposed. tet rahedral ge-
omerry helps to drive the metal towards the Cu(I) state, although this issue was not
mentioned. The react ion or the macrocycle-Iree polr-n with eu( lI) also results in
a large resistance drop, although the possible contribut ion or Cu bridging adjacent
polymer chains is not add ressed. The resistance results are significant to sensory
applications in that they demonstra te how the reversible perturbation or a potential
analyte can induce very large changes in a paramet er which is almost trivially simple
--Q-O-- . --0-0- . .-}S-,
~)tno 14 AQ
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Scheme 1.7: Re-aryl eneet hylyne copolymer
1.4 .1 .3 Co polyme r ized 5,5'-diethynyl-2 ,2'-bipyridine
A series of conjugated polymers contain ing Re(COh CI (Scheme 1.7) we re prepa red
in order to exp lore possible interac t ions between two dist inct and "''1'11 defined chro-
mophc res: t he po lymer backbone 71"--t :ll"' abso rption and t he lower energy d :ll" (ReJ-
r.~y meta l to ligand cha rge trans fer (81,82 1. The overal l composition of th e polymer
was controlled by the relative proport ions of 13 and 14 used in the polymerization
process. The pho tophysical response of the polymer 16 variants was cha racte rist ic of
t he ind ividual components: t he chro mophores were apparently not st rongly coupled.
It was proposed that th e unusual ly weak com munica tion was due eit her to irregu la r-
ity in the polymers' composit ion - blocks of 13 and 15 and blocks of 14 and 15
as opposed to the regular alternat ion depicted in Scheme 1.7 - or that the energy
crossove r between excited states was inefficient . The etecerccbemtst rv of the syst em
was not examined, and it is difficult to predict whether comparably poor coupling
would appear in the longer t imescale of electrochemical experiments.
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Scheme l.8: Copolymers of vinylstyrene and bipyridi ne or porphyrins
1.4 .1.4 Co polyme rized 2.2'.bipyridine , viny l s tyrene
A similar st rategy of varying the relat ive proportions of sta rt ing materials was used
by Yu ee ai. in the synthesis of several polymers of the genera l form 17 for the
purpose of crea ting new pbct orefrect ive mate rials (831. Th is approach allows specific
control of the meta l loading. Ru(bpYh 2+ forms the core of their system owing to
its efficient \lLCT (84, 85] which serves as a charge genera tion source, while the
conjuga ted backbone is intended to funct ion as a charge tra nsport channel and non-
linear optica l chromophore. A light induced ),ILCf willin t bis case be equivalent to
injecting an ootype car rier into the polymer backbone. and should therefore cont ribute
to conductiv ity. As before. t he coordination of Ru(lI ) before polymerization assures
1()()% site occupancy.
As expected, t he polyme rs exhibited photoconduct ivity when exposed to 690 nm
light from a diode laser. The polymers containing the ruthenium moiety (x =0.1)
displayed a mum greater response than the one without (x = 0). indicat ing the
va lidity of using metal complexes as pbctcse nstnzers .
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Yu and coworkers have also reported [861 the low glass transit ion temperatur e
(Tg ) polymers 18 and 19 for photc refracrivity study. T he photoconducti vesensit ivity
of 19 was found to be two orders of magnitud e lower than 18, presumab ly as a result
of its less efficient MLCT process and faste r relaxa tion of the excited sta te. It 'ACLS
not . however, prone to the local shielding effects found in rhe ionic metal site in 18.
These effects are det rimenta l to the pboto pbysical performance of these systems.
1.4 .1.5 P olypyri di oe a nd polybipyr id ine
Yamamoto and coworkers have reported several conjugated polymers based on poly-
pyridine 20 (PPy) and polybipyridine 21 (P Bpy) along with methyl- and hexyl-
subst ituted v-ariants [75, 87-89] via zerovalent nickel coupling of the corresponding
3/
20 21
dihalo compounds. Comp lexes with Ru(bpy), 2+, NiCI2• Cu(I), and Fe(bpy),1+ were
repor ted and were the first bipyridine-based. metallopolymers.
Th e cyclic volta mmograms of the uncomp lexed polymers are similar , exhibiting
a wave due to n-doping in the region of -2.2 V us. Agj Ag+ (see Figure 1.128 ) with
accom panying electrochromism and no waves due to p-dcptng. Chemical n-doping of
unccrnplexed P Py with sodi um nap htba.lide report edly increased the dry conductivity
Irom lQ-u Sjcm to 1.6x 10- 1 stem[751.
PBr y was deriva tized by refluxing in water with Ru(bp}'), C12• The result ing
water-insoluble materia l consisted of a meth anol-ext ractable fraction with a ~ILcr
band at ca. ~ 50 om and a site occupancy of app roximately 20%, est imated from the
l.Vvvis spectrum, while the remaining int ract able and poorly characterized materia l
only had appr oximate ly 1...%site occupancy from elemental analysis data.
Deposit ing PBpy on a Pt elect rode and subsequently react ing it with Ru(bpyh Ch
resulted in a film containing 10-15% coordination estim ated by XPS. This metal-
lcpcly mer exhibits the int riguing cyclic volta mmogram shown in Figure 1.12.-\.. Com-
pared to vcltemmo grarn or the monomer Ru(bpYh ' + in Figure 1.12C. it appears that
ligand reductio n waves have moved to less negati ve potent ials, the Ru oxida t ion wave
to less positive pot ent ials, and there is an overall broadening into the wide unre-
solved charge envelope. T he authors claim th at this is a result of extensive charge
deloculizution and paradoxically describe th is behaviour as being both "unique" and
-characterisric of electrically conducting a-conjugated polymer ligands" [751 alth ough
the total dissimilarity between this voltam met ric response and that or every other
known conjugated metallopolymer tends to discredit the second claim. The lack or
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figure 1.12: Cyclic voltam metry or [a] P Bpy. Ru, (b) PBPy, and eel Ru(bpYh 2+
in ace tonit rile solut ions containing 0.1),,1 Bu..:-OCI0 4 [87). Reprinted with permission
from J. Am . Chern. Soc., 1994, 116 , 4832. Copyrigh t 1994 American Chemical Society
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any st atement of reproducibility or any comparisons between films of differing thick-
ness (and the use of the same figure in at least two papers) certa inly validates the
first assertion, and the pauci ty of characterization data of the film in question sug-
gests tha t the result must be viewed with skepticism. An alterna te explanat ion [481
proposes that t he low bpy sill' populatio n leads to a wide range of polymer-based
{from different chain lengths between meta llated units} and metal -based (different
dist ances to nearest neighbour ) redox site environments.
ThE"vcl tammerry of C u( l) comple xes of 6,6'..<fimeth yl and 6.6'-dih exyl subst it uted
PBp)' [88J (having 74-99% site occupancy ) display more convent ional behaviour. A
well-defined Cu( lI/l) wave appears at 0.59 V"". Ag+/ Ag, alth ough there is no at -
tem pt to explai n the const ant !iE. = 260 mv over a wide range of s.....eep rates
(20 < II < 100 mV/S«. ). A ..'ell-defined wave (~E, = 90 mV) also ap pears in the
cathodic region at -1.84 V. St rangely, th is was described as a Cu(f}/Cu(O) couple
even though it occurs at potentials only slightly less negative than the polymer re-
duction. It was found from the cyclic vcuem mcgrams that approximately twice the
amou nt of charge was passed in this wave tha n in the metal 's oxidati on wave, and the
authors attr ibute th is to an effect stemming from the bet ter charge conduct ivity at
low potentials {t.e., n-doping) . O n the basisof the potential and the coulomb rat io, a
more likely expla nat ion is that t be reduct ion is in fact due to bipyridines coordinated
to Cu: the ratio of bpy to Cu in these complexes should be 2:1.
Elect rccatalyric prope rt ies bave been claimed [75,871for the :--iiCI, complex of
PBpy although the report is lacking in detai ls. Redox wa ves simila r to those in
:'\i(bpyh Br2 were detected. Electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 in CH3CN .....as os-
tensibly observed at -2.15 V reaching a maximum coulombic efficiency (0.3 mol CO
evo lved per mol of electrons ] at -2.40 V. There was however no mention of characteri-
zation of products (e.g., by rotating ring-disc voltammetry or GC on th e evolved gas).
3,
no proposed mass balance [Le., the fate of the second oxygen atom in the aprotic
solvent] , nor even details of any cont rol experiments on sim ila r films not contain ing
~i.
Complexes of PB py were shown to have interest ing photocata lytic propert ies to-
wards the reduction of water to H1 . Several metal species were introduced to the
polymer in the presence of trieth yla mine as a sacrificial electro n don or. The comp lex
generated in situ by irradiat ion of Pt (bpY)1H (spectroscopically confirmed from the
release of bpy and XPS measurements ) proved to be tbe most active. The addition
of RU01 as a co-cat aJyst improved t he performan ce of the PBpy-Ru(bpy h system in
the absence of tr iethylamine, yet , str angely, the experiment was not repeated in the
presence of a sac rificial donor.
1.4.1.6 Org anometallic po lyp he ny lenes
1..../ Ir-<" \~
The synthesis of the 11' organometal lic polymers 22 and 23 have been repon ed {OO,
91] and represent an interesting departu re from the Werner type complexes that form
the balance of this field. Thermogravimet ric analysis of 22b in air showed that it was
stable to nearly 200"C. Other than a rudimentary conduct ivity stud y of 23, no elec-
rrochcmical data were presented. This sort of syste m leads to some intriguing catalyst
possibilities, since the elect rochemical oxidation or reduction of t he IS-electron cent re
should lead to its desta bilizat ion and hence an enormous increase in the reacti vity
of the site. It might even be possible in this way to switch a supported chemical
catalyst on and off by simple potent ial manipulations. In the present material s only
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low molecular masses were observed (degree of polymeriaaticn was 10 to 17); these
SYS[ P ffi S might be bett er thought of as oligomers.
1.5 Objectives
T he goa l of th is project was quit e str a ightforward: to test t he hypoth esis that t he
coordi na t ion of met al atoms to a conjuga ted polymer backbone will lead. to an en-
hancement of th e rat e of electro n t ransport compa red to similar polymers not having
t he conj ugat ion. Th e elect ron diffusion coefficient D~ was the pa ramete r of inter-
est since this gives a more reliable indicati on of the underlying processes than . say,
cond uctivi ty,
Pyridine-benz imidazole based conjugated polymers were chosen as the support for
the redox cent res Ru (bpYh 2+ and Os(bpYh 2" . Polybenelmidazoles are an at t ractive
choice for a number of reasons:
I . Polybenzimidazoles tend to be very robust (2). remaining stab le under consid-
erable thermal and chemical st ress. In the hars h environment of an electrocat-
a lyric system , chemical stability is crucial.
2. T here exists an excellent bidentate site between the pyridine and imidazole
nit rogens.
3. T he second imidazole nit rogen has an acidic prot on which may be removed and
replaced. influencing the electron density along the polymer.
-I. Several dinu clear complexes with a similar st ructur e have been Sh0\111to possess
notab le coupling between the two metal s.
Ru(bpy), :l+ and Os(bpy), :l+ are logical choices for metal centres with which to
form com plexes of t hese polymers because
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1. They form stabl e low-spin d' complexes in the bipyridine--Iike environment .
2. The electroc hemist ry is well-behaved.
3. The non-conjugated redox polymers to which the results are compared are also
based on these metal cent res.
CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL
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III this chapter the syntheses of the materials used in this project are detailed. The
smaller molecules are categ orized on the basis of whether or not they possess rune-
t ionalit ies which could render them electrochemically polymerizable . Th e de tails of
elect rochemical and related experiments are presented separately in later chapters.
2.1 General Procedures and Instrumentation
Unless sta ted otherwise, all commercial chemicals and solvents were used as received
without further purificat ion. Reported yields are not opt imized.
Xuclear magnet ic resonance ( :\~tR) spectr a were acquired on a GE GX-3(0); B
instr ument at 300 MHz (IH NMR). Where appropriate, chemical shifts are report ed
in ppm relative to (CH1)~Si as an internal standard. Spectra acquired in deuterated
trifluoroaceric acid (T FA-d). which had no internal standa rd, are referenced against
the solvent peak at 6 = 11.50 ppm. In the spectra acquired in TFA-d with D10 . the
solve nt signal did not appear at a predictab le location; in these cases the absolute
report ed shifts are meanin gless and only the relative posit ions of signals should be
considered. In all cases indivi dual peaks are reported as chemical shift , multiplicity
(s=singlet, d e doublet . ddedoublet of doublets, t= triplet , qequan er , m= multi plet ),
relative integrat ed intensity, and coupling constants .
~Iass spectra (~ IS) were determined using a V.C . Micromass 7070HS spect rcm-
eter. Some of the more intense fragments are reported as m/ z and percent relative
intensity.
Elementa l analyses were performed by Canadian Microanalytica l Services. 207·
8116 Alexander Road , RR #7 , Delta . BC, V4C IG7.
Spect roelectrochemistry was undertaken in a single beam spect rometer built in-
house, consist ing of & PRA·M303 lamp, Hamam atsu R374 photomult iplier tube with
Keithley 427 current amplifier, and an ISA Instruments monochroma tor . Wavelength
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and potentia l cont rol, and output response readings were automated by means of a
PC equipped with a Data Translations DT-280l analogue-digital digital-analogue
converter computer board and controlled by software writt en specifically for those
experi ments .
Cyclic volta mmograms shown in this thesis were acquired with a Pine Inst ru-
ments RDE--I poten tiosta t in conjuction with a PC equ ipped wit h a Data Trans-
lati ons DT-2801 analogue-digital digita l-analogue conven er computer board. using
custom software writte n by the author. Other cyclic voltammograms were obtained
with a Hokuto-Denko HA301 potent iosta t with H81 04 (unct ion generator. or with a
Solart ron Schlumberger 1268 elect rochemical interface cont rolled with custom soft-
\\'are[921. More sophist icat ed electrochemistry experiments a re det ailed in the appro-
priate sections. Unless stated otherwise. all potent ials are u.s. SSCE.
2.2 Starting Materials and Miscellaneous
2.2 .0.1 Po lyp hospbo ric Acid (P PA)
pp.\ is most conveniently used by generating it immediately prior to usc. Approxi-
mutely 25 ml, is prepared by mixing 18 g P20 S and 10 g 85% H3PO~ . The reagents
are st irred at ca. l00 ·C under a dry atmosphere until a homogeneous, clear viscous
liquid has formed. Typically this takes around 24 h. The use of higher temperatures
usually results in the discolorat ion of the PPA, alt hough its efficacy appears unaf-
fected in such cases. Addit ionally, owing to the high viscosity of the medium, all PPA
reactions require mechanical stirring.
2.2.0.2 ci.9-S is(2 ,2'-bi pyridine- N ,N ') dichl or orutbenium(I1) (24)
Th is prepa rat ion is based on the published method of Me~-er and coworkers (93).
The dihydrate may he obtai ned by Taube's adapt at ions 1941. ~RuCIJ 'LH20" (l.iOg,
/0
8.22 mmol] a nd 2,2'-b ipyridinf! (2.51 g, 16.4 mmot] were sti rred in 50 mL DMF to
which 2.0 g Liel was subsequently added . T he mixtur e was refluxed under ~2 for
5 h. The solvent volume was then reduced to ca. 10 mL under reduced pressure an d
dilu ted wit h 50 mL of acetone and allowed to stand at 0 · C overnig ht . The resulting
black solid was collected by filtrat ion, washed wit h H20 until th e rinsings were colour-
less and dried in air . The solid was redissolved in 250 mL of 50% aqueous ethanol
by refluxing under Na for 1 h., 20 g of Li e l was added, and the solution volume was
reduced to ca. 15 ml. . Cooling overnight at 0 · C produced a dark solid which was
collected. rinsed copiously with water, and dried in vacuoa t r.r . giving 24 as a da rk
solid (l.58 g, ~O%) . T he purity was verified by cyclic voltam metr y {E1/2 =O.30~ V
V.~. SSCE in CH3CN conta ining 0.1 mol dm - 3 Et~NCIO. l and th in layer chromatog-
raphy (met ha nol. R/=O .70). Elemental anal ysis : Calc'd fe r C:IO Hui~~CI:Ru ·0.6H10:
C ~8 .51%, H 3.50%, ::\ 11.31%. Found C -18..19%, H 3.35%, x l1.26 %.
2.2.0 .3 2 ,2' ,2"-Terpyr idy l tric:hlororu t be nium (II I) (25)
T his follows Sullican's preparation (951. -RuCh·.:rH:O" (263 mg. 1.00 mmol) and
2.2'.2"·t erpyridine (227 rng, 0.97 mmol j ....'ere st irred. and refluxed in 125 mL or ethanol
[freshly dist illed ever Mg/ h ) for 3 h. The contents were al lowed to settle at r.r .
overn ight. The result ing da rk solid was rinsed with abs. et ha nol (3 x 10 mL) a nd
t hen diethy l et her (3 x 10 rol l. The residue was air d ried to give 25 (398 mg, 93%)
as a dark solid.
2 .2.0 .4 cit-B is(2,2'-b ipyri d ine- N ,N ' ) d ichloroos mium (II ) (26 )
Th is is based on t he pub lished procedur e by Lay, Sargeson, and Tau be [941
2.2.0 .4. 1 ci.t-b i!J (2,2'~bipyridine-NJN') d ich ioro osm ium (l ll) ch loride di-
hydrat e K20sCl 6 (0.95 g, 2.0 mmol) and 2,2'-bipyridine (0.65 g, 4.2 mmol) were
refluxed in 20 mL dimetb yl formamide with stirring for 1 h. Th e dark solutio n was
cooled to r.t .• gravity filtered. and diluted, fint with 10 mL of ethanol and then drop-
wise with 250 mL of diethyl ether with vigorous sti rring. The result ing red solid was
collected by filt rat ion, rinsed spa ringly with diet hyl ethe r, and air dried overnight to
give the prod uct (1.20 g, 94%). E1/2 (CHJCN contain ing 0.1 mol drn"! Et4 :'oiC IO~ )
-o.o-, V V3. SSCE .
2.2.0 .4.2 ci.t-bis{2,2'. bipyrid iDe-- N, N') dich loro osmium (lI) dih ydr ate
Th e prod uct of the preceding section (1.14 g, 1.77 mmol) was dissolved in a mixtur e
of 13 mL of dimeth yl formam ide and 11.5 mL of meth anol. A 1% w/w solution of
sod ium dit hionite in water (225 ml., 13 mmol) was added dro pwise with st irring.
Following cooling in ice, a dark purple solid was collected by filt ration, rinsed with
water (2 x 10 mL ), methano l (2 x 10 mL), and dleth yl et her (3 x 10 mL), and air
dr ied to give 0.45 g of product . More solid formed overnight from the mothe r liquor,
and following the addition of more Na'l~04 (0.9 g, 5 mmol) and stirring, a furt her
0.12 g of product was isolated and rinsed as above. Total yield= 0.57 g (56%). E1/2
(CH3C:-; containing 0.1 mol dm'? Et4NClO~ ) .0.041 V vs. SSCE . Elemental analysis:
Ca!c'd for C'lOHlfiK4CI20s·2H'lO: C 39.41%, H 3.31%, x 9.19%. Found C .m.7O%,
H 2.54%, x 9.09%
2.3 Electropolymerizable Monomers
2.3.1 Thiophene-based Monomer s
2.3.1 .1 2·(2.Tbienyl).benzimidazole
1 ~ 1 27
A so lut io n of 1,2-d iaminoben zene (2.15 g. 19.9 mmo l] and 2-thi ophe neca rbox ylic acid
(2.56 g, 20.0 mmol) in PPA (28 g) was stirred overnight under ='2at 150 ·C. The
resu lting da rk viscous solut ion was pou red into ca. 500 mL H20 giving a black am or-
phous solid. This solid was collected by filt rat ion and resuspended in 100 mL of
met hanol. T his was filtered, and the filt rate was diluted with cold water . resulting
in t he fonnat ion of a fine white precipita te . T his was collect ed , rinsed with water .
end dried in vacuo at room temper atu re to give novel compound 27 as an off-white
solid (0.9 g, 19%). MP 330-332 · C. 1H NMR ( MeOH.~) is7.77 (dd. IH), 7.63 (dd,
IH ). 7.56 (dd. I H), 7.23 [ rn, 4H) . MS m/z (%) 200( ~1+ · . 100). 167(6 ), 156 (8), 155(5) ,
143(2 ), 129(3 ). 110(6) , 109(5) , 96 (10) . FTIR (KB" crn' "): 3418 (br}. 267< (br}, 1622
(w).1~1(~. 1~1 ~). 1~~ (~) , 13 1 4 ~). 12M W , lm~I. ~(m), M2(m).
i~3 [vs] , 706 (\"5).
2.3.1 .2 2,2'·Bis(2. t bieny l)-be nzenediimidazole (a t te mp ted)
1.2A,5-tet raminobenzene tet rahydrocbloride( I .37 g, 4.8 mmol) and z-ehlophenecer -
boxylic acid (1.30 g, 10.1 mmol ) were add ed to l~ g of P PA a t ca. SOoC. Following S h
of sti rr ing at l iO · C , the reac tion mixture was poured into a large vo lum e of wate r,
yieldin g a quantity of black solid which was neut rali zed in a la rge volume of aq ueous
;3
~a2C03 ' Extr act ion of the black solid with meth anol produced a red solutio n which,
when concentrated and diluted with water. yielded an orange solid (0.20 g). MS
indicated the-desired compoun d was present (ml z 322) along with the correspo nding
monothienyl compound (m / z 230) and ot her unident ified contam inants (e.g., mlz
372). Auemprs to purify chroma tographically resul ted in product deromp ositio n
and/ or polymerizat ion.
Simila r results were obta ined repea tedly despite varia t ions of the experimental
param eters. includi ng the use of S-bromo-2.t hiophenecar boxylic acid which was pre-
pared by literat ure meth ods [96, 971. An ada pta tion of Dctrong's t hiazole method
(see section 2.3.1A) also failed, gi..ring a black amorph ous residu e.
2.3.1 .3 2,2'. Bis (2-thieny l)·6 ,6'. bi benzimiduole (attem pt ed )
PPA (15 g) was prepared and degassed under vacuum . 3,3'-di amiliubenzid ine
(0.54 g. 2.5 mmol) was added to the cold PPA under N2 and warmed to 120 °C wit h
st irring. The flask was evacuated and refilled wit h N2 th ree times, and cooled to
Lt. z-Thiopheeecerbcxyhc acid (0.65 g, 5.0 mmol) was added and the flask slowly
warmed to 160-1 70 °C and stirred 24 h. Degassed H20 (ca. 80 mLl was added , stirred
several hours, and filtered to give a black paste and a red filtr at e. Careful addi tion of
solid :\a OH to the filt rat e until pH 5-6 produced 0.85 g of yellow solid. MS indicated
it was a mixture of starti ng materials and the monoth ienyl intermediate . Ext raction
of t be black solid with met banol yielded after evaporation ca. 10 rng of green solid
which proved to be a compl ex mixtu re of mat erials t hat could oot be resolved.
2.3.1.4 2,2'.Bis{2--tbie nyl)-benzoditbiuole
I£XO:XJ 130
T his prepara tion follows Dotr ong's met hod (10j. A mixture of trimet hylsilylpclyphcs-
phate (9. 13 g), 1,2-dicblo robenzene (30 m1.), t ributylamine (5 g ). 2-t hiophenecar-
boxylic acid (1.29 g, 10 romol), and 2,5-diam ino- l,4-benzenedith iodih ydrochloride l
(1.22 g. 5.0 mmol) were sti rred under Nz at 90°C for 20 h, at 13O· C a furth er 24, and
finally at 150 °C for 2 h. T he result ing suspension was cooled to r.r. and poured into
(."0.. 250 ml, methanol. giving a brown solid which was collected by filt rat ion and rinsed
thri ce wit h sma ll ponions of methan ol and dried . The crude solid was recrystal lized
from N-met hylpyrro lid inone. and t he resulti ng yellow crystals collected by filtra tion
and washed with methanol. giving 0.79 g (·H9C)of 30 as fine yellow crystals. MP
31O· C (dec) ' H NMR (TFA.d) 6 8.75 [s lH ), 8.25 (d, IH), 8.12 Is l H), 7.39 (r, I H)
;[5 mf, (%) 356(M+' , 100). 247(9), 178(15), 138(6).69(33). FTIR (KBt, l m- ' ),
341-1 (br) , 1639 (br), 1548 ('0'5), 1486 (vs), 1419 ('0'5), 1400 (s), 1307 (5). 897 (s), 852
(\'5).828 (5).
2.3 .2 Pyrrole- based Monomers
2.3.2 .1 Pyrrolyl-2-a1daz ine
Pyr role-S-carbox eldehyde (1.0 g, 10 mmol) and 85% hydrazin e (1.5 ml. , 50 mmol)
were refiuxed in 30 mL of ethanol for 24 h. The solvent was removed by rotary
evapo ra t ion leaving a yellow oil. An orang e solid formed following several days of
'provided grab$ by Daychem Cb~mkals (Dayton. Ohio)
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refrigeration. The solid was washed. with cold water then cold diethyl ether , and
recrysta llized from ethan ol to give 31 (0.29 8, 32%) as an orange solid. ~I P 168 °C
(Ht 190 · C [98J). 'H NMR (DMSQ. d,) 611.56 [s , IH), 8.39 (s, IH), 6.99 (e, IH), 6.61
Is. IH), 6.19 (s, l H) MS mlz ('lI) 186(W ' , 100), 156(11), 120(5),94(74), 93(73),
79(13).66(33). ITIR (KB" cm'" ]: 3417 [br}, 3226 [br], 1634 [vs}, 1541 (m), 1409
(\'5). 1132 (s), 1095 (m), 1028 (5), 954 (5), 880 (m), 812 (m).
2.4 Non-e lec t r op olym er iza b le Models
2.4.1 P yr idine Ty pe Bena lmidaaoles
2.4 .1.1 2-(2-P yridyl )b enz imidazole
10:0 I32
Picolini c acid (2..15 g, 20.0 mmo!) an d 1.2-diam inoben zene (2.15 g. 20.0 mmol) were
added to 28 g PPA, and st irred under ~2 at 160 °C for 8 h. T he result ing viscous
solut ion was poured. into 500 mL H, O, producing a tan solid which was collected by
suction filtr at ion. The solid was tben suspended in 500 mL of aqueous 0.5 ~I ~a2C03 ,
and filtered giving a pale yellow powder. Recrystallization feom methanol/\\"atee
yielded 32 (2.80 g, n %) as a fine yellow solid. MP 219°C (lit 218-220 °C [99]).
' H "~1R (T FA·,j) 6 9.17 (d, !H), 8.93 (d , l H), 8.88 (t , l H), 8.34 (t , IH), 7.87 (m.
4H) ~ IS ml' ('iI ) 195(W', 100), 167(12), 105(5),90(6). ITIR (KB" cm'" ): 3415
(be), 3058 (be), 1595 (m), 1468 (m). 14·14 (vs), 1401 (vs), 1315 (vs). 1280 (\"5), 1151
(m). 1123 (s), 994 (m), 972 (m).
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2.4.1 .2 2 ,2'. Bis(2-pyr idyl )bibeozimidazole
1 ~:~~ 1 33
Piccl inic acid (2.46 g (20.0 mmol) and 3.3'-d iami nobeneidine (2.14 g, 10.0 mmol ) were
added to 28 g PP:\ and st irred under ~2 at 175 · C ror 7 h. The reaction mixture
was then stirred vigorously in 700 rot H20 for 1 h giving a yellow powder which
was filt ered . and washed wit h several mL or dilute aqueous Na HCO J . The solid was
recrys ta llized from methanol/ wate r to give 33 (1.39 g, 36%) as a fine yellow powder .
, IP 232-235'C (lit 230-233 'C [6211 . ' H ~MR (TFA-d) 6 9.27 (d, IHI, 9.07 (d. IHI.
8.96 (t. IH), 8." It, IH), 8.36 (e IH), 8.23 (e 2H) ,15 mf , I'll) 388(W' , 100),
35(;17). :1-15(5), 283(8), 194(24), 180(4). FTIR IKe " cm'"] : 3419 [br], 3230 [br].
.1055 [br] , 1596 (vs], 1568 (s). 1447 (vs), 1402 (5), 1304 (m), 742 (5).
2.4.1.3 2,6-Bis(2-pyr idy l)ben zodiimidazo le
1 ~;:drO L
P PA (14 g) was degassed by stirrin g under vacuum at 120 'C for 18 h. and subse-
quently cooled.to r.r. 1,2,4,5-Tetraminobenzene tet rahydrochloride (0 .75 g, 2.6 mmol)
was added and the temperature was slowly increased. The He l gas released was
flushed from the flask by a steady st ream of ~2 ' Removal of He l was completed
through repeated cycles of evacuating the flask and refilling it with X2• Picolinic acid
(0.65 g, 5.2 mmol} was added, and the react ion was st irred under :-l2 for 18 h at
120 °C and then 150 · C for a furthe r 6 h. The reaction was then cooled to r.t . and
diluted with 50 ml, H20 giving a brown solid which was collected by filtra tion. Th e
solid was st irred in ca. 200 mL dilute aqueous NaHC03 and recrystallized twice from
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1;1 met han ol/wa te r a nd once more from .1:1 methan ol/w ater , giving 34 (0.40 g, 50%)
as a yellow solid (which becomes red when exposed to gaseous Mel or aqueous acids ).
~IP >345 ' C (lit >28O' C (631). ' H NMR (T f A-d) 6 9.00 (d, !H), 8.78 (d, 1H), 8.64
(t. lHI. 8.45 (e IH). 8,14 (t . l H) MS ml' (%1312(W', 1001, 286(3), 284(3), 207(6),
156(11), 105(13), 78(15). FTlR (KBf, cm'" ): 3432 (br}, 3095 (br), 1592 (s), 156;
(m) , 1-152 (vs), 1404 (5), 1390 (m), 1278 (vs), 1238 (m), 1150[w}, 8i5 (m) , i92 (m),
; 4<1 (m).
2.4.1 .4 2,s.-Bis(~benzimida201yl)pyt'idiDe
I o:k>--<;:o 135
t.z-diaminobeneene (0.54 g, 5.0 mmol) was added to 32 g PPA at 120 ·C under
:--;2 ' T he temperatur e was raised to 175°C a nd 2,S-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (0.-13 g,
2.5 mruc l] was add ed slowly over five days. When approxima tely one-half had been
added . more P20 S (1...1 g. 10 romol) was added to compensate for t he water of con-
densation . Following addition of all t he diacid , t he reaction was allow-edto sti r for a
further two days. T he PPA solution was t hen pou red into 150 mL H20 an d st irred
for 8 h, giving a fine tan solid which was collected by suction filtration an d sti rred
overnig ht in 200 mL of 0.5 M aqueous NaOH, t hen filtered again to give a ta n solid
(0.91 g). Th is was recrys tallized from meth anol/ wate r and dried in vacuo to give
novel compou nd 35 (0.53 g, 68%) as a yellow powder. MP > 310 · C. IH ~MR (T FA-
d) 6 9.73 (s 1H), 9.01 (dd, IH), 8.79 (d, IH), 8.02 [m. 'H), 7.87 (m, ' H). ~IS m/'
(%) 311(,1" , (00), 283(4), 285(5), 194(14), 155.5(18). ITIR (KB" ,m- 'j03m (br],
3066 {w}, 1602 [m], 1446 (5), 1432 (V'S) , 1313 ('10'), 1142 [m}, 809 [w], 753 (5), 7-13 (5).
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2.4.1.5 2 ,5-Bis(2-benzimi dazolyl)pyruine
2.4 .1 .5.1 2,S-pyrazinedicarboxylic aci d (37) KMnO~ (8.6 g, 54 mmol), NaOH
pellet s (4 .3 g, 0.11 mol) , and 5-methyl-2-py razinec arb o.'rcylic acid (2.96 g, 21..1 mmol)
were refluxed together in 250 ml H10 ovu night. Filtrat ion. and acidificat ion of the
filt rat e with cone. Hel gave a solid which wasrecrystall ized from wate r and vacuum
dncd to give the desired diacid (1.30 g, 36%) as a pale orange solid.
2 .4 .1.5 .2 2,5-bis(2.benzimi dazolyl)pyruine 2,5-pyraz inedica roo."ylic acid
(37 . 0 .52 g. 3.1 mmo l) an d 1,2-diaminobenz ene (0.69 g. 6..1mmol, recrys tall ized from
benzene) were added to 14 g of PP A at r.t . T he reac t ion was warmed to liS GC unde r
~2 and stirred 24 h. P10 5 (1.7 g, 12 mmol) was add ed a nd th e reacti on was sti rred
at 1-10 GC for a furt her 72 h. Dilut ion of the resulti ng red PPA solut ion with 75 ml,
of water prod uced. a quantit y of green solid which was red issolved in 750 mL of 0.3 ~I
:\aOH and filtered . T he filt ra te was acid ified. with He l. precipitating a yellow solid
t hat was collect ed and d ried. in vacuo to give novel compound 36 (0.96 g. 96%) of as
a fine yellow solid . ~IP > 320 "C . IH N~IR (T FA-d) 15 9.89 (s, 2H), 7.96 (m. .tH),
t .80 (m. 'H) ~IS mi. (51) 312(W ', 100), 286(2),28-1(3), 195(3), 169(18). 156(12),
W(I'). 1\8(2' ). fTlR (KBt, em- I), 3358 [br], 30m (w), 1623 (m). 1589 (m). 1555
(w). l H1 (s), 1430 (, ), 1320 (vs}, 1282 (vs), 1\81 (s}, 1\ ' 3 [s}, 890 (m.br}, . 68 (s),
753 (s ). 743 (5).
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2.4.2 Phenol-based. Benzimidazoles
2.4.2.1 2,5- (2-Benzimidazolyl)-l ,4-dibydroxybenz ene
1,2-d iaminobenzene (recrystal lized from benzene, 0.76 g, 7.0 romol) and 2,5-dihydroxy
terephthalic add (0.70 g. 3.5 romol) werestir red together in 14 g PPA at I20 GC under
S~ fo r 2-1 h. 2 g of P,O .S was added and the reaction sti rred.at 140 · C for three days.
The product was ext racted in 600 ml H, O giving a bright yello..... solid which was
pur ified by dissolution in aqueous NaO H and precipitation by acidifying to pH j with
Hel. twice. T he precipitate was collected by suct ion filtration . dr ied in M ellO at r.r.
to give novel ma terial 38 (0.81 g, 67%) as a fine yellow-oran ge powder ),IP > 320 ·e.
IH ~.\IR (TF:\ -d) 6 8.66 (5, 1H), 7.9-1 (5. IH ). i .s.& [m. 4H), 7.66 (m. -IH). 3.98 (5.
1H). MS m/z (%) 342 (W· , 100),285(29), 143(28),65(10) FTIR (KBr, cm' "): 3412
(br), 1624 (' I, 1569 [s], 1507 [s], 1460 (m), 1454 (m}, 1404 (m), 1313 (w), 1281 ('I,
11'8 (m). 1118 (m}, 1092 [m]. 875 [m.br], 750 (s), 740 (s},
2.4 .3 Benzothiazol es
2.4.3.1 2-(2-Pyridyl)benzotbiazole
10::>-01 39
Pieolinic acid (0.66 g, 5.4 mmol) and 2-amino thiophe nol (0.66 g, 5.3 mmol) ....-ere
added together to PPA (18 g) at 120 °C. T he reaction was st irred under NJ for 20 h at
160 "C. The mixture was cooled, added to water (125 mL) and filtered to give a small
quant ity of solid (which was late r determined to becomprised of a mixture of staning
materials and product ) and a yellow filtrate . The filt rate was neut ralized slowly with
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solid :"ia2C03 and NaOH, result ing in the format ion of a yellow precipita te. Th is
was recrystallized from methanol to yield Dovel com pound 39 (0.66 g. 60%) as a pale
solid. ~I P 133- 134 · C. ' H NMR (T FA-d) 6 9.04 (d, IH), 8.86 (dd, IH), 8.64 (d, IH ),
8.28 (m, 2H), 8.18 (d, IH), 7.80 (m, 2H), MS ml' (%) 212(W' , 100). 186(6). 185(3),
18-1(' ), 108(15), 106(8), 78( 10), 69(20) FT IR (KB" cm ' "): 3421 [br], 3052 (m), 1585
(m). 1566 (m), 1510 (m), 1457 (s), 1434 (vs), 1317 (5), 996 (m), 980 (s), 783 (s), 760
(s). i-iO (s).
2.4.3.2 2.~B is(2.benzothiazolyl }pyridine
I ((>-<XC 1.0
2·a mino th iophenol (2.90 g, 23.2 mmol) and 2.5-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (L80 g.
10.8 mmol) were stirred in PPA (28 g) under ~2 for 3 days a t 163 ~C . A further
6.1 g of P20~ was added to the react ion during this t ime to compensa te for water
of condensation. The PPA solution was then poured into -tOO mL HolO. and the
resulting yellow precipitate was collected. sti rred in methan ol and again in dilute
aqueous NaO H during the course of which it became green. Crude yield -100%.
T he green solid was recryst all ized from et hylene glycol, yielding novel compo und 40
(1.3 g. 35%) as shiny green plates. MP > 320 °C. ' H :SMR (T f A· d) Ii 9.70 (d. IH).
8.96 (dd , !H), 8,70 (d , IH) 8.36 (m, m ), 8.03 [m. m ). MS ml' (%) 3<5 ( ~I+ ', 100),
319(6) , 236(3), 211(22), 172.5(11), 108(14). FTI R (KB" om- ') 3413 (br). 1619 (m).
1516 (m). 14~ (s), 1432 (vs), 1389 (m) , 1313 (s), 1255 (ml , 1013 (5), 967 (\"S)
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2.4.4 Other
2.4 .4 .1 N-pbenyl-2-earboxamide
This preparation is considerably simpler than the one reported in the literat ure [1001.
Aniline (distilled over Zn, 4.69 g, 50 mmol) was added to PPA (56 g) at 120 ·C and
sti rred under N2 for I h. Picolinic acid (6.20 g. 50 mmol) and P20 S (6.9 g) were
added and the react ion was stirred for 24 h under ':ol'l at 140 · C. The reaction '-"&5
diluted with water and ext racted with CHCh . The organic layer was washed with
sa turated aqueous ~aHC03 solut ion and then wit h water, and th.en subjected to ro-
tary eva poration to give a yellow solid . T his solid was recrystallized from CHCh /io w
b.p. pet . ether to give 41 (.1.22 g, 44%) as pale yellow fine needles. \ IP i5 ·C (lit
' 6 'c) [1001 :-'15 ml' (%) \ 98(W ·. 40). \69(4). 106(9). 79(100). ' 8('01. 'H ,MR
(TFA-d) 5 895 (d. IHI. 8.80 (d. ' HI. 8.' 6 (dd. IH). 7.43 (d. ' H). 7.36 (t . ' H), 7.28
(d. l HI. ITIR (KBr . cm'" ): 16i O(vs), 1602 (s), 1529 (\"5). 1466 (m), 14-17 (5). un
(s). \321 (m), 1236 (m), 1126 (m). 1044 (s). 1147 (w), 988 {s}, 903 Is}, 894 {m]. 8\ 5
[s}.
2,5 Mo de l Complexes
Cauti on! P erchlor at es are po tentially exp los ive! While no deton at ion tendan-
cies where observed in the rollowing materials, appropriate care should be excercised.
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2.5.1 R utheni um Complexes
2.5.1. 1 Dinuclear bisbipyridyl ruthenium complex of 2,2'.bi.s(2-pyridyl )-
bib enz imidazole (42)
Ru(bpYhC h· 2H20 (0.0973 g, 0.187 mmol) and 33 (0.03 97 g, 0.102 mmol) were d is-
persed in glycerol (50 ml. ] and gently refluxed for 24 h. Th e mixtu re was the n di luted
with an equal volume of water and filt ered . Th e addi tion of a few mL of saturated
aqueous ;"laCIO. to t he filt ra te resulted in the Cormation of a red. precipitate which
was collected and dr ied in vacuo to give 42 (0.1408 g. 93%) as a red solid.
A methanol solu tion of 42 eluted as a single band on a Sephadex LH· 20 column.
Elemental analysis: Cale'd for <;.H48NI40I6Ct..Ru2,OAH20 : C -li .44%. H 3.04%.
x 12.1~. found C 47.89%. H 3.48%. ~ 11.64%.
2.5. 1.2 Bisbipyridyl ruthenium complex of 2,5-bis(2-benzimida201yl)py r-
idi ne (43)
Ru (bp y),Cl z'2 HzO (0.0572 g, 0 .109 mmol) and 35 (0.0292 g, 0.0938 mmol l were
st irred in gentl y reftuxing glycerol (50 mL) for 24 b. The red solu tio n was d iluted
wit h HJO (50 ml.) and filtered . Th e add ition or a few ml, or sat ura ted aqueous
:'\aC10~ to the filtrate precipitated novel complex 43 (0.0954 g, 100%) as a red solid .
A methanol solutio n or 43 elu ted as a single ban d on a Sephadex LH· 2O col-
umn . Elemental analy sis: Calc' d for C3gHn Ng08C lzRu ·4 .3HzO: C -16 .79%, H 3.79%.
:'\ 12.59%. Found C 47.51%, H 3.58%, ~ 11.84%.
2.5 .1.3 B isbipyr id yl ruthenium complex or N.pbeoy....2-carboxamide (44 )
Ru (bpy )zC1z-2HzO (0.0556 g, 0.107 mmol) and 41 (0 .0205 g, 0.106 mmol) were dis-
solved in hot H10 . gravity filte red . and allowed to st an d overn ight . A few d rops or
sa t urat ed aqueous :'OaCIO~ were added to the filt ra te , leadin g to the formation or
well defined crystals over t he course or several days . Th ese were collected and air
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dried. giving novel compo und 44 (0.0382 g, 46%) as dark red crys tals. Large crystals
could be grown from a methan ol solut ion slowly diluted by absorption of water in
a humid atmosphere. However. iii crystal st ructure could not be obtained owing to
twinn ing. Elemental analysis: Calc'd for Cn H26 X,()g CI2 Ru·H20: C 46.44%. H 3.29%.
X 10 .15%. Found C -16.45%. H 3.37%, N IO. U %.
2.5 .1.4 BisbipyridyLruthen ium comp lex of pyrrolyl. 2.aJdaz ine (4S)
Ru(bpYh CI, ·2H20 (0.1460 g. 0.280 mmol) an d 3 1 (0.0227 g, 0.149 mmol) were re-
fluxed in a 2:1 ethanol water mixtu re (60 mL) for 48 b. The solvent was removed
by rot ary evaporat ion and the resulting resid ue was redissolved in a minima l volume
( ca. -I mL) of ~leOH a nd load ed on a 12" Sephe dex LH·20 colum n wit h methanol as
the mobile phase. The desired novel dinuclear complex eluted first as a dark green
band . followed by a red band.
The two Iracncns were evaporated. redissolved in water. and subsequently precip-
ita ted by the add it ion or a large excess or NaCIO~ . The red species was formed in a
qua nti ty insufficient Ior isolation.
Element al analysis: Calc 'd for C50H.IQ:'lI,O .C\z Ru, ·5.5H,O: C -I5.81St H 3.94%,
x 12.82%. Found C -15.72%. H 3.25%, x 12.93%.
2.5 .1.5 Din uclear b lsb ipyr idyl ru th en ium complex o£2,5- (2· be nzimidazo l.
y l). l ,4-d ihyd roxybe nzene (46 )
Ru(b pYhC\z·2H, O (0.2658 g. 0.510 mmol) and 38 (0.0930 g, 0.272 mmol) were st irred
together in 50% aq ueous met hanol (60 mL) at r.t . for th ree days t hen refluxed fer one
day, and filtered. Rotary eva poration or t he filt rat e prod uced a dar k red solid which
was stirred in et ha nol (SO mL) and filtered . The filt rate's volume was reduced by
rotary evaporation. Addit ion or water and a large excess or solid NaCI0 4 produced
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a dark solid which was suct ion filtered and air dried, yielding novel compou nd 46
(0.167-1g. 42%).
A solutio n of 46 in met hanol eluted on a Sep hadex LH· 20 column in a single purp le
band. Elemental anal ysis: Calc 'd for C50H~6NI10lIC~Ru'l : C 45.99%. H 2.96%.
x 10.73%. Found C 46.39%, H 3.10%, N 10.60%.
2.5.1.6 Dinuclear bisbipyridy l ru t hen ium co mp lex of 2,5-b is (2-benzimid4
azo lyl )pyruine (47)
Ru(bpyh Cl:1'2H'lO (0.1908 g, 0.366 mmcl] and 36 (0.0566 g, O.l SI mmc l] were re-
fluxed in D~IA (50 roL) three days . T he volume was reduced by rotary evaporatio n to
ca. 10 roland then diluted with H10 (100 rol ) and filtered. A large excess of ~aCIO~
was added to the filtrate and the result ing green solid was collected b:r filtratio n.
The mononuclear and dinuclear compounds were separated on a Sephadex LH-20
co lumn using 1:1 met hanol / acetonit rile as eluant . with the dinuclear complex eluting
first as a green band and the mononuclear compound as a red band . T he ove rlap
between the band s was returned to the column and further separated . Th e sequence
was repeated unt il the two compounds were well resolved. Th e purified novel dinuclea r
complex -47 was obtained (0.0396 g. 14%) as a dark green solid. Elemental anal ysis:
Calc 'd for C'>3H.~~140USCI. Ru2 ; C -15.32%. H 2.89%. x 12.76%. Found C -17.33%.
H 3.68\( . x 11.32%.
2.5.1.7 Terpyridylch loro ru tb en ium(Il} complex of 2.5-bis(2-benzimid-
azolyl }pyridine (48 )
Ru(t rpy)CI3 (0.0600 g. 0.136 mmol) and 35 (0.0415 g, 0.133 mmol) were refluxed in
et hylene glycol (30 roL) for 20 h. The react ion solution was diluted v.i tb H20 (150 rol )
and filtered. T he addition of a large excess of XaCI (4 g) to tbe filtra te produced a
red solid which was collected , rinsed with H'lO (3 x to mL) and Et20 (2 x 10 mL) and
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air dried. Puri ficat ion by silica column chromatography with aceton e as the mobile
phase gave novel compound 48 (0.0907 g, 8S%) as a dark solid . Elemental analysis :
Calc'd for C,).{ H24N,Ch Ru·3.5H10 : C 52.58%. H 4.01%. :'01 14.37%. f ound C 54.10%.
H 3.50%. x 12.57%
Replacement of the chloro ligand with aqua is accomplished by refiuxlng 48 in
3:1 &Ct' tone:H20 and filterin g. Adding excess NaCI0 4 to the filtrat e gives t be novel
terpyridylequc complex 49 as a dark solid.
2.5 .2 Os mium Co m plexes
2.5.2.1 Dinuc1ear bisbipyl'idy l osmium(lI) com plex of2 ,S-bi s (2-benzimid-
azol yl )pyruioe (50)
Os (bpy),C I2 (0. 130 g, 0.227 mmol] and 36 (0.0317 g. 0.101 mmol) were stirred and
retluxed in DMA (50 roL) for four days . Following cooling to r.t., the reaction was
dilu ted with H20 (200 roL) and filtered. A dark precipita te formed following the
addit ion or a large excess or solid NaCI04 • Th is crude product was dissolved in 3:1
mixture Britton -Rob inson buffer ( pH=5) ; ~leC~ and loaded on a Scphadex CSOcation
exchange column. Elut ion with th is solvent prod uced a very pale yellow solut ion. The
desired nove l green dinuclear complex 50 was eluted with 3:1 buffer ( pH=6 .9 ) :~leC :-'; .
Th e mononuclear complex was eluted as a redband with the same solvent combination
containing an addit ional 0.5 ~I in ~aCI. Th e purity or each complex was verified by
cyclic vclremmet ry,
2 .6 Polymers
2. 6.0 .1 Poly{ [6,6'~bibeDzimidazole-2.2/-diyll·2,~pyrld iDe) : PPyBBIM
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3.3'-Dia minobenzid ine (1.03 g, 4.8 mmol) and 2,5-pyrid inedicarboxylic acid (0.82 g,
4.9 mmol) were added to PP A (14 g) and stirred und er N2 for 6 h at 120 ·C. P20 S
(5 g) was add ed to t he red viscous solution and the stirr ing was cont inued for 24 h
at 125 ' C and -t3 h at 160 · C. Th e react ion ....115 cooled to r.r., diluted with water
( ca. i 5 ml ) and filte red . T he result ing orange polymer was resuspen ded in a large
volume of stir ring wa ter and filtered , th ree t imes. T he amo rp hous orange solid which
result ed was dr ied for 72 b in vacuo at 90 · C. yield ing novel pol ymer 5 1 (1.44 g, 77%).
Eleme nta l a nalysis: CaIc'd for C"HIt :'Os·4.5HzO: C 58.-15%. H 5.16%. :'ol li.9-I%.
o 18..,I4~ . f ound C 58.33%. H 4.11%. x 17.48%.0 18.24%. Tract' P was detected
by electron microprobe analysis. C/~ (by atoms): Calc'd 3.80 for C l9HIlNs. Found
3.89. T he low found %H suggest s t ha t some of the oxygen accounted for by water
in t he proposed fonnula is actually present as a phosphorus cont aining species (e.g..
HJPO~ ) and -C~H end gro ups. FT IR (KBr. cm'" ): 3410 (br ), 3177 [br], 1629 (5),
1598 (s). 1442 (vs), 1302 (s), 1248 (m), 1227 (m), 1131 (m , br ), 852 (m ), 805 (s).
2.6.0.2 Po ly«(1,7-d ihydr obenzo( 1.2-d:4,5-d) bisimidazoie-2 ,6-d iyl]-2,5-
pyridine ) (P Py BD1M)
I ~':O::~ I\ ' r \-I I.
H • 52
Recrystalli zatio n of tet raminobenzene tetr ahydrochloride (TAB·4 HCI), based on t he
publi shed method by Jene khe's [11): A 10% ('11I'/ '11I') aq ueous HCIsolu tion was prepared
(50 g) and deoxyge na ted with a stre am of argon gas. Crude TA B·4 HCI (2.0 g), a
purple solid. was added along with acti vated charcoal (0.8 g) . T he mixture was st irred
under Ar for ten min , an d filtered under a blan ket of Ar. Th e dear colour less filt rat e
Y.1lS collected and wast reated with concentr at ed HCt (20 g). The solution was cooled
in ice under Ar. giving a fine white crystalli ne precipita te which was collected by
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gravity filtrat ion, dr ied in vacuo at r.r . overn ight , giving the purified reagent (1.6 g,
sox).
PP .-\. (30 g) was prepared and thoroughly degassed by repeated evacuations and
ftushes with :S-2. RecrynaUized TAB·4 He l (0.690 g, 2.-13 mmol) was added at r.r.,
and the flask was slowly warmed to 100 ·C in a N2 st ream . Hel gas removal was
completed by repea ted cycles of evacua tions and flushes . 2,5-Pyridinedicarboxy lic
add (0.-114 g. 2..18 mmcl ] was added and the react ion mixtur e was sti rred under ~2
at 100 · C for 48 h. The temperature was raised to 120 · C. P20 S (1.-1g. 10 mmol)
was added . and the react ion was stirred for 48 h, and finally for 24 h at U3 · C.
The polymer was ext racted from PPA by sti rring the react ion mixture in H20
(900 mL) for 24 h. giving an orange solid which was collected by filtration and reo-
suspended in 0.2 ~l NaGH (900 ml ), stirred 3 days and filte red. Th e orange solid
was finally resuspended in H20 (900 rnl.} for 48 h. filte red.and dried. in vacuo to give
novel compou nd 52 (0.562 g, 74%) as a dark grey solid with a metalli c luster. Ele-
ment al analysis: Calc 'd for CuHrNs·.t.5H-zO: C 49.68%. H 5.10%, X 22.29%. Found
C 50.51%. H 4.21%. N 21.;8 %. C/~ (by at oms): Calc 'd 2.60, found 2.; 0. FTIR
(KBr. ("m- I) : 3388 (br), 3172 [br] , 1641 (m), 1597 (5), 1454 (\"5), 1385 (5), 1352 (5),
128' (s) , 12' 0 [m.br}, 1052 (m), 843 (s).
2.6 .0.3 Poly([be nzo (1 .2-d:4 .5--cl)bisthiazole.2 ,6--diyl]42,5--pyridin e )
(PPyBDT )
2.5-Diarnino-l .4-benzenedithiodihydrochloride (0.77 g, 3.1 mmol ) was added to PP A
(56 g) at r.r. The mixt ure was gently warmed. to 13O· C under a str eam of :'02 to effect
dehyd rochlorinat ion which wascompleted. t hrough repea ted.cycles of evacuating the
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flask and Bushing it wit h N, _ Wh ile raising the temperat ure to 145 "C over 5 h,
2.5-py ridi ned icarb oxylic acid (0.53 g, 3.1 mmo l) was added slowly, followed by p,O s
( l. 8 g. 13 romol). The react ion was al lowed to proceed at 165 ·C for 60 h and finally at
190 "C for 11 h. The PPA solut ion was cooled to r .t . an d the polymer extracted in H, O
(l L). The resulting polymer was collected and washed furt her by being suspended
first in 0.02 M ;'\aOH then water for several days in a large volume of each. The
solid was collected by filtr ation , d ried in tlacuo at r.r. to give the novel polymer as a
da rk grey powder (0.62 g, 68%). Elemental ana lys is: Calc 'd for CI3 H~:S3S2· 1.7H20:
C 52..10%, H 2.84%. N 14.10%. Found C 52.28%. H 2.64%. N I·Ul. CI'::' (by atoms );
Calc 'd 4.33. found 4.32.
2.6.0.4 poly{[1,7-d ihydrobe nzo( l, 2-d:4,.>-4) bisimida.zole-2.~diyll-2,5­
[l ,4-dihydroxyphenylene]) (P HyBDIM)
Recrystallized TAB·4H CI (0.69 g, 2.4 mmol, see §2.6.0.2) was add ed to PP A (14 g)
a t r.r . T he mixt ure was gently warmed to 105 · C under a st ream of ~2 and st irred
for 14 h. Residual HCI was removed by successive e\GCuatioD/~2 Bush cycles. 2.5-
Dihyd roxyt erephthalic acid (0.48 g, 2.4mmol] was add ed , and t he react ion was sti rred
for 24 h at l00 ·C under a N2 a tmosphere . p,O s (1.6 g, 11 mmo l) was added and
t he reaction st irred at 120 ·C for anot ber 2-1 b, and at 140 · C for 24 h furth er .
after which time the reac tion had become 50 viscous that it had rolled itself into
a red ball around the stirre r. Sti rri ng t he mixtur e in water (750 ml. ] for -I days
led to t he extrac tion of tbe polymer in t hin red sheets and rubbery clumps which
....'ere subseq uent ly minced wit h a metal propeller-type st irrer . The morphology of a
small sam ple of t he polymer was seen to undergo dist inct changes on the basis of pH;
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suspended in a fai rly concentrated NaOH solut ion, it forms fluffy brown par ticles.
and in the presence of aqueous, Hel it retur ns to the red sheet form.
Th e ext ract ed po lymer was st irred in 0.7 ~t NaO H ( I L) for 24 h. during which
t ime it turned da rk green-brown, and finally in a large volume of H20 for two days,
giving 54 (0.70 g. 74%) as shiny, fluffy. ru bbery purple solid a fter vacuum dryi ng.
Th e polymer is insoluble in wet T FA. preventi ng t he acquisitio n of a N'''{R spec tru m.
Elemental analysis: CaIc'd for CI~H8N~~·1 .3H3PO. : C ~2.94%. H 3.06* . ~ 14.31%.
Found C 43.30%. H 2.96%, N 14.06%. C/N (by ato ms): Calc'd 3.50 for C I~ H8N~02'
Found 3.59.
2.6.0.5 Poly([6.6'.bibenzimidaz ole-2 ,'¥· di yl j· 2,5-pyrazine ): PPzBBI M
Iko-Cc;~'l.1 SS
3.3'· Diami nobent idine (rec r . 2x from H10 . 1.65 g. 7.7 mmal ) and 2.5-pyrazinedicar-
boxylic acid (1.30 g, 7.7 mmol) were added toge t her to PPA (27 g) at r.t . Th e reac tio n
was sti rred under ~, a t 95 °C for 24 h, and 112 °C for 60 h. P,05 (4.0 g. 28 romol)
was added and the react ion al lowed to proceed a further 16 b at 150 · C.
T he dar k red PPA solution was cooled [ 0 r.t . and st irred in water II L) giv-
ing a red solid which was collect ed by suction filt rat ion . T he solid was resuspended
and st irred in water for a day three more t imes. Drying in vacuo gave 2.6 g (i6%)
of t he novel polymer as a dar k green brit tle solid . Elemental analysis: Calc'd for
C18HIO:'\G·i .25H,O: C 49.03%, H 5.60%, N 19.06%. Found C 49.08%, H 4.19%.
x 19.03%. CjN (by atoms ): Cal c'd 3.00 for C1SHIONs. Found 3.01. FTI R (KBr.
cm'" ]: 3·m (br). 1628 [vs], 1578 (m), IS18 (5), 1443 (5), 1312 (5), 1170 (51, 897
[rn.br]. 806 (5).
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2.7 Polymer Complexes
Ca ut ion! Per cb lora tes ar e pote ntially exp losive! While no detonation tendan-
cies where observed in the following materials, appropriat e care should be excercised .
2.7.1 Ruth en ium Co mplexes
2.1.1.1 Bisbi pyr idy l rutben iu m (lI) complex of 51: Ru- PPyBBIM (56 )
Ru(bpYhCI 1 '2H, O (0.0499 g. 0.096 mmol) and 5 1 (0.0319 g. 0.082 mmol-site] were
refluxed togeth er in glycerol (SOroL) for 24 h. Th e solution was cooled to r.r., diluted
with 50 mt H~O. and filte red. To the dark orange filtrate was added several ml, of
satu rated aqueous ~aCIO~ solution. A da rk precipitat e slowly formed . This was
collected by filtrat ion. rinsed with water, a nd air d ried at r.t . to give novel material
56 (0.0550 g, 73%) as a fine dar k red-brown solid . Elemental an alysis: Calc'd for
CI,HI I~5(<4HI,ro;~CI20.Ru )a.a.s · 5. 25H20: C 46.18%. H 3.83%. ~ 12.13%. CI 6.52%.
Ru 9.29%. Found C 41.48%. H 3.10%, X 11.99%. CI 6.53%, Ru 7.26%
2.1.1.2 Bi sbi pyridyl r ut be n iu m (U ) co m plex of 52: RU4PPyBDIM (51)
Ru(bpybCh· 2H20 (0.0899 g. 0.173 mmol) and 52 (0.0390 g, 0. 127 mrnol-site] were
reftuxed fer four days in glycerol (50 mL) under ~2' Dilut ion wit h two volumes of
wate r. filt rat ion. and addi t ion of a larg e excess of sa tu rated aqueous :'iaCIO~ solut ion
to the filt ra te prod uced a red solid which was resuspended in water (ca. 20 mL) and
st irred overnight. Th e solid was collected by filt rat ion and washed wit h water then
die thy l ether and air dried to give novel complex 5 7 (0.124 g. 100% yield ) as a fine
red-brown solid . Element al ana lysis: CaJc'd for C33HuNg OsC I2Ru·(H20)(C3Hs03 ):
C -15.2-1%. H 3.-18%. N 13.19%. Found: C -15.16%. H 3.12%. ~ 13.23%
"2.7.1.3 Bisbipyrl dyl J'ut benium(JI) complex of 55: Ru-PPzBBIM (58)
Ru(bpyhCI~ ·2H20 (0.0980 mg. 0.188 mmol) and 55 (0.0308 g, 0.070 mmcl-site]
were refiuxed in glycerol (SO mL) for th ree days. T he resulti ng red liquid was
cooled to r.e., filtered (leaving no residue), diluted with H,O (200 mL), and filtered
again . Addition of a large excess of sat 'd aqueous :-.l'aCI0~ solution precipita ted
nove l material 58 as a green solid which was filtered off. rinsed copiously with wa-
ter and air dried to give 58 (0.130 g, 108%), a dark green solid . This compound
is green in the presence of excess CJO~ - . red in the presence of OH- . The colour
and the extr a mass of the product suggest it may have been contaminated wit h
residual :-.JaCIO~ . Since this condit ion would have no adverse effect on the elect ro-
chemist ry, no furth er purifica tion steps we re taken . Elemental analysis; Calc'd for
CI 8 HIO~6(~H I6N~CI208Ru)U5·( H20)(C3H803h:
C ..14.34%, H 3.50%. N 11.33%. Found C 44.51%, H 3. l8%. N 11.24%.
A simila r polymer complex with lower Ru content was prepared analogously, with
only one equivalen t of Ru(bpyh Q r 2H20 having been used..
2.7. 1.4 Bis(bipyridyl) r utb enlum (II ) comp lex of 54 (attempted)
All at tempts to synt hesize this complex failed..T he app roaches included:
• react ion in glycerol (reftu..'C.)
• react ion in glycerol with 5%H20 (reflux)
• reaction in glycerol with ,)% H20 and base (tetr abuty lammooium hydroxide)
(reflux)
• react ion in glycerol with polymer precipitated from methanesu lpbonic acid (re-
flux)
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• reacti on in nitr omethan e (reftux and r.t .]
• react ion in nitromet hane with base (t ributyl amine) (reflux and r.t.]
• react ion in dimethyl formamide (reflux and r.t .]
• react ion in dimeth yl acetamid e (reflux and r.r.]
2.7 .1.5 Ter pyr id ylcbl or o ruthenium complex or 51 (attempted)
Ru(t rpY)JCh (0.187 g, 0.425 mmo l) and 51 (0. 125 g, 00404 mmol-slte] were suspended
in a ;5% solut ion of glycero l in water (SOml ). LiCI (0.5 g) and trie t hylamine (1 ml )
were' added. T he reaction was st irred and refluxed gent ly for 6 days, producing an
opaque brown liquid. Filt rat ion yielded a dar k solid and a red filtrate which did not
give a precipitate when treated with an excess of solid NaCIOt • The dark solid was
rinsed with H20 , dlethy l ether. and air dr ied giving a final mass of 0.276 g. The dark
solid was insoluble in all solvents tried. including the mixed solvent syste ms in which
other polyme r complexes were soluble.
2.7.2 Osm ium Complexes
2.7.2 .1 Bisbipyr idyl osm ium( JI) complex of 51: Os-PPyBBUvI (59)
0s( bpyh Cl2 (0.118 g, O.20i mmol) and 51 (0.061 g. 0.151 mmol·site) were refluxed
toget her in glycerol (SO mL) for six days. T he resulting dark solution was filte red
and diluted with H20 (ca. 300 mL). A large excess of solid NaClO~ was added .
and the resulting red precipita te was collected by filt rat ion. It was resuspended and
stirred in a large volume of wate r overnight . and filtered again. giving novel polymer
complex 59 (0.148 g, 90%) as a fine black powder. Elemental analysis : Calc'd for
C l9 H II ~5(~H I6N.ChO.0s)·2H20: C 44.15%, H 2.98%. N 12.04.%. CI6 .'i7%. Found
C 45.26%. H 3.21%. N 11.01% CI 6.16%.
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2.7.2 .2 Bisbipyr idyl osm ium(J1) com plex of 55: Os-P Pz BBIM (60)
0s(bpyhCl2 (0.045 g, 0.079 romol) a nd 55 (0.011 g. 0.025 mmcl-en e) were refluxed in
glycerol (25 rol) under N2 for four days. Diluti on of the result ing dark solution wit h
1'1'.1) volu mes ot waeer, filteri ng, and addition of excess solid NaCIO~ to t he filtra te pro-
duced dark green-brown solid which was collected and resuspended in H20 (ca. 20 rol l
and st irred overnight . Th e resulting black solid was collected by filt rat ion. rinsed with
water then ether, and air dried to give novel compound 60 (39.8 mg, 80%) as a fine
black solid . Elemental an alysis: Calc 'd for CIIHION5(C1OHl,N~CI20,Osh ."·3.4C3 HI<4:
C -1.0.53%. H 3.46%. N 9.11%. Found C 40.95%. H 3.12%. N 9.31%.
CHAPTER 3
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF UNCOMPLEXED POLYMERS
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3.1 Thiophene-based Polymers
3.1.1 Attem pted Synthesis
T he development of electrochemically genera ted polymers is an area of resear ch which
has been the focus of a great deal of a ttention over the past fifteen years , wit h much
of this having been devoted to polyth iophene and its derivat ives [26. 101- 1051. Th e
option of gra rt ing the polymer directly to the elect rode surface is an attractive one
for a number of reasons . Polymers grown t hrough anodi c polymeriza tion have been
shown to possess excellent conductivity. Th e in Jitu growt h of the polymer has the
addi tio na l adva ntag es of al lowing for the (acile regu lat ion of t hickness and surface
coverage by cont rolling charge passed , and the preclus ion of difficulties of processing
polyme rs with near -zero solubility.
Int erest has been directed towards t he fine tu ning of t he polymers' electro nic
properti es by the synt hesis of substituted thioph ene monomers or the produ ction of
copolymers involving va rious conjugated space rs (1061_ The latter was potentiall y of
interest in this project in t ha t the coord inat ion compounds of such "spaced" th io-
phenes could introduce a new dim ension of cont rol over the electr onic nat ure of t he
monomer. a nd consequently of the polymer .
To this end th e three Dovel benzimidazole-type th iophene monomers presented in
Scheme 3.1 were tar geted . one as a mode l and two intended for elect ropolymerizatio n.
T he dia mine-acid condensa tion in PPA used predomin an tly in t his project failed
to produce t he des ired prod ucts . Invariably. t he react ion yielded an amorph ous black
solid which, when precipitated from t he PPA dope. would not red issolve. The black
solid was likely some polymerized thiopben e byproduct . Pyrolysis GC-MSI of t he solid
from one expe riment indica ted fragments suggestin g tha t benz imidazole. th iophene-
be nzimidazole. and bith ioph ene were prese nt in t he black solid . Four-point probe
lThl' ~~jstancl' of Dr. Robert Helleur ill gntefully acknowledged.
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Scheme 3.1: Tar get thiophene-benzimid azole monomers and byprod ucts
measurements on compressed pellets of th is byproduct recorded very 10"" conduc-
t ivit ies. 011 the order of 10-6 S·cm- I • suggesti ng that this material is not highly
conjugated.
It was possible to extrac t some materials from t he black solid wi t h meth anol. In
Ihe case of 27, the desired compo und was isolat ed, al t hough.in very low yields. In th e
best cases involving reactions intended to for m 28 , a small quantity of yellow solid
was extr acted from the black material. ~IS indicated that the desired compound was
present (mj z 322), along with the intermediat e monothienyl product indicated in
Scheme 3.1 (mjz 230) and ot her unidentified ma ter iels (e.g., m/ z 372). Att empts to
purify th is mate rial by column chromato gra phy resulted in immedi ate decomposi t ion,
leaving on ly a black residue at the top of th e silica column. Atte mpts to use the impure
material in elect roche mical experiments we re also unsuccessful, with no polymer film
result ing on the elect rode surface. T here was no evidence of tbe desired prod uct in
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materials extracted from the residue of the reactio ns leading to bibeozimidazole 29 ;
only the "halfway" monothienyl product was observed .
Variat ions of the experimental condit ions did not bring about any improvements.
Protecti ng the s-posutcn on the starting material 2-t hiophene carboxylic acid with
bromine made no difference.
In the synthesi s of a related compound, 2,&'bis(2.t hienyl)benzo(1.2-d.:4,5-d')bis-
thi azole (30). Dotrong et al. used an alternate approach in\'Olving t rimet bylsilylpoly-
phosphate, t ributy l am ine, and o-dichlorobenzene 1101. Th e chemical synthesis of the
corresponding polymers however employed the standard PPA meth od , Although it
is not explained in the paper, it appears tha t t he motivat ion behind this alterna te
method is the inhibit ion of thiophene radical format ion in order to prevent spon-
taneous polymerizat ion. Th is experime nt was successfully du plicated . however its
adaptat ion to the preparation of 28 was unsuccessful; once again only the intracta ble
black solid was obtained. Clearly the benzimidaz ole ana logue is much more reactive
tha n the benzothiazole . Ab ini tio calcula tions on these monomers. performed at the
HF/ 6-31C · leve l on geometri es opt imized with the ST0-3C basis set are presented in
table 3.1. T he results indicat e the HO~IO energy of the imidazo le compound is con-
siderably higher and therefore th is compound should be more easily oxidized than the
thiazole. This implies that the generat ion of radical cat ions is mote favourable for the
"'yy""'. '--\J = ~~Il:fr~ l·.r-' r-J., .,J···[")'io
"yy"' . '--\J~ c-cco-o~~ ~ . 28
Scheme 3.2: Dotro ng's method
CORE
IMIDAZ OLE (28)
THIAZOLE (30)
H MO (,V ) LUMO (,V )
-6.47 0.75
-7.81 1.47
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Tabl!' 3.1: HFj6-3 1C - / / HFjS TC-3G HO MO and LUMO energies of 28 and 30
imidazo le compound, giving support to t he claim that spontaneous polymerization in
the react ion vessel had taken place.
Att empts to polymerize 30 electrochemically were unsuccessful.
3.2 Condensation Polymers
3 .2.1 Synthesis
T he polyphosphoric acid condensat ion polymeriearic n was outlined in sect ion 1.l.
T he two e-diami ne type monomers used for the polymers studied in this project were
L'2.-1 .5-tetraminobenzene te trahydrochloride and 3,3'-diaminobenzidine. In general.
owing to their ai r sensitivity. th.. a mine reagents used in t his type of react ion are often
not used dirKtly in the synthes is; rather, the hydrochloride salt s are used and/ or the
reaction must be performed. in an inert atmosphere. When a hydrochloride is used,
t he polymerization stage must be preceded by a dehydrochlorination step whereby
the am ine hydrochloride is slowly warmed to C4 . 100°C in PPA in a stream of ~2 and
fina lly under reduced pressure . Care must be ta ken to avoid foaming. T he use of an
inert atmosphere bolds the furthe r advantag e of excluding a tmospheric water which
is detrimental to PPA's effective ness .
Addition of a sto ichiometric quan tity of the diacid follows, and it was found that
rapid or slow addition made no apparent difference. A part ial implementation of
Wolfe's P20 S adjustm ent method [121 was employed to account for the change in
PPA composition from the water released in the condensa tion reaction, and thereby
maintain the efficacy of the PP.-\.
Polymer
PPyBBI M
PPyBDIM
PPyBDIM
PP yBDT
PH yBD lM
PPzBBlM
C/N (atoms)
calc: found
3.80 3.89
2.60 2.69
2.60 3.37
4.33 4.32
3.50 3.59
3.00 3.01
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Table 3.2; Relative carbon and nitrogen content in polymers as determined by ele-
mental analysis. The second PPy BDIM results is included to illustr ate the worst
result obta ined with this polymer.
3.2.2 Eleme ntal An alys is
Elementa l analyses (sect ions 2.6.0.1 through 2.6.0.5) were in good accordance with
the proposed st ructu res with between 1.7 and j wate r molecules per repeat unit . T he
high water content is consistent with the hygroscopic nat ure of polybenzimidazoles.
Poly(l.3-phcnylenebibenzimidazole). for instance, absorbs arou nd 15% W/y;water in
a 100% relat ive humidit y atm osphere (1071.
T he C;~ atom rat io (table 3.2) provides a good measure of the quality of the
polymer sample. High C:~ rat ios were obtained in early synt heses, as demonstrated
by the seco nd P Py BD IM entry in the tab le. This high carbo n content may be
ascribed to disproporti onat e contribut ions by carboxyl termini and split t ing or the
polymer chain by railed closure or the imidazole rings.
Excellent agreement between calculated and experimental CjN ra t ios is seen for
PPyBD T and PPzBBIM, while P PyBBIM, PPyBDIM , and PHyBDIM give
reasonable results.
3.2 .3 IR Spec t roscopy
Infrared spect ra or the polymers (as KBr pellets ) share several important features
with their corresponding model compounds. A few representative spectra are shown
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33 3. 3. 3. 38
3419 3432 3377 3410 3388 3358 3417 3412 3438
3230 3095 3177 3112
3055 3068 3070
1602 1629 \ 64\ 1623 1628 1624 1624
1596 1592 \ 598 1597 1589 1578
1568 1567 1555 1569 1550
1518 1507
}·Hi 1452 1·146 1442 1-154 1441 1443 1460 1-152
1432 1430 1-154 1445
1402 1404 1404
1390 1385 1381
1352
1304 1313 1302 1320 1312 1313
1278 1284 1282 1281
\ 238 1748 1240 1251
1227 1205
1195
1181 1170 1177
1150 1142 1131 1143 1148
1Il8
1052 1092 HOB
1012
875 890 897 875
852 843
792 809 605 806 788
768
753 753 750
742 74. 743 743 740
Table 3.3: Selected IR frequencies in ern"! for polymers and model compounds
in Figures 3.1 through 3.3, while others may be found in appendix A.2. Selected
frequencies are tabulated in tab le 3.3. Broad featu res appear in the 3000-3500 em"!
region indicating tha t t he imidazole N·H proton is hydrogen bonding either to water
molecules or to neighbour ing imine funct iona littes in a man ner typical of benzimi-
dazcles in the solid state. All compounds show bands in the 1625-1592 em"! and
1-15-1- 14-11 cm- 1 regions characteristic of benzimidazoles [108- 110]. The shift of the
11
1200 1000
waV'llleflQllItm "'
Figure 3.1: Comparative infrared spect ra of two PPyBBIM samples (KBr)
1~5" cm'" band in 38 to 1445 em"! in PHyBDIM is typical of protonated imi-
dazoles (1101. suggest ing (i) that the polymer is protonared and therefore contai ns
HJP04 • a condit ion that is consistent with the elementa l analysis dat a (see §2.6.0.-I),
and (ii) tha t there is inter- or intracb ain hydrogen bonding between the imidazole
and hydroxyl group. lmerchain hydrogen bonding could account for this polymer 's
insolubility in everything other than st rong acid .
IR spectroscopy is alsouseful for verifying tbe consistency of polymer synthesis.
As shown in Figur e 3.1, very similar spectra wefe obtained forsam ples ofPP yBBIM
synthesized under different condit ions; the dashed line is the spectrum of PPyBBIM
synthesized under more dilu te conditions (the peak at IJ8..1 em"! is a spurious signal
due eit her to spect rometer malfunct ion or to KBr contamin ation).
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Figure 3.2; Compara tive infrared spectra of two PP yBDIM samples (KBr)
Consequent ly, in conjunction with elementa l ana lysis. IR spectr a can provide evi-
dence of the presence of structural defects in the polymers. For example . in Figure 3.2
the IR spectra of the products of two PP yBDIM syntheses are overlaid. T he dashed
line is for a polymer whose C/N rat io was very higb- 3.37 v.s.t he predicted value
of 2.60. while the solid line is for a sam ple whose C/ N rat io is 2.69. Significant dif·
ferences are seen. not least of which is the broadening of bands , which is indicative
of a highl y defective polymer. Furthermore, the band near 1690 em" ! implies the
presence of unexpected carbonyl funct ionalit ies.
During the workup of the polymers by water ext ract ion, it was occasionally ob-
served that \ v."Oforms of the polymer were present : PPyBBIM for example produced
both orange and purple solids. Sam ples of each type were physically isola ted and ex-
amined separat ely by IR spectroscopy, Th e spectra are overlaid in Figure 3.3. Apart
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f igure 3.3: Com paran ve infrar ed spect ra of orange (solid line) and purp le (dashed
line) PPyBBIM isolated during the water extract ion stage (KBr)
from some slight peak shifts and some added detail in the N·H stre tch region the spec-
tra are essent ially the same. This demonstra tes tha t t he appa rent physical difference
between the forms should be ascribed to phenomena such as packing, protc nenon .
water content, or interac tions between chains rather than to some gross str uct ural
defect . Th is claim is suppo rt ed by the observat ion that the purpl e form gradually
becomes orange if it is suspended in a large volume of water for several days .
3.2 .4 NMR Sp ectroscopy
Jenckhe has reported [8,9 , 11, 111, 1121reversible dcncr-ecceptcr interacti ons between
a number of polybenzobisazole polymers and Lewisacids such as Ate !] . T his permits
dissoluti on of the polymers in certain organic:solvents. typically nitromethane, and
allows (or t he subsequent processing of otherwise insoluble polymers and their analysis
by ~)'I R. The polymers prepared in this project were also found to be soluble to
va rying degrees by this method .
Th e solubility of the polymers in st rong acids also permi ts the acquisit ion of rea-
sc nable :;.l'),IR spectra in CF3COO D (T FA-d). Interest ingly. the polymers were found
to dissolve only in wet TFA; as a consequence, the additio n o( a small quant ity «5%
\'jv) of 0 2 0 was required. This effected a shift in the solvent 's residual proton signal,
e5 =11.50 for pure TFA- d, upfield by several ppm to some new position which varied
from sample to sam ple. In the absence of an internal standard, the absolute shifts
reported in the spec tra are not inform ative. T he relative positions of the peaks are
however useful (or comparison against spect ra of model compounds. Th e use o( T FA-d
for :'O),IR has the ad vantage of simplicity over Jenekbe's method . The AlCI3 (or ot her
Lewis add) must be carefully purified by sublimation , and the nit romet hanc solutions
must be prepa red in a dry box. T he polymer solut ions must be kept rigorously free of
water in orde r to preclude the formation of alumi num hyd roxide! which add spurious
signals to the :\M R spectra. In the case of these benzimidazo le polymers, it was
round that the aluminum hydroxide signals overlapped with the polymers', tendering
the spect ra considerably more difficult , if not impossible, to interpre t .
It was someti mes found that t he polymers, parti cular ly the rigid- rod variety, were
not very soluble in the wet TFA medium. P Hy BD IM was complet ely insoluble. The
low solubility presents a pote ntial problem, since oligomers and low weight polymers
would tend to dissolve preferentially. Th is the n implies that t he XMR spect rum might
not be completely representat ive of the bulk sample and any perceived impu rities.
particularly chain termini, might beexaggerated. as a result .
Figure 3.4 presents NMR spect ra in TFA of P P y B B IM and the indicat ed model
compound 33 . T he expected. disapp earan ce of tbe proton at the model's pyridin e 5
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Figure 3.4: IH ~MR spect ra ormodel compound 33 (top) in TFA-d and PPyBBIM
(bott om) in TFA-d+D:zO(the peak near 6= 10.2 ppm is solvent)
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pos ition (signal #4) as well as t he halv ing of the remai ning pyridi ne signals relat ive
to th e benzene is observed . The abse nce of other signals indica tes that t his poly mer
is of a high quali ty wit h few defects .
3.2 .5 UV-V is Sp ectroscopy
T he optical propert ies of the five polymers and severa l mod el compounds are sum-
marized in ta ble 3.4, and overlaid spect ra of the polybenzimidazoles are shown in
Figure 3.5. T he model compounds give informa tion on the funct ionalized benaimi-
dazole as an isola ted chromophore, and compariso n with t he polymers illust rates th e
Influence of extended conjugation on their elect ronic st ructure. The opt ical bandgaps
£, in table 3.4 were est imated from the onset of the tr -+ '11" band . Since it is of-
ten difficult to dete rmine tbis point . the error in E, is no less than ±O.l ev . ,\.......
and E, valu es of simila r benzimidazoles in t he lite rat ure [111are fou nd at somewha t
longer wavelengt hs, but this is d ue to those spectr a having been taken as thin films;
it has been shown 181tha t absorptions often become red-shifted in solid st ate opt ical
spect ra .
DMA ~ISA
.I_{nm) E (. V) .I. g (nm) E (. V) ( (L mol- 1 cm- l )
P P yBBI M 401 2.6 427 2.3 3.7)( 10
P PyBDlM - - U9 2.3 3.9 )(104
PPyBDT 433 2.4 414 2.3
PHyBDlM - - 433 2.3
PPzBBIM 424 2.3 415 2.2
32 312 327
33 343 356 3.6)(11)'1
3' 360 346
35 355 37.
38 336 344
36 376 375
Ta ble 3 .4; Sum mary of polyme r and mode! op tica l proper t ies in dimet hyl acetamide
and in met hane sulphonic acid
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Figure 3.5: Xcrmalized UY· vis spect ra of (Al PPyBBIM. (B) PPyBDl~t, (C)
PHyB D IM. and (D) PPzBBIM in metbanesulphon ic acid
In conjunction with.the data in tab le 3.4, the spect ra in Figure 3.5 suggest that
th ere is lit tle di fference in the elect ron ic ban d st ruct ures of t be four irnidaaole po lymers
PPyBBIM. PPyBDIM. PH yBDI M, and PPzBBIM. The 11'-+ "," transition
gives Am..... rangin g between 415 and 427 om in MSA. PHyBDIM is slightly unusual
in that its tr -+ "," peak is complica ted by several shoulders . Simila r fea tures are seen
in the spect ra of model compounds 38 and 36 , but not 35 (Figure 3.6). to D~IA.
all model compounds exhibit shoulde rs on t he large central absorp t ion. Of th e poly.
mers. only PPzBBIM and PHyBDIM exhibited this behaviour in both solvents.
Compara ble benzimidaz ole polymers in tbe litera tur e (11) beve similar shou lders in
their spectra al tho ugh no explanation was offered.
The exte nsive delocalization of t he 1r electrons in the polymers is reflected in the
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Figure 3.6: Normaliaed Uv-vis spect ra of model compounds (A) 35 , (8) 38, and (C)
36 in methanesul phonie acid
shift of the ll' -+ 11'. t ransition to longer wavelengt hs compared to the model com-
pounds (c/. Figure 3.5 with Figures 3.6 and 3.7) in a manner typical of conjugated
syste ms [113\. The similari ty of ),_ and E, between the rigid rod (P P y BD IM.
P P yBD T. and PHyBDIM) and the biphenyl. type (P P yBBIM and PPzBBIM)
polymers suggests tha t any cont ribution from the added rotational freedom thr ough
the biphenyl link to ncn -copteearity is negligible. Tb is obse rva tio n a ppare ntly con-
tra dicts Jenekhe's claim [I I) basedon the spectr a of related benzimidazole polymers
having a non-rigid divinylene link. In that case however the polymers were examined
as free-stan ding films, not in solution. and this presumabl y has significant conse-
quences in both macroscopic and molecular terms .
2"
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figure 3.i : Normalized Uv -vts spectra of model compounds (A) 32, (8) 33 , (e) 34
and (0) 35 in methanesulphonic acid
3.3 Local Defects: Incomplete Ring Closure
Incomplete ring closure, as outlined. in Scheme 3,3 can lead to defects and splits in
the polymer chain. The react ion between two acids and one diamine could lead to a
branched st ructure (st ructure B) witb a relat ivecarbon content higher than the target
cyclized product. Evidence of incomplete ring closure and /or branching is seen in the
infra red spectra of some polymers. where an unexpected car bonyl signal appears near
1690 ern"! (see Figure 3.2).
An importan t ram ificat ion of incomplete ring closure is tha t it leads to a disrup-
tion in the conjugatio n. While this condition is clearly undesirable, there exists the
possibility of an amide-imidate tautomeriaariou giving structure C in Scheme 3.3.
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Scheme3.3: Proposed structuresresulting frompolymersplitt ing and tautomerization
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OHA ,R
R N (a)
Figure 3.8: Model tautomers (a) imidate and (b) amide
The formation of the imidate taut omer provides a link through which long-range
conjuga tion could return . A similar process is t hought to occur in polythio phenes de-
activated by the nucleophilic add ition of O H at the 3-posit ion [1141. Unfortunately,
the equilibrium ratio of Imidate to amide is general ly very small. K ....8 X 10- 9 for
formamide (115. 1161. It is reasonable that t he exte nded conjugation in the polymers
could act as a driving force towards the imidate tau tomer . This possibility was ex-
plored in a sepa rate ab indi o computat ional stud y [117], t he results of which are
combined wit h some new add itional calculat ions and summari zed below.
3.3 . 1 Ab initio Modeling of th e St ructural Defect
A series of models was constructed with varying lengths of st raight conjugated chain
conta ining n carbo n atoms on each side of a core comprising the imida te or the amide
isomer (Figure 3.8). St raight chains were chosen to avoid added stenc complicat ions.
Two representat ive opt imized st ructures are shown in Figure 3.9. All calculat ions ....'ere
performed with the software package Gauss ian 94 Ill8) . with geomet ries opt imized
at the HF/ 3-2IG level of theory 11191. The following criteria were considered:
• HOMO-LlJMO gap: The decrease of this energy difference with increasing con-
j ugat ion lengt h is well known (I20Jand this t rend shou ld be reflected in changes
in the relative HOM0-Ll;).IQ gap energies of the tautomers as the side chains
interact t hrough the core.
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amide (n = 5)
imidate (n = 15)
Figure 3.9: HF/ 3421G opti mized st ructures of two models
• Relative ener gies: The ener gies of the amid e and imidate isomers will be com-
pared . An)' stabilizat ion of the imidate core by pend ent conjugated chains
should be indicated b)' a drop in this tau tomer's energy relative to its amide
analogue.
3.3 .1. 1 H OM O-L UMO gap
The difference in HFj&-31G*/ / HF/3- 21G ener gies of the las t occupied and first vir-
tu al orbitals are tabulated in tabl e 3.5. The difference between the values .:).~E is
Chain Length Imidate Amide .:Jo.:JoE
(# of C atoms) .:JoE (. Y) .:JoE (. Y) (. \')
1 15.971 16.064 0.094
3 11.372 11.784 0.412
5 9.713 9.997 0.283
8 8.456 8.524 0.068
9 8.422 8.487 0.064
10 8.150 8.155 0.005
15 7.781 7.711 -0 .070
Table 3.5: LUMO-HO~lO energy ga p for a series of amide and imidate models, and
the difference between them
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Figure 3.10: LU"IO-HO~fO energy gap of the amide teutomer compa red to the
imidat e, for a variety of chain lengths
also indicated and plott ed as a function of side chain lengt h n ill Figure 3,10. An in-
teresting t rend is evident . Not surprisingly, the HO~to- LU~10 gap is larger initially
for the amide ta uromer since the imidat e doubl e bond explicit ly permit s the conju-
gation cont inuity thr ough th e core segment. Th e difference in ga ps decreases with
increasin g n, and surprisingly th e amide's gap becomes smaller than the imidate 's
when n '" 10. These results clearly suggest t hat t he amide form does allow the two
conjugate d chains to interact , and ill fact appears to do so more effectively than the
imidate . This might be explained by th e partial double bond chara cter between the
C and :-.; that is present in all arnides becoming more prevalent in th e longer chain
models.
8/
3.3.1.2 Tauto mer relati ve en eeglee
The energy of the imidate isomer with respect to the amide is plotted in figure 3.11
for six calculation methods. In all cases a relatively large drop is seen when the first
conjugated segment is added {Le., between n = I and n = 3). indicati ng the partial
stabiliza tion of the imidate form. Additional conjugation results in a furthe r drop in
the relati ve energy for Hartr ee-Fcck methods. although the drop is very slight. The
83LYP density funct ional post Hartree-Fcck energies indicate a similar trend . The
most credible results are given by the 8 3LYP/ &.31C- /IH F/ 6-3IC - series of calcula-
t ions. where the presence of conjugated sidechains leads to a relative stabilization of
tnt' imida te form by around 10 kJ/m ol. This modest improve ment is small compared
HfI3·21G _
HFI6-:llG · IIHFI3·21G .
HF!6-31G' .•• •• ••
B3lY Plf3.21G1IHFr.H1G _ -
B3l.Y1'116-31G·11HF1J.21G - -
831 VPI!6-31G' IIHF16-31G' .
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Figure 3.11: Energy difference bet....een the imidate and amide tau tomers as a function
of chain length , at different levels of theory
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to the absolute energy difference between the tautome rs, which is on the order of
80 kJ/m al in favour of tbe amide isomer. These results imply that nearby conjuga-
t ion leads to a slight stab ilization of the imidete ta utomer, a.lthough the amide form
will still dominate.
3.3 .1.3 Calc ulati o n conclusions
The relati ve molecular energies of the teu tomers suggests that a minor stab ilization
of the imidate fann over the amide form does take place when long conjugated chains
are associated with the core component . The most sophisticated calcula tions here
suggest that this st abilizat ion is on the order of to kJ/m at which is small compared
to the overall energy difference between the tautomers: the amide will cont inue to
be the dominant form . Nonetheless, it appears that the re might be good commu-
nication between the conjugated sidecbains through the non-conjugated amide core.
and therefore the presence of defects in the real polymers might not be exceedingly
detrim ental to their elect rochemical proper t ies. Further study of this phenomenon
is warranted. and could include a comparison of the prope rties of a benzimidazole
polymer and a deliberately-split polyamide.
3.4 Electrochemist ry
3.4.1 Film P reparat ion
Polymer films suitable for elect rochemical study may be cast onto Pt disc electrodes
from solut ions of the polymer either in ~ISA or OM:\.. Preparat ion from OM:\. solu-
tions is straig htforward as a drop placed on the elect rode will slowly lose solvent by
eva poration leaving behind a thin film. T his method proved unsuitable for the rigid
rod polymers owing to their limited solubility in this medium; MSA was used instead .
~lSA solutions require slow precipita tion of the polymer by the careful dissolut ion of
t S"am ln
Figure 3.12: The Electrode Sauna
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the acid in water. T he most effect ive means by which this could be accomplished was
found to be the "electrode sauna" pict ured in Figure 3.12. T his apparatus, which
is simply an invert ed cold trap. allows the slow dilution of the acid in the humid
atm osphe re provided by stea m. Best results were obtained when the polymer film
was su bsequentl y allowed to soak overnight in a solutio n of elect rolyte , permitting
the Influx of solvent and ions. Failure to do th is. and allowing the polymer film to
dry out . frequently resulted in a film which was electrica lly insulat ing.
.Attempts to cast films from other solutions e.g., ~le~0z+A1CI3 proved to be
unsa tisfacto ry.
3.4 .2 Cyclic Volt ammet ry
Th e cyclic vc ltamme try of thin films of the polymers is characte rized by broad irre-
versible oxidat ion and reduct ion waves whose posit ions and cur rent magnitude are
influenced by the pH of the electrolyte solution.
Figure 3.l 3 shows cyclic vc ltammcgrems of a thi n film of PPyB BIM . cast from
D~IA . on a Pt disc electrod e with 0.1 ~{ E14~CIO~ in ~leCN as the electro lyte . A
broad. poorly defined oxida tion wave is evident in the region between 1.0 and 1..1V
tis . SSeE. The magn itude of the oxidat ion current decreases slightly with successive
sweeps possibly as a result of deacti vat ion or degradat ion of the 11'backbo ne.
Increasing the sweep width for the same film gives a cyclic voh ammogram as
shown in Figure 3.1-1 . A reduc tion is seen at £ ,,= -1.00 V and the oxidat ion wave has
shifted to a lower potential. 1.15 V. From the onset of these waves. near - 1,.1 \" and
0.9 V respectively, the bandgap may be estimated at 2.3 eV. T his agrees well with
the optical bandgap listed in tab le 3.4. ~ote t hat t he oxidat ion wave's current in
Figure 3.1-1is significantly larger than in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3. l3: Cyclic volta mmetry of a t hin film of PPyB BIM on a Pt d isc elect rode
in CH3CN conta ining 0.1 mol dm-3 Et.NCIO~ showing oxidatio n and degrad at ion.
It turns out that the oxidation wave's potential is variable, or at least can be
convoluted by anot her oxidatio n, t he source of which is not cert ain , but is likely to be
connected to t he reduction and oxidation of the water trapped inside the film. The
elect roacnvi ty of trace wat er in t hiophene polymers bas been reported previously [761.
Th e H+ and OH- prod uced in this process will be free to interact with the polymer
film as can t he parent H10 . Dietz and Beck (1211have produced stro ng evi dence th at
wate r leads to t he deacti vatio n of polyacetylene via th e nucleop hilic at tack mechan ism
outli ned in Scheme 3.4. Similar find ings have been report ed for polypyr role {1221and
polyt hiophene {l U I.
Cyclic vo ltam metry of an ot her film of PP yBBIM is shown in Figure 3.15. The
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Figure 3.1-1: Cyclic voItam metry of a thin 61mof PPyBBIM in CH3C~ containing
0.1 mol dm- ' Et.XCIO. over a wider sweep widtb .
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Scheme 3.4: Mechanism of polymer deact ivat ion by nucleophilic att ack by wat er
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Figur e 3.15: Evidence of PPyBBIM degradation by cyclic voltammetry in CH3C:\,
containing 0.1 mol dm-3 El& ~OO~ .
movement of the anodic wave is quite clear , moving to increasingly positive poten-
tials with successive sweeps. This behaviour is only evident after cycles th rough the
reduct ion waves at oegath-c potentials (cf. Figure 3.13). Th e migrat ion of the wave
is an indicat ion DCdegradation DCthe backbone , and brings into considera tion the
influence of hydroxide generated at negative potentials. [0 addi tion to its role in the
rate of polymer deactiva tion, the pH of the electrolyte solution is particu lar ly relevant
to the elect rochemical response of the polymer complexes, and this will be explored
in late r chapters. T he uncomplexed polymers also exhibit electrochemical behaviour
st rongly influenced by the nat ure of the electrolyte solution.
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Figure 3.16: Cyclic voltam met ry of a thin film of PPyBBIM in CH3C~ conta ining
0.1 mol dm - J Et~~CI04 ' before (solid line) and after (das hed line) the addi tion of
HCIO~. 11=100 mY/ sec
P P yB BIM exhibits clear ly distinct responses in acidic and basic media. Fig.
ure 3.16 shows the effect of adding a few drops of concent rated HCID. on the cyclic
voltammetry of a thin film of PPyBBIM on a Pt disc electrode in CH3C~ con-
taining 0.1 mol dm - J Et4NCI0 4 • Following addition of the add, the oxidati on wave
current drops to near zero. Figure 3.17 shows the corresponding influence of adding
a few drops of base ( ~leOH containing 1 mol dm" BU4~OH) on the polymer 's cyclic
voltarnmetry, In this case, the oxidatio n current becomes signi ficantly augmented on
the first sweep following addi tion of base, but ra pidly degrades to zero on successive
sweeps. Addit ionally, the cathodic curre nt seen in neut ral electrolyte vanishes. These
results indicate that:
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1. T he electron density and conduct ivity of the backbone can be influenced by
the degree of the polymer's prctcna noa. This is of course a funct ion of the
composit ion of t he electro lyte solution to which the polymer is exposed .
2. Degrada tion of the polymer backbone is accelerated in the presence of base.
presumably either th rough a mechanism by which the oxidized regions of the
backbone are att acked nucleophilically by hydroxide anions directly, or through
t he accelerat ion of t he process outl ined in Scheme 3.4. This in tu rn gives some
support to the claim that the behaviour seen in Figure 3.15 st ems from hy-
droxide generated from the reduct ion of intersti tial water du ring exposure to
negat ive pote ntia ls only.
T he other polymers exhibit similar behaviour. For completeness. cyclic vc ltam-
mograms of thin films of P HyBDIM and PPzBBIM are presented. in f igures 3.18
and 3.19 respect ively.
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Figure 3.17; Cyclic voltammetry of a thin film of PPy BBIM in CH3CN containing
0.1 mol dm - J Et~NCI04 . before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the addit ion of
Bu~:'\OH . y= l00 mY/sec
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Figure 3.18: Cyclic voltammetry of a thin film of P Hy B DI M in CH3C:" containing
0.1 mol dm- 3 Et~NCIO•. v= l00 mV/ sec
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Figure 3.19: Cyclic vcltammetry of a thin film of PPzBBIM in CH3C~ containing
0.1 mol dm- 3 Et..:SCIO... v= LOO mVj5R;1;
CHAPTER 4
COORDINATION COMPOUNDS
AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY
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4.1 Model Compound Electrochemistry
A series of novel and lite rat ure mono- and di nud t!&rcom plexes were synthesized to
provide a founda tion for the study of the ta rget polymers. The electroc hemistry of
these mode l complexes is summarized in ta ble 4.1. Half-wave po tenti als and anod ic-
to-cathodic peak separations are listed as measu red in aceto nit rile so lutio n. Erro rs of
severa l millivolts sho uld be considered as a result of limited analogue-to-digita l con-
verter bit resolution , the acquisiti on and smoothing algori thms , and in some cases due
cmpd ligand metal Acid B...,
rode centre E1I2 AEp E !/2 se,
42 Q-<::OO:;>-D 33 2 Ru(bpYh 2+ Ll h O.O8~ 0.663 O.15~
43 ~35 Ru(bpyh 2-t- 1.20, 0.017 O .71~ 0.06,
46 O::~ 38 2 Ru(bpYh 2+ O.88~ 0.05a
47 0::)...<..>-<;:0 36 2 Ru (bpYh z+ 1.39° ·/) 0.08
1.60a,b 0.Q7
4" ~35 Ru(trpy)(CW 0.6714 0.11,
4. ~35 Ru (trpy){H2O )2+ 1.080° 0.16,
50 co-o-co 36 2 0s (bpYh 2+ o.rz, 0. '0,
1.01, 0.227
G neutral electrolyte
~ 1/= 200 mV/sec
Ta ble -U : £ 1/2 (V VJ. SSC E) and ss; {V} or model comp lexes in CH3CN contai n-
ing 0.1 mol dm - 3 Et4NCl04 cont aining HCl0 4 or BILtXOH . except where Doted . as
measured wit h a Pt disc electr ode. 1/= 100 mV/sec. except where not ed .
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to poor clarity of the peaks. This was part icular ly tr ue of the dinuclear complexes 47
and 50 .
Model compo und 42 shows peak separ at ion conside ra bly grea te r tb an the 29.5 mV
which would be ideally anticipated for a concerted two elect ron tr ansfer process. This
phenomenon is even more evident in the basic medium, providing support for Haga's
findings [621 for the same compound at a glassy carbo n electrode under slightly dif-
ferent condit ions. Haga attributed this behaviour to the manifest a tion of a pair of
independent waves, separated by only a few millivolts . The pair of wavres stem med
from the inte raction of the two metals th rough the ligand. with this coupling being
enhanced upon deprctc nat ion of the ligand. Novel mononuclear compound 43 pro-
vides furthe r support for this claim: its redox wave's peek-to-pee k separa tion is much
closer to the expected 59 mV, and does not display a significant pH dependen ce.
T he nove l dmucleer complexes 46, 41, and 50 explore an alternate benzimidazole
const ruct , with the two metal a toms being located on opposing sides of the spacer
unit . T he hydroxy-based complex 46 exhibits an addi tional redox wave in neutral
media at - 0.935 V (A E, = 0.070 V, II = 100 mV/ sec) due to a hydroquinone-
quinone process on the central ring. This indicates that the complex exists in the
quinoid form under ambient condit ions, consistent with the four perchlorate counee-
rions found in the elemental anaylsis (see §2.5.1.5). Th is wave is similar in area to
the the Ru(III/ II) wave, showing tha t two elect rons are involved in this ligand-based
process. The Ru(llI /ll) wave occurs at a potential much lower than t hat found in the
pyridine type complexes, consistent with rhe increased electr on density at the oxygen
atom, compared to nitrogen. The evident increase of elect ron energy at the metal
centre could have had interest ing implicat ions in the ana logous polymer complex's
elect rochemical behavio ur, but unfonunately that compound could not be synt he-
sized. The peak separa tion of the Ru(III / II) wave suggests that there may be some
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slight coupling between the metal sites, at a level comparable to 42. Th e pyrazine
models 46 and 50 on the othe r band have metal -metal tnterecuces across the ring so
str ong that two waves are dearly resolved. This phenomenon will be shown to have
important consequences in the electroche mist ry of the corresponding polyme rs.
The ter pyridy l complexes 48 and 49 represent the explorat ion of the app licabili ty
of the benzi midazole polymer systems towards elecerocatalysis. T he inte nded goal of
prepa ring a polymer with a labile chlero ligand is reflected here; displacement of this
ligand by some othe r species represents the first step in an elect rocaralyt ic system.
Th e ease with which 48 is converted to the aqua complex 49, as implied by the change
in E1f2 (see ta ble 4.1) shows the validit y of tbis appr oach, and the rap id aqua t ion of
heloperuaamine type ruthe nium complexes is well known 11231. The polymer aquo
complex could be potentia lly useful as a catalyst precursor polymer modi fied elec-
trode . l;""nfortunately, attempts to synt hesize and isolate the correspo nding polymer
were unsuccess ful, giving only an int ract able solid. proba bly consisti ng of a poly-
mer cross linked th rough the coordina tion si te vacat ed b)' the labile chloro ligand .
.Atte mpts to prove this thr ough the disappearance or the v(Ru.C I) signa l, which oc-
curs near 330-340 em-I (1231 in the far infrared spect rum, were unsuccessful owing
to decompos ition of the polymer under the intense green laser light of the Raman
microprobe equipment used.
4.2 Polymer Complexes
T he meta l complexes of the polymers exhibit man y interesting elect rochem ical and
spect roelect rochemical t rai ts . Electron transport and iutervale nce tra nsfer will be
treated separately in la ter chapt ers. Like the model compounds, the polymer com-
plexes are stro ngly influenced by the presence or absence of the imidazo le prot on, and
hence by pH.
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4.2.1 Molecul ar M ass
Gel permearicn experiments were employed to ascertain the approximat e molecular
masses of the polymer complexes. With Sephadex G-75 (rated MM 1000-50,000) as
the sta tionary phase, solutions of the polymer complexes. appr opria te model com-
pounds. and a simila r osmium polyme r", Os(bpy), {poIyvinylpyridine )Ch of known
:\I~I > UP ....-ete eluted individually with aqueous methanol solut ions acidi fied slightly
with HeL Th e polymers eluted simultaneously with t he solvent front. while the rel-
at ively low molar mass model compounds were retained at the bead of the column .
From this it was concluded tbat t he polymer complexes were t rue polymers, bev-
ing \1:\1 grea ter than 5x I04 , Thi s is sufficient ly high that the elect rochemical and
spectrosco pic properties of these systems may be considered to be reflect material of
effectively infinite chain length ; the electronic properties of conjugated systems are
known to converge to approximat ely constant values by ca. twenty repeat units (12-1].
4 .2 .2 Fil m Prep arat ion and So lub ility Con cerns
The solubility of tbe polymers is greatly enhanced by the introdu ction of the coor-
dinated meta l sites. Convenient ly, the bisbipyridyl ruthen ium (II) and osmium(lI)
complexes dissolve well in acetonitri le containi ng optim ally ca. 8% vlv water , and in
wet nitrc methane (water is not miscible with nitromethane, but warming a mixt ure
of the two solvents with the polymer complex resul ts in the desired dissolution). Ei-
ther of these solvent syst ems is suita ble for casti ng the polymer complex onto Pt disc
elect rodes. ho....'ever it was found that the nitro methane system usually gave films of
superio r qual ity and uniformity. Other solvent systems , e.g., met hanol acidified with
HCI. proved not to beas widely applicable. The complexes of P p zB BIM are soluble
in dry )'leC N: for elect rochemical experiments othe r solvent combinat ions must be
employed. The mixed solvent system 2:1 CH,Q, :MeCN was found to be suitable.
lCOllTtesy or Dr. Johannes G. Vas , Dublin City University
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4.2 .3 Optical P ro perties
4.2 .3.1 UV -vis ib le spectroscopy
The t'v-vtstble spect rum of Ru-PPyBBIM is shown in Flgure -Ll overlaid with the
uncoordinated polymer for compar ison. It is evident that t he coordina tion compound
retains many feat ures of the parent polymer . The intense polymer 1t -+ 7r0 transition
is shifted only slightly, from 400 to 410 om, a.lthougb th is could be in part attributed
to solvent effects. New absorp tio ns at 292 and 342 om are att ributed to bipyridine-
based ll' -+ 21'0 and MLCT t ransit ions respectively {125J. A broad Ru(J1)-+ polymer
d-+ 11"0 (126) MLCT band appears on th e shoulder of the 11'.... ", 0 peak at C4. 510 om .
Thi s is red-shifted considera bly from its positio n in model compound 42 (ca. 450 om),
600
Figure 4.1: Xormalized UV-Vis spectra or R u-PPyBBIM in wet nitr ometh ane (solid
line) and PPyBBIM in di methyl acetamid e (dashed line)
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Figure -1 .2: Spectral changes in Ru-PPy BBIM . Arrows indicate the direct ion of
change with increasing pH over the range of 2.0 to 8.3
indicating that the Ru centre is indeed incorpo rated into the conj ugated polymer
backbone [831.
The spectr al characteris tics of Ru-P P yBBIM ""MY as a funct ion of pH. In Fig-
ure 4.2, this is illustr ated . A stock solution of the polymer complex was diluted
quant ita tively in a series of phosphate buffers, the pH of which bad been measured.
Th e result ing spectr a were normalized to the local minimum at 264 om to compensate
for minor variat ions due to dilution and spect rometer errors.
As the pH is raised. the intensit y of the polymer and bipyridine 1r -+ r Otra nsit ions
decrease while the intensity of the ~Lcr band increases. The changes are fairly
grad ual except in the pH:::5-6 region. This behaviour st rongly parallels that of the
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reported [621dinuclear ruth enium complex 42 whose pKa [ was est imated to be 5.8.
The isosbestic points at 360 and -I.SOom suggest that protonation and deprctonenon
do not inflict irreversible change on the polymer complex.
4.2.3.2 E lectrochromism
As is typical of pyridine-t ype complexes of these metals , the ruthe nium and osmium
metall cpolymers are charac terized by intense coloratio n due to charge transfe r. The
previous sect ion detai led the spectral changes resulting from the modificat ion of the
polyme r liga nd electron density by protonation. Changes in the metal centres' cxida-
tion sta tes by electrochemical means produces the spectacu lar colour changes sum-
ma rized in ta ble ·1.2.
T wo colo ur chan ges are observed for Ru·PPzBBIM a nd for Os-PPzBBIM. one
for each oxidation. After reduct ion. Ru-PPzBBIM does not revert to its original
green colour, suggest ing th e polymer comp lex is da maged. by exposure to negat ive
poten tials.
Th e differential spect roelect rochemist ry of a film of Ru.PPyBBIM depos ited.on
an optically t ranspa rent ITO elect rode is shown in Figu re 4.3 for posit ive potent ials
only, and in Figur e 4.4 over a wider voltage range. Each spec tru m is presented.
as th e chan ge in transmission with respect to a reference spectrum ta ken at 0 V.
Bleachin g of t he Hu-polymer de -te-La ' Ml CT t rans ition at 497 om is observed.
Polymer
Ru-PPyBBIM
Ru -PPyBDIM
Ru·PPzBBIM
Os--PPyBBIM
Os--PpzBBIM
neut ral colour
red-brown
green
oxidized colour
green -yellow
green -yellow
red-brown (1)
purple (2)
greeD
red (1)
purp le (2)
red uced colour
brown
brown
dar k brown
Ta ble 4.2: Elect rochromism in th e polymer complexes
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Figure 4.3: Differential spectroetecrrocbemicel response of Ru.PPyBBIM as de-
posited on an ITOelectrode. Elect rolyte solution is CH,JCN containi ng 0.1 mol dm - 3
Et~~CIO~ . Spectra are referenced against that acquired at 0 V, and are shown in
0.2 v intervals
as Ru(ll ) is oxidized to Ru(lII ). Concurren tly, a broad new band due to polymer .
Ru(III ) Li\-ICf {B5, 1271 arises with ~...... = 775 om. Th is behaviour is simila r to
the solut ion spect roelectroc hemistry of the dinuclear Ru complex bridged by model
compound 34 161]. It should be poin ted out that t he bleaching is due ent irely to the
change of oxidat ion state at the metal centre, not to dissociati on of the complex.
Reducing the polymer film down to -1.4 V results in the inte nsification of the
Ru-pclymer ds-to-Ls " MLCf. indica t ing t ha t the introd uced elect rons are indeed
located on the bipyridine ligeads; ccecect rencn or electron deosity on the polymer
would discourage th.is t ransitio n. Furth er reduction to ·2 .0 V leads to the splitt iog
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Figure 4.4: Differentia l spectroelectrochemical response of Ru-PPyBBIl\1 as de-
posited on an ITO electrode. Electrolyte solut ion is CH3CN containing 0.1 mol dm - 3
Et4;,\CIO• . Spectra are referenced against that acquired at 0 V. and are shown in
0.2 v interva ls from -2.0 V to 1.2 v
/ 06
of th is band into two new absorptions at 442 and 557 om. It is also interesting to
note that slight spect ral changes are detected in potential regions where the polymer
complex is etecercchemlceny inact ive.
4.2.4 Cyclic Voltammetry
The cyclic:vonem met ry of thin films of Ru and Os complexes of the polymers exhibit
several inte resti ng features. For all but very thick films, thin layer cyclic vcltammet ry
was exhibited. even for sweep rates up to 1 V/~. Small ~Ep and i :x II were the
rule 1128J.
For Ru(bpyh complexes. a redox wave due to the Ru(IIl jIl) couple appears in
the region of ca. 0.8 to 1.3 V, while for the corresponding osmium complexes the
Os(III / It) wavesare found in the range of 0..1 to 1.1 V.
The potent ial of the M(IIl / Il ) wave is inftuenced by the degree of prctonation
of the polymer backbone. The two ext remes are presented in Figure 4.5. where a
thin film of Ru·PPyBB IM on Pt was cycled in CH3C:,\ containing 0.1 mol dm- 3
Et~ :'\CIO~ which had been treated with a few drops of either concent rated HCIO~
or ).leO H conta ining I mol dm - 3 Bu~NOH . In the basic medium, E L/'l [Ru(lIl j ll )]
is a t ca. 0.8 V tIS. SSCE, while in acidified elect rolyte the w"a voeoccurs at ca. 1.2 V
L'5. SSCE. Th ese potent ials vary slightly bet ween films. Th is behaviour opens up
some intriguing possibilit ies of using this sort of polymer complex system as a proton-
switched molecular wire or valve (1291.
T he acid-base behaviour of the Ru(nI jlI) wave is predictab le. In Figure .1.6, the
relat ionshi p between £ 1/2 and pH is plott ed for a series of Ru~PPyBB]M cyclic
voltammograms acquired in aqueous phospha te buffer elect rolyte. It is evident that
t here is a linear relat ionship between these two paramete rs, with a slope of .6J mVj pH
in the pH 2-4 region. Th is is consistent with tbe ant icipa ted one-electron one-proto n
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Figure " .5: Cyclic voltammet ry or a thin (f R.. =3.6 x 10- 8 mol·cm- 2) film of
Ru -PPyBBIM on a 0.0052cm2 Pt disc electrode. 0.1 ~l :'iEt~CI04 in MeCN con-
taining ca. 50 mM HCI0 4 (solid line) or ca. .5 m~l NBu40H (dashed line)
process. The relat ionship between £ 1/1. and pH is an important one since it clearly
indicates that the charge distribution along the polymer backbone. controlled by
addi ng or removing the imidazole proton, bas a direct influence ove r the electron
density on the meta l centre. The pK. of this system is 5.5 which compares well with
the pK. of the analogous dinuclear compound 42 (see § ...2.3.1).
The steady sta te cyclic voltammet ry of a thin film of Ru-PPy BBIM on Pt in
neutral CH~CN containing 0.1 mol dm-J Et.~CIO. over a broad potent ial window
typically resembles that presented in Figure 4.7. A pair of bipyridine-based reduc-
t ions [126, 1301appear at -1.50 and -1.76 V vs. SSCE. The Ru(IH/ lI ) couple is present
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f igure -1.6: Changes in E 1(2 of a film of Ru ·PPyBBIM exposed to a series of aqueous
phosphate buffers. T he indicat ed line has slope ·63 mVI pH
near its previously esta blished lower ext reme of ca. 0.8 V, and var ies somewhat be-
tween films .
An interes ti ng development in the present voltammogram is the appearan ce of
a pair of sharp pre-peaks , an oxida t ion before the Ru(IIl j lI ) wave, and a reduct ion
before the first bipyridine wave. The pre-peaks vary in positio n and magnitude from
IHm to film. and exist only as a pai r; one peak will not appear for more than one
or two cycles unless the sweep potential window is sufficient such tha t the ot her bas
been accessed. The evidence suggests that the pre-peaks result from the oxidatio n
and reduct ion of wate r t rapped with in the polymer complex film: expos ing the film
to potentials below ca.-1.2 V reduces th e water to OH-, while sweeping the potent ial
10.
O.' r---~--~--~--~--~---r--,
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Figure .,t.7: Steady state cyclic voltammerry for a th in film of R u-PPyBB IM
on a 0.078 cm-2 Pt disc electrode in CH3CN containing 0.1 mol dm-3 Et~ :-;CIO~ .
11=100mV/ s«
past ca. 0.6 \' results in the oxidation or OH- to ~ and H+. This is supported by
th e following observat ions:
I . Either peak exists (or any extended dura tion only when the other is present .
2. The influence of the reduct ion pre-peak on the Ru(IIl /II ) redox wave.
The influence of hydroxide on this wave was detailed earlier. [f the reduction
pre-peak is in fact due to some hydroxide producing process. th is can account for
the observed position of the Ru{lIl /lI) wave in Figure 4.7, near tbe limit exhibited
in basic electrolyte. If the potent ial limits of cyclic voltammetry are set so that the
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Figure ·1.8: Grad ual migrat ion of the Ru-PPyBBIM Ru(IlI /I1) wave following
change of the Iowe r switching potential to more posit ive tha n the reduction pre-peak
reduct ion pre-peak is accessed. and then the lower limit changed so that the switching
potent ial is made more positi ..e than the pre-peak, a grad ual drift of the Ru(III /II )
wave towards the acidic limit is seen. This is demonstrat ed in Figure 4.8 (note that
in this CV the oxidation pre-peak overlaps the Ru(tII / Il ) wave).
T he addition of a small Quanti ty of water to the electrolyte solut ion has no effect
on the position or magnitud e of these pre-peaks. It appears then that the water
in..-olved in this process is t rapped within the polymer matrix and has its origin either
before or during tbe film casting process. Benzimidazole polymers are ext remely
hygroscopic [21. and on the basis of elemental analyses (see section 2.1) this t rait is
-0.,
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Figure -1.9: Cyclic vclta mmetry of a thin Os-PPyBBIM film in CH3CN contain ing
0.1 mol dm- 3 Et..:-leIO..
shared to some exte nt by t heir complexes.
The behaviour of the osmium analogue Os-PPyBBIM is similar with acid-
mediated redox waves being evident . A cyclic voltam mogram of Qs..PPyBBIM in
neutra l CH3CN containing 0.1 mol dm- 1 Et..NC10.. is shown in fi gure 4.9. Similar
to the ruthenium analogue, t he migration of the Os(lItj ll ) wave to lower pote nt ials
is observed followi ng exposu re to negat ive potentials. It is interest ing to note that
the first potent ial sweep exhibits two disti nct waves, suggest ing localized protonat ed
and deprotoua ted regions exist along the backbone. In Figure 4.10 the behaviour of
the polymer film in acidic and basic electrolyte is presented, indicat ing rbe potential
extremes of the Os(IlI / II) wave. In the acidified electrolyte , t here appears to be
.e.s 0
E I V .... ssce
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Figure 4.10: Cyclic voltammetry of two Os--PP yB BIM films in CHJCN containing
0.1 mol d m- 3 Et..NCIO. containing either a small quantity orHCIO. (solid line) or
Bu.:\OH (dashed line)
some small response due to deprotonated backbone, suggesting the acid did not fully
penetra te the film. Reasons for this discrepancy are not clear.
T he cyclic voltammograms of Ru· P P yBDIM and Ru. PPyB BIM are very sim-
ilar , and 50 the former will not be discussed in any detail. A list of M(Il) - M(lII ) redox
potent ials is summarized in ta ble -1.3
Like its model compound 41 . the ruthenium and osmium complexes of the pyrazine
polymer. PPzBBIM , exhibit the unusual property of two distinct ~1 ( IIl/Il) based
redox waves. indicat ing a high degree of coupling through the pyrazine ring. In
Figure -1 .11 the pair of ruthenium waves are clearly evident at 1.13 and 1.29 V
Il3
E,,,
Polymer complex acid base
Ru.PPyBBlM 1.24 0.79
Ru-PPyBDIM 1.23
Ru-PPzBBIM 1.13
1.29
Os-PPyBBL'1 0.78 DAD
Os-PP,BBIM 0.75
1.07!
Tab le 4.3: Estimated £1{2 fer the M(In j ll) couple for ruth enium a nd osmi um polymer
complexes. Potent ials are given in volts ea. SSCE
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Figure -l.H : Cyclic voltammetry of a thin film of Ru-PPzBBIM on a Pt disc elec-
trod e in 2:1 CH2Cl, ::\leC:" containing 0.1 mol dm- 3 E4X CIO. and two drops HCIO.
III
Figure 4.12: Cyclic voltam metry of films of fully load ed and half load ed
Ru -PpzBBIM on a Pt disc electrode in 2:1 CH2Ch :MeCN conta in ing 0.1 mol dm - 3
Et. :"'CIO. and two drops HCID.
113. SSCE . The large separa tion bet....ee e t he Ru(I1I).Ru {HI)jRu(II1),Ru(H) an d t he
Ru(III).Ru(II)/ Ru (U),Ru(lI) waves is a ....~II known characte ristic [123, 1311of the fa-
mous Tau be-Creuta compound ( (~H3hRu(pz ) Ru{NH3hI 5+ 11321a nd many pyrazine-
bridged bis(rut henium) variants such as this. Applying equation 1.3, K euno for this
system is 5.0x lQ2. Inte resti ngly, the redox ....rave of the meta l in a singly coordi-
nated pyrazine is coincident with the first wave in a doubly coordinated ring (as
opposed to occurring somewhere between the two waves). This was shown by a sam-
ple of R u- PPzBBIM .,...bicb had been prepared. with one-half loading . T he cyclic
vcleammograms in Figure 4.12 are for films or t he hatr load ed and near ly fully loaded
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Figure " .13: Cyclic voltammet ry of a t hin film or Os-PPzBBl M on a Pt disc elec-
trode in 2:1 CH'lCI, :MeCN containing 0.1 mol dm - 3 Et4 NCIO~ and two drops HCIO~
polymers. With the maj ori ty of Ru in singly occupied pyraz ine units. t he lower p0-
tentia l wave is much lar ger in magnit ude t han the second. T his provides a quick and
convenient means of ascertai ning t he fraction of met al centres that exist in di nuclear
pyrazi ne sites in t he polymer.
The osmium polymer complex exhibits a pair of redox waves wit h an ev'eo larger
~£ltl ' ca. 0.33 V. as shown in Figure ·t 13. Kcom for t he Os complex turns out to be
3.1xl05 , indicative of the enhanced sta bility of the mixed valence unit in this system.
R u-PpzBBIM is not sta ble 1O\\CU'ds reduct ion as indicated. in Figure ·U "'. Ooe
swee p t hrough t be negat ive potential region results in the immed iate dis ruption of
the film's elect rochemist ry. Only in t he first sweep are the two Ru(lII /lI) waves
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f igure .t.U: Three consecut ive cyclic voltam mogram s of a th in film of
R u-PPt.BBIM on a Pt disc elect rode in 2:1 CH2Ch=MeCK containing 0.1 mol dm - J
Et4 ;\,CIO~ .
clear ly evident in addi tion to a pair of irreversible reduct ions at -1.70 and -1.87 V
t'3, SSCE. Th e current magn itud e of these redu ct ions seems disproportionately large ,
ind ica ti ng th ere is more involved t han the simple bipyrid ine reduct ions observed in
Ru-PPyB B IM, probabl y some process which degrades the backbone. This is further
su pport ed by th e fai lure of the polyme r to return to its neutral colou r after being
red uced (see section 4.2.3.2 ).
.Attemp ts to coord ina te Ru(bpYh1+ with P HyBDIM a nd PPyBDT were UD-
successful.
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Figure 4.15: Po lymer iza ble aaopyrrole compounds pyrrolyl-z-eldaz ine (3 1) and 2,2'.
azopyrro le (6 1)
4 .3 P y r roles
Zott i and co-worker! recentl y repor ted (1331 t he electrochemical po lymerizati on of
the known azcpyrrole compo unds 2,2'-azopyrrole 31 [981and 2.2'-azopyrrole 61 {134]
(see f igure 4.15). Th e result ing polymers exh ibited unusuall y narr ow bandgaps for
pvrrcle elect ropolymers, and t his was att ribu ted to the inclusion of elect ron accep ting
azo groups. leading to a more easily accessed LUMO. An unexplored aspec t of t hese
compounds is thei r meta l complexes; the azo linkage introd uces an excellent bidentate
coordinat ion site in conjunct ion with the pyrrole nitrogen.
Pyrrc tyt-z-eldaet ne 31 was successful ly prepared in accordance wit h literature
met hods [98). and the electroche mical behaviour reported by Zotti was dup licated.
Its d inuclear bisbipyridyl rut henium (lI ) complex 45 was also isolated , but did not
polymerize electroche mical ly.
CHAPTER 5
ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN POLYMER
COMPLEXES
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5.1 Polymer Thickness
A critical parameter for assessing the electro n diffusion coefficient D" is t he th ickness
of the polymer film d. Slow sweep cyclic voltam metry of the M(I1)- M{III) wave
permits the st ra ightforwa rd evalua tion of cha rge passed (Q) by integra tion of current
through time. The surface coverage of species ~I (r :'od is related to the electrode
area .-l:
(5.1)
The volume occupied by the individua l metal units can be est imated on the be-
sis of crystal stru ctures and known dry densit ies of similar mate ria1s. From the
crystal structure of Ru(bpyh (PF , ), [1351, the concent rat ion of metal sites eMin
the rutheni um metallopolymers may be inferred lIS 1.6x lO- 3 mol/ em' , Similarly,
a concentration of 1.5x 10- 3 mol/ em' (based on the dry density of [Os(bpy),{4-
\"inylpyrid ineh j2+ [136J) was taken as an estimate for the osmium po lymers . Wit h
t his infor mation . t he film thickness d is calculat ed:
(5.2)
T his ap proac h has two flaws:
1. T he act ual volume occupied by a met al site in th e po lymer systems should in
fact be lar ger than predicted above .
• Size of unit: th e lengt h of the polymer repeat unit, e.g., one pyridine plus
one bibe nzirnidazo le, is much longer tha n t he lengt h of the bipyridine found
in the compo unds afte r which the volume is mod eled . Th is means that the
effecti ve size of a metal site is extended in at least one dimension
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• Vacant un its : Not all ort he availabl e si tes along t he polymer are necessaril y
coordinated to M(bpyh 2+. For example, an ear ly Ru~PPyBBIM sample
was found to have only ca.60% of its availabl e ligating sites in use. Clear ly
this results in a furth er extension of the average volume of a site
• Packing: Presumably the packing of the polymer complexes will Do t be
nearly as ordered as that of the model compounds. T his should result in
an average unit size that is bigger still.
2. Polymer swelling: Film swelling by the upt ake of electrolyte solution is a well-
known [1371and importan t (138\ phenomenon. The degree of swelling can \'Uy
from around IS to 180% for non-polar aprotic polymers (139. 1401to as much as
one hund red-fold for a protonated pola r polymer 11411. The process is crit ical
for the intro duction of th e cc unterions necessary to maintain electroneut rality
and also for t he creat ion of the free volume t hrough which these ions may move .
Th is point is furt her complicated by chan ges in th e swelling concomitant with
cha nges in t he oxidation st ate of t he redox ecuve sites; an in .titu ellipsomet ric
study of a viclogen-silcxane polymer indic at ed such changes on the order of
25% (1371.
Xeither is considered in the present calcu lation of d. It isclear from point (1) that
th e tru e concentr ation CM should be lower t han calcu lated . which. from equation 5.2•
....'ould entail a t hickness larger th an expected. and t he swelling considered in point
(2) will make d even larger st ill. Th ese errors in d imp ly th at ca lculated D" values
will be in error, but they will underestimate th e tru e value as will be shown by the
equ at ions in lat er sections.
Scan ning electron microscopy revealed t hat th e estim ates of d are not unreason-
ab le, From th e abo ve treatment it is possible to est ima te t he average t hickness of a
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Figure 5.1: SE1-.t image of the cross sect ion of a R u. PPyBB IM film cast 0 11 an ITO
glass slide
drop of Ru-PPy BBIM dried on a slide of conductive ITO glass. After measuring
the surface coverage of the drop by cyclic voltammetry, carefully snapping the slide in
the midd le of the dried drop permitted the examination of the polymer film in cross
section. Such an image is shown in Figure 5.1. While thicker at the edges. the bulk of
the drop was seen to be of a regul ar thickness in good agreement with the calculated
value of 0.35 urn.
5.2 Rotating Disc Voltammetry (RDV)
5.2.1 B ack ground
The oxidation of an electrochemically active species X in solution at a rotating disc
electrode coated with a redox polymer acting as a mediator can be represented as in
Scheme 5.1.
Pt /poly[MJ·· ' + X ~ Pt/ poly[M)' + Y
Pt /po ly[MJ" -"" Pt /p oly[Mlo+'
Scheme 5.1: Mediated electron transfer at a rota ted electrode
It has been postula ted [142J that the current may be controlled by four factors:
1. The rate of mass trans port of X from the bulk solution to the polymer/ solut ion
interface, as dicta ted by tbe electrode rotation speed w and the diffusion coef-
ficient of X, Dx.
2. T he rate of electron transfer (cross-react ion rate constant ) ka-. between the
polymer and X at the interface, and within the polymer if permeat ion has
occurred.
3. T he rate of permeation by X into and within the film, with partit ion coeffi-
cient P and diffusion coefficient DX,poly' Measureme nts on films of polymerized
tris(\; nylbipyridyl) rutbenium(Il) have shown that the permeability PDx .poIy
of fairly bulky species in solut ion (e.g., Fe(bpYh 2+. Ru(bpYh Ch ) is very small.
< t x 10- 12 cm2/sec.
-I. The rate of charge t ransport th rough the film. It is this diffusion-like process
which is of interest in tbe present systems, and is described as t he electron
diffusion coefficient D~.
On the basis of these crite ria, Ikeda ee aL have formulated [1-121 a general ex-
pression representing the limit ing current of polymer mediated electron transfe r at a
rotat ing electrode (with negligible permeat ion):
1!3
(5.3)
where kcr• is the cross sectio n rat e constan t , as above, r is the surface coverage of
electroac t lve sites at the polymer-soluti on interf ace [i.e., with which X may react ),
e... and eM are the concent ratio ns of X in solution and M in t he polymer , respec ti vely,
d is the film th ickness. K~ is a function of the difference between formal potent ials
of poly-Xl and X. Kcq = exp[RTlnF(£"~7_M - E"'x)J and the remaining te rms have
the ir usua l rot ating disc meanings : Dx is the diffusion coefficient of the sacrificial
species. v is t he kinematic viscosity. and w is the rotation speed of the elect rode in
If X is chosen so tba t £<'~7-M is several hund red millivolts greater than £Oxthen
t he K~ term beco mes insignifican t . Furt hermore , .....hen pot entia ls sufficiently high to
oxidize the polymer media tor are reached , the overpctentla l on X will be sufficiently
high as to render l lk~. vanishingly small, and so tha t te rm may also be disregarded.
Clearly equation 5.3 simplifies to equation 5A, where i"", is described by two discrete
influences act ing in parallel: one contro lled by electron transport withi n the film, and
one cont rolled by mass tr ansport in the solut ion. The overall scheme is pictu red in
Figure 5.2
1 1 1
~ =' nF ADcCw/d + O.62nFAD~r~- 1/6wl/2Cx
It is evident from equation 5..1 that the response will tend towards being inde-
penden t of w under conditions of relat ively rap id mass transport. An inverse Levicb
plot 11281, I/ i/,... t/$ . w- I /2 , should yield the quantity nF .4DcCM l d as t be reciprocal
of its intercept .
polyfflerjilm
Electrondiffusion control
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sofuticm
X(~d) ---:--- X(red)
xeo,;) --:----- X(ox)
d d.
Mass transportcontrol
Figure 5.2: Polymer-mediated electron t ransfer to /from species X in solution
5.2.2 Ex pe rimental De tails
The elect rodes used in these experiments consisted of a Pt disc of diamet er 1.0 mm
(.\ : 0.00; 8 cm2 ) sealed in a Teflon carrier. Elect rode rota t ion was performed with
a Pine lnst ruments ASR AnalytiaJ Rotato r. A P ine RDE-4 potent iosta t controlled
the potentia l in a three-compartment cell. All potentials are referenced against an
uncalibra ted SSCE electrode.
Elect rolyte solut ions were made appro ximately 0.1 M in Et4NCI04, acidi fied to
ca. 10--50mM in HCIO~ , and typically 5--10m~1 in Ierroce ae (Cp, Fe) as the sacrificial
donor. Other sacrificial donors were tried , but they were deemed unsuitab le owing
to instability in the acidic medium (Co(bpYh 2+ , Fe(bpyh (CNh 1143]), to excessively
posit! ve £0' (Fe(bpYh 2+), or to prohibitively high cost (0s(bpYh 2+).
5.2.3 Leak Curren t
A typical rota ting disc vclta mmogram of a Ru.PPyBBIM film on a rotating Pt
disc electrode is presented in Figure 5.3. One immediately apparent problem with
the system is the appearan ce of a spurious current density plateau, j laJc (j :=:: il.-t),
IllS
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fi gure 5.3: Typical rota ting disc voltammogram of a mediating thin film of
R u-P Py B BI M on a Pt disc electrode in CH3CN containing 0.1 mol dm"! Et4NCI0 4
and 0.01 mol dm- 3 ferrccene, and acidified with HCI0 4
with E./2 ==0.37 V due to CP2Fe. Th is is observed in a region where the mediating
polymer is electrochemically inactive and , consequent ly, elect rically insula ting. The
media tion current is observed subsequent ly with an onset near 1.1 V. To conclude
whether i 1eoJ: should be included with i""" it is impo rtan t to consider the source of
i,.,.. o Two scenarios are possible. Small areas of the Pt surface may be exposed to
the bulk solut ion due to incomplete coverage by the film during the cast ing process
or to small port ions of the film having been torn oft' due to the mechanical st ress
to which the film is subjected in the course of electrode rota tion. In this case, the
leak current should be disregarded. The alte rnate possibility is that CP2Fe is able
to diffuse th rough the polymer film. permitt ing a small quantity to reach as far as
-~
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Figure SA: Linear relations hip between l / i/aj and w - l /2 for a ROV electrode coated
with Ru- PPyBBIM
the electrode-polymer interface. In this case, the presence of sacrificial species within
the film would need to be accounted for when the redox concent rat ion inside the film
begins to build as the polymer is oxidized.
Several pieces of evidence suggest tha t the first model is the correct one:
l. Iji/aJl is linear with l..r 1fl • A typical examp le is shown in Figure 5.4. This
indicates that mass t ransport in the bulk solut ion is the main influence on the
magnitude of tbis current. In the event where diffusion through the film were
responsible one might anticipat e this process to be limiting.
2. The re is no relatio nship between i led and r for a series of coated elect rodes.
..........
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Figure .1.5: Effect of subtr acting l/cd : Y = log[(i - i /.td)/( i1•m - i)) (solid line) and
Y = log[(i)/Uhln - i) l (dashed line).
3. The shape of the i- E curve for the polymer-mediated current should (ideally)
be Nems tia n; a plot of (i/(i/.m - i) aga inst E - E l /2 should be linear with
zero intercept. Failure to subtract ilaotleads to non-ideal behaviour as shown
in Figure 5.5. Related to thi s is the necessity that the current magnit ude at
£ 1/2 equa l i/;m/2. Th is is part icularly evident when i/.td is relat ively large as
in Figure 5.6. Furth ermore, the modified data treatmen t presented below in
section 5.2.4 is applicable only when lid is removed from the i - E curve.
-l. Visual Inspecno m Following rota tion , examination of the electrode surface un-
der a microscope has revealed small regions where the film might have lifted off.
T he edge of the disc is partic ular ly prone to improper film ad hesion, and this is
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Figure 5.6; Annotated Ru-PPyBB IM ROV with a large leak current
likely due in part to the interact ion between the Teflon sleeve and the polymer
solution in the course of electrode prepar ation .
T hese conclusions are consiste nt with finding that media tor penet ration in films
of poty[Ru (vbpYhJ 2+ does not occur to significant depths {1441.
5.2 .4 Backbo ne Degradation
T he preferred appr oach of measur ing i hm for a given w involves th e slow (ca. 5 mV/ sec)
potential sweep of the film to a potential around 200 mV more posit ive than E1/ 2 •
allowing the concent ra tion gradient in the film to become fully esta blished. Coupled
with the need for repetition at several rota t ion rates, t his procedu re leads to the
0'
E f V vs SSCE
f igure' 5.7; RDV current "lcc ping" in Ru ·Pp zB B IM . Electrolyte: 2:1 (\./ '1)
CH!Ch: )'h<~X 0.1 ),1 in TEAP and ....8 m~1 in CP'lFe. acidified with HCIO~ .
exposure of the film to elevated potentials for extended periods of t ime, particularly
for the ruthenium complexes. This condition leads to degradation of the polymer
backbone which is manifested (i) as "loops" in the i - E curves where the return
sweep fails to ove rlap the forward sweep (figure 5.7), and (ii) decay of the limit ing
current, for example in back-to-baek sweeps at the same rotation speed (figure 5.8).
invariably the limiting current in tbe second voltammogr am. tums out to be lower
than in the first .
Direc t ly measuring the limiting cu rre nt in th ese sit ua tions is clearl y unsatisfac tory.
An altern ate app roach was devel oped , utilizing an adaptation of the Xemst equat ion
(equation 5.5) to extrapolate i..... from the shape or the i - E curve at potentials
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Figure 5.8: Limit ing current degradat ion in t'NO successive sweeps of a film of
Ru-PPyBBIM on a ROV electrode.
below £ 1/2 -
E = E,,, + (RT{ . F ) I. [i{ (i... - ill (5.5)
When t he potential is below £ 1/2. i« i bm, and so equation 5.5 may be written
E
£ -£1/2
E'n + (RT{.F) ln[i{(i_lI
(KTjnF ) In1 - (KTjnF ) In illm
(5.6)
(5.7)
Equat ion 5.7 indicates that a plot of loi against E - E1/2 will give a straight
line wit h intercept equal to Ini,.".. £ 1/2 is determi ned (rom cyclic voltanun etry of
the electrode held stationary in an electro lyte solutio n not containing the sacrificial
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Figur e 5.9: In i us. E - ElI1. for a typical RDV of Ru-PP yBBIM, I'..ith the ext ra p-
olation line intersect ing with In ibm. at £ - E1n =O.
species. A plot representati ve of this alternate treat ment is presented in Figure 5.9.
For th is parti cular case the true limiting current was measured for the purpose of
comparison. Excellent agreement is seen between the predicted and true values of
From th e data in Figure 5.9 and similar experiments it is evident that with th is
al tern ate met hod linear sweeps need only go to aro und 50 mY below £1/2; any data
beyond this point is superfluous. By avoiding exposure to elevated pote ntials alto-
get her . the present extra pola tion method extends the life of the polymer film seem-
ingly indefinite ly.
One poten tia l shortcoming to this ap proach arises from any error in th e value used
for E l (l ' Small discrepan cies in this quantity tran slate to rath er large changes in i'.m
through its logarit hmic relat ionship on the grap h. Th is in turn accentuates the error
associated with ext rapola tion to the y intercept in the I/i,..,. lJ.f . 101- 1/ 2 plots which in
itst'lf can frequently be quite substan tial. Addit ional ly. a consist ently inaccurate £ 1/1
can int roduce systematic errors into the ext rapolated reciprocal current.
T he present method also fur ther support s the proposa l that i/.... be disregarded:
inclusion of i,... renders this approach invalid. A small error in the value of i lalt used
is manifested as a gentle curva ture of the da ta in the target region.
5.2 .5 Results
Owing to st ability concerns, mediated RDV experimen ts were performed in acidic
media only. Complexes of PPyBBIM and PPyBDI M were measur ed using ace-
tonit rile solutions, whilePPzBBIM complexes required the useof the mixed solvent
syst em 2:1 CH2CI2 :~feC ;'Ii .
Early experiments were plagued with instability and reproducibility prob lems un-
til the ext rapola tion meth od outli ned in section 5.2..1was adopted . a lthough this
approach also somet imes had problems in cases where the leak current was relatively
large: minor relat ive errors in its measurement had a comparat ively large inlluence
on the media tion curren t .
An exam ple of the inverse Levich t reatm ent of results for a Os-PPyBBIM film
(using the low potential i .... method ) is shown in Figure 5.10. Th is plot is typical
of the minor amount of scatt ering result ing from errors in the extrapolat ed data . In
this part icular case a 14% error in the intercept is expected for a 68% confidence
interval. This uncertainty is acceptable in light of the other sources of error in the
final calculation of DE'
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Figure 5.10: Illust rat ive inve rse Levich plotted results for a Os-PPyBBIM mediat ed
RD\ ·. with 10 m~t CP2Fe as sacrificial donor in 0.1 ~I CHJC:-';contai ning 0.1 mol dm- J
Et4XCI0 4 acidified with HC10 4 _
T he pyrazine polymer Os-PpzBBIM gives part icularly interest ing voltammo-
grams . T he low formal pote ntial of t he first oxida t ion wave It'SS4'DS t he concern of
insta bility, an d t he la rge sepa ra tion of the two waves allows for th e explorat ion of the
cont ribut ion of each metal centre to charge t ransport in the polymer.
A typical ROV of Os-PPzBBThf is presented in Figure 5.11 along with a cyclic
vo ltammcgrem to emphasize the position of the two 05 (111/ 11) waves. Mediation
currents are observed for both redox processes, with the mediat ion current for the
higher poten tial being significantly smaller than tbe first . in spite or t be similar size
or the redox waves in tbe cyclic vo ltammetry. Th is phenomenon will be discussed in
detail in sect ion 5.3.3. A summary or ROY da ta is given in table 5.1
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f igure 5.11: Mediated ROV of a film of Os-P p zBBIM (solid line) and a cyclic
vnlta rnrncgram (dashed line) in CH3CN containi ng 0.1 mol dm-3 Et~~CI04 without
Cp.,zFe.
Polymer
Ru. P PyBB IM
Ru-PPyBDIM
Os-PPyBBIM
Os-PPz BBIM
• first wave only
4.5 xlO - §
1.3xlO - 9
6.3xlO- IO
2.3xlO- a.
# of t rials
(4)
(1)
(1)
(I)
Table 5.1: Summary of ROV mediated results. P P yBBI M and PPyBDIM
complexes used an acetonitri le solution , while P P zBBIM complexes used 2:1
CH,C1, :CHJ CN mixed solvent . All solutions contained ('4. 0.1 M Et4 iS0 0 4 • s--20mM
Cp- Fe. and ca. 50 m~f HCI0 4 _
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5.3 Dual Electrode Voltammetry
5.3.1 Background
Also known as sandwich elect rode vohammetry , t he dual electrode technique shares
many characterist ics with the ROV method. Its basis also lies in determining a
steady sta te current across tbe polymer film as the redox concent rat ion gradient is
maximized. Unlike th e ROV, a sacrificial elect ron source is not required (for oxidized
polymers): one electrode acts an electrode sink. the other as an electron source. A
schematic represen tation of t he sandwich elect rode is provided in Figure 5.12.
T he sa ndwich elect rode consists of a tbin film of polymer complex depos ited on
a small (A = 1.3x lO- 4 cmZ) Pt disc microelect rode . A thin layer of gold is vapour
deposited ever the polyme r film and allowed to form an Ohm ic co ntac t with a second
ba re Pt d isc. This provides elect rical cont act on both sides of the polymer film. hence
a san dwich. Th e gold film is however sufficient ly porous to permit th e passa ge of
ccunren oes necessary to maintain electm neutral ity wit hin the film durin g the course
of the electroc hemical experiments . Applicat ion of pote ntials to the electrod es so
t hat oxid ized and reduced sites are generated across t he film leads to th e formatio n
of stea dy-state concentrat ion gradi ents . T his condi tion is illustr a ted in Figure 5.13.
The similarity to Figure 5.2 is ob..-ious.
For th e ~I ( II)-M( [II ) process of inte rest here, t he sbape of t he i - E curve arises
from one electrode being perm itted to genera te oxid ized sites while the ot her is held
far below £ 1/2 - T he cun..e is general ly desc ribed by [136, 145. 146J:
r ,, (I H xp[(gnF/RT)(E- Em
nF A.DeC.,
d (1+ . xp[(gnF /RT) (E" - Em
(5.8)
(5.9)
A: Cop lanar PI disc electrodes
sea led in glass hou sin g
B: Coa ling of OOC'elecuoce
with polyme r
136
C: Go ld film coa ting via
vapou r de position
Polymer film Porous Au coating
===j=PI
GI~
Housing
Cross
S8ction
Close-up
,1- -
~
Porou s Au coa ting
Polymer film
PI
Figu re 5.12: Schematic representa t ion of a sandwich electrode assembly.
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Figure 5.13: Elect ron t ransport in a sandwich elect rode assembly.
with the param eters being the same as given in equati on 5.4, and 9 which is a parame-
ter that accounts for slight devia tions from Nemstian behaviour; th is we ll-known but
littl e understood phenomenon 1136, 142, 147, 1481is frequentl y observ ed for elect roac-
rive polymer films and is manifested as plo ts of log [i/ (i_ - i)J V$. E having slopes
greater than the ant icipa ted 59 mV and also as broadening of cyc lic vol tamm emc
waves. Idea lly 9 = 1. and it can be safely d isregarded for the d ua l elect rode and ROV
experiments.
When E >> f:'>' . equation 5.9 simplifies to:
(5.10)
Xct surprisingly, equation 5.10 is equivalent to equat ion 5.4 without the mass tran s-
po rt compon ent.
5.3.2 Experimental Det ails
Gold films were vapou r depos ited on du al electrode assemblies with an Edwards model
.. coating unit , in a vacuum below 10- 3 Torr . Th e gold was vaporized on assemblies
consisting of Pt wire of diame ter 0.025 mm sealed in glass, one electrode having
been coated with a th in film of polymer complex as described previously. Electrode
potent ials were controlled with a Pine Inst ruments RDE--t bipotentiosta t . \Vhile in
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principle it shou ld not matter which electrode is given the more positive potentia l,
in all cases the outer gold film was maintained at a potential far below the formal
potential of the polymer complex. In acidified solut ions the gold electrode was held
at ca. 0.3 V V.!. SSCE in order to avoid the complica tions of H+ reductio n.
5.3.3 R esult s
T he shape of the i - E curve from a sandwich electrode is simila r to that of a RDV
(Figure 5.14), indicat ive of tbe Nernst ian response of the syste m and the fundamen-
tal similari ty to the rota t ing disc voltam mogram . Like the RoV experi ments , it 'o\-as
found that the sandwich electrodes are prone to current degradat ion and hystereses,
parti cula rly in cases where the metal redox potential is elevated. The use of basic
media accelerates the degradation. Unlike the ROV mediated current . there is no
complication by a mass transpo rt term, and therefore only one sweep is necessary to
elucidate D~ . Any degradation near the limiting current should be relatively unimpor-
tant. The dua l electrode is therefore bette r suited for invest igations in basic media.
A perennial problem with the sandwich electrodes is the formation of a bridge
between the Pt and Au electrodes in the course of film deposition, resulting in an
electrical short across the polymer film. A high failure rate is a common problem
with these assemblies, and has been reported as high as 90%(1451. The elect rical
short could sometimes be broken by applying a potential of 1-2 volts between the
electrodes. This "conditioning" (136) presumably bums out the link by allowing it
to be rapidly heated by the large (> 1 ampere) current passing through it. In the
present systems, the frequency of failure could be reduced by using thicker films and
by soaking the films for 15 minutes prior to use, permit ting the polymer to swell.
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Figure 5.1-1: Typical i - E response in a Ru~PPyBBlM sandwich electrode. Elec-
trolyte solution: CH3CN containing 0.1 mol dm - 3 Et~NCIO~ , acidified wit h HCIO~ .
While no specific provisions were made to cont rol the thickness of the gold film
quantifiably, it 1,1,,8.'1 found that too much gold led to an electrode with insufficient
porosity; limit ing currents were much smaller than expected owing to the restricted
exchange of solvent and ions throu gb this electrode.
T he assessment of film thickness by cyclic voltammetry required removal of the
gold film. Failure to do so gave unsat isfactory voltammograrns . At tempts to perform
this experiment before gold coati ng were unsuccessful. The exposure to solvent and
electr olyte seemingly had a negat ive impact on the surface morphology of the polymer
film. often leading to poor gold film formatio n and adhesion. even if the polymer
had been carefully rinsed with solvent before the Au deposition process. T he gold
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fig ure 5.15: Sandwich electrode voltamrnetry and cyclic voltam met ry (Au film re-
moved) of a thin film of R u-PPzBB IM in 2;1 (v/ v) CH,Cl , :CH:sCN containing
0.1 mol dm- :I Et. :SCIO. and acidi fied with HCIO.
could however be easily removed after the dual electrode volta mmet ry by dipp ing the
elect rode assembly in a pool of mercury.
In sect ion 5.2.5 it was seen that the cross-ring coupling in pyraaine polymer
Os-PPaBBIM led to a pair of dist inct mediat ion currents . Th is bebavicur is also
seen for sandwich electrodes of Ru~PPzBB[M and Os-PPzBBIM , examples of
which are presented in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 respectively, overlaid with cyclic voltam -
mograms. Currents were observable only in acidic elect rolyte solut ions; addition of
BU4~OH to the electrolyte resulted in dissolution of tbe polymer film.
T he dist inct limiting current cont ribut ion or each metal presents an opportu nity
to explore the relationship between the redox wave's formal pote ntial and the rate
,,_ -5 mVIIItIC j .....\/J \...
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Figure 5.16: Sandwich elect rode volrammetry and cyclic voltam met ry (Au film re-
moved] of a thin film of Os-PpzBBIM in 2:1 (v / v) CH2CI, :CH3C:'\ containing
0.1 mol dm- .l Et~~CI04 and acidified with HCI0 4
of charge transpo rt thro ugh the polymer film. The similar areas of the two redox
wan's in the cyclic voltammogram in figure 5.15 suggest that nearl y all of the Ru
atoms are situated in pairs across a pyrazine ring (see Figure 4.12 and accompanying
text ). While the proximity of the pair of wavescomplicates the shape of the sand wich
currents. it appears that tbe limiting current (and hence Dc) corresponding to each
wave is near ly the same.
The separa tion of the pair of waves in Os--PpzBBIM gives disti nct limiting
currents. Again, from cyclic voltammetry, nearly all of the metal centres can be
considered to becontained in the dinucleat pyrazine environment ; integra t ion shows
that > 90% of the pyrazine rings are doubly occupied. However, in this case the
limitin g currents are not similar , the higher pote nt ial redox process gives a current
roughly one-half of the lower potential wave.
Similar behaviour is exhibited by in situ conduct ivity measurements [U91 of films
of Os- P Pz BBl1\.1 using the same assembly. Maintaining a fixed potential difference
(lO mV) between the elect rodes in the slow potential sweep gives a response epprox -
imat ing the first derivat ive of the dual electrode response. Conduct ivity o may be
calculat ed with equat ion 5.11. it being a funct ion of current i, the fixed potent ial
difference ~E. film thickness d. and electrode area .-t. A plot of the conduct ivity
profile obtain ed in this manner as a function of potential is shown in Figure 5.17.
The slight decrease of the return s....-eep's magnitude is reproducible, and has been
observed in the conduct ivity measurement of comparabl e materials on interdigitated
elect rodes (52. 7-11.
(1 = ~
~E.-t (5.1l )
The relat ive conducti vity corresponds well to the cyclic voltammetry, reaching
local maxima at the half-wave potentials of the two redox processes, and dropping
to the baseline midway between the waves. This situation is somewhat unusual in
that redox polymers usually exhibit maximum conducti vity at the potential .....here
Co, = Cw l [351. In the present case peak conduct ivity occurs at 25% and at 75%
oxidat ion. while the conductivi ty at the 50/SO state, near 0.8 V, is vanishingly small.
Th is condit ion can be ra tionalized by taking into considerat ion the fact tbat in this
sta te the repeat units along the polymer are essentially ident ical; each pyrazine is
coord ina ted to one Os( lI) and to one Os(lH) . This pict ure is analogous to the 0%
and lOO% oxidized case of a conventional redox polymer, where all the sites are
equivalent and near zero conductivity is exhibited . In contr ast , the conduct ivity
maximum occurs wbee the staggering of sites in alte rnating redox sta tes along the
chain is greates t: 50%oxidized for conventional redox polymers , and at 25% and
us
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Figure 5.1; : In situ conductivity in a film of Os-P p zBBIM a5 a function of potential,
as measured by the dual electrode method in 2:1 tv/ v) CH2Ch:CH1C:O-; contain ing
0.1 mol dm -3 Et4NCI04 and acidified with HCI0 4
at 75% oxldetion for the present system. The lack of conduct ivity near 0.8 V is a
reflect ion of the unfavourable nature of the spontaneo us generat ion of neighbouring
redox sites in different net valence states :
[o.. (Il)O,( Il )j-poly-[o.. (I1I)Os(I1I)) -.,jo [o.. (ll )o.. (I1Il j-poIy-[o..( ll )o..( I1I)) (;.1 2)
This condition is analogous to the sta bility of a mixed valencedinuclear complex and
can be treated similarly. The comproport ionat ion constant Kcom. (see equations 1.2
and 1.3) gives a quant ita t ive measure of the preference of the {Os(II)Os(IH)]-poly-
[0s (1I)0s (1II)1 form. From tbe separation of the two W&\'eS in the metallopolymer's
cyclic volta mmetry, it was shown in section 4.2.4 that Kearn "" 3.1 x 105 for this
"interna l" comp roportio na tion.
Another interesting aspect of th is particular system 's response is the difference in
the limit ing currents (hence De) in the simple sa ndwich experiment (Figure 5.16) and
conductivities (Figure 5.17) for the first [Os(II)Os(II)]. poly-[Os(II)OsCHll] and the
second [Os( I I )Os( I II )~ po ly- [Os(II I )Os( n l) 1 processes. From the data in Figure 5.16,
De(l ) turns out to be 1.8xl0-1 cm2{sec:, while De(2) = 0.9 )( lO-1 cm2/sec . Th e
conduct ivity profile. Figure 5.17, displays a similar tre nd with 11 (1) = 23 IJS/c m
being roughly twice as large as 11(2) = 12 IJ'S/ cm. These featur es are reproducible
over repeat ed scans , and are there fore not attributable to degradation of the polymer
backbon e.
T hese two properties indica te clearly that electro n tran sport in the system is more
ra pid when 05 (11) is the dominant state. Th e differences could be due to geomet ric
influences, resultin g in a better overlap of polymer and metal orbitals, or they could
Ill' a manifestation of a closer match between the relative orbita l energies of the metal
and the backbone. Th e response of the two waves in Ru·PP zBBIM lends support
to the latt er explanat ion. If orbital overlap were responsible, a large limit ing current
difference like Os-PPzB B IM 's might be expected. This was not the case. The
proximity of the two Ru·PP zBBIM waves means the rela tive orb ita l energies of
the backbone and the metals are closer , producing nearly equal responses . as was
seen . Th is then provides some criti cal evidence for the v'alidi ty of the superexchange
model. A schemat ic energy level diagram for the Os-pyraz ine polymer is presented
in Figure 5.18 to illust rat e this .
In the figure. Ospairs interact through the pyraz ine in t be smal ler blocks and these
subunits in turn interact through the polymer backbone - this is an adaptation of
the superexcbenge model. Since the De and conductivity measur ements bot h indica te
(a)
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Figure 5.18: Proposed energy level schemati c or Os-PPzBBIM in the (a)
[O; (I1)O; (I1)I-ooly-IO; (I1)O; (III)1 and the (b) (O;( III)O;( IIl)J- ooly- (O;(I1)O; (III)J
states . Not drawn to scale
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HO),(O · j5 1.5 -770.1 kJjmo l
LUMO 213.3 173.8 kJ/mo l
Tab le 5.2: HF/6-310 -' j HF/3-210 energies of t he HOMO and lL"~1O cf rhe ind icated
cc mpoc nds
greeter communicat ion when the higher energy 0s(1I) is the dominant redox state, the
superexchange must occ ur via t he '/1" " molecula r orbita l [electro n-typ e supe rexchange
mechanism] . T his is an interest ing finding since Haga has proposed 161) on the basis
of ab initio calculat ions that hole superexchange is the dominant mechanism in the
dinu clear ruthenium complexes of model compound 34 a nd its t hiazo le anal ogue. Th is
divergence is not surprising since the electronic energy of Os(lII j U) is higher tha n
that of Ru(H1/l1). and the add itional electron deficient C=N in the pyrazine should
lo....-er the Ll:~IO to some extent . For the pair of isoelect ronic compounds indicated
in table 5.2, the introduction of the second imine bond lowers the calculated l L" \lO
energy by 39.5 kJ /mol while the HOMO drops by only 18.6 kJ /mol.
It is notable since it establishes that the benzimidazole backbone provides an effi·
de nt intermetal communicat ion channel for both superexchange mechanisms. ),..'ore-
oyer. the relat ionship between conductivity and metal centre electronic energy implies
tha t careful selection of ancillary ligands can provide a means of custom t'liloring the
strength of the interacti ons. Such coordination-induced conductivity change has po-
tential app lications in molecular wire sensors [801. The use of fairly labile systems of
ancillary ligands would open up the intriguing possibility of a concentrat ion controlled
molecular potentiometer. Changing the elect ronic nature of the polymer backbone too
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Polyme r
• Sum of both waves gives D.
Ru-PPyBBIM
Ru- PPyB BI M
Ru-PPzBBIM •
2:1 CH,C h:MeCN, HCIO.
MeCN. HCID.
MoC:", B", :"OH
2:1 CH,C\.z;MeCN, HCIO.
Conditio ns# of trials
2.7x l 0- '
3.9 )(10--
8.5x I0- 11
8.5x l0-11
Os-PPzBBIM 1.3x10- '
7.0xlO-9
Tab le 5.3: Summary of sandwich electrod e result s in electr olyte solutio ns comprising
the indica ted solvent system containing ca. 0.1 M Et4NC10 4 and a few drops of eit her
COli C. HC10~ or BU4NOH in ~leOH .
should affect t he metal interactions . Loweri ng the LUMO by add ing electron with-
drawing subst it uents to O!Jo.PP zB B IM. at the imidazole N-H for example, could
test the hypothesis of elect ron type superexchange in th is system.
Sandwic h elect rode results are summarized in table 5.3.
5.4 Impedance Methods
5.4 .1 Background
T he third technique used to measure D. is impedance spectroscopy, This power-
ful technique was 6rst applied to a conducting polymer (polypyu ole) by Bard and
co...ro rkers (1501 and has proven to bevery versatile [2-1,321_ One featu re of impedance
as it relates to the polymers of interes t here is that it permits the measurement of
the elect ronic resista nce of the film, a quantity relat ed to Dt _ A ccmprebenstve
derivat ion of the theory as applicable to conduct ing polymers is given by Albery' and
~lount 11511, and a few of the salient features will besummarized here .
Th e charac teristic complex plane (Nyquist ) impedance plot of the response of a
conduct ing polymer is presented as an idealized diagram in Figure 5.19. Two dis-
t inct regions are evi dent : A low frequency vertical region and a high frequency 4S
region whose origin stem s from a diffusion process - elect ronic or ionic - within the
Z'
f igure 5.19: Ideal conduct ing polymer impedance response
film. T he dual fail finite t ransmission line, Figure 5.20 has been proposed {t521as an
equivalent circuit to model the physical behaviour of the polymer. Th e components
of this hypothetical elect rical circui t correspon d to real physical phenomena. .\ row
of capacitors bridging the pair of resistance rails accounts for the Faradaic cepec-
ltance (Cd of the system, while the resista nce rails are assigned. to the electronic
resistance ( R~) and the ionic resist ance (R,) of the coating. An additional resistor
has been included to describe uncompensa ted solut ion resistance (R. ), an experimen-
ta l art ifact . A useful advantage of impedance spect roscopy is tha t 14 and R, are
separable, which for exam ple permi ts its use in the iO\'eStigation of the influence of
the counterion in the ra te of elect ron hopping [321.
At the high frequency limit , the impedance of Cp becomes negligible and the
tr ansmissio n line behaves like two resistances in paral lel:
(5.13)
R.
s,
Polymer Film Solu tion
Figure 5.20: Finite transm ission line in series with an uncompensa ted solut ion resis-
tance
The ext rapolation of the 45- region to the real axis in the ~yquist plot gives as the
intercept :
Ring'"= R. + l / ll; ~ 1 /~ (5.14)
The low frequency response of the t ransmiss ion line is described by equation 5.15.
z =!!E. _.-!..-
3 cc, (5. 15)
where R~ = R.+ 14. The real impedance is theoretically consta nt at all frequen-
cies but in practice this port ion of the plot is not quite ve rtical (see for example
Figure 5.21). The real axis intercept of the low frequency data gives
R,.. = R. + Rd3 (5.16)
When R; « Rf , R., is approximated by the difference between the real impedance
intercepts of these two regions:
(5.17)
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T he effective elect ron d iffusion coefficient can be ext racted from t be impeda nce data
t hro ugh equatio n 5.18 [1531:
(5. 18)
where d is t he film thickn ess. as described in sect ion 5.1. and Ct_ is the low Ire-
que-Deyca pac itance , which can beobtained as the inverse slope of a plot of imagina ry
impedan ce ZIt agains t reciprocal frequ ency (in rad 5- 11for the low frequen cy dat a .
5 .4 .2 Experimental Detail s
Polymer complex films were cas t from solu tion onto Pt disc elect rodes (.-\ = 0.0052-
0 .00; 8 cm2) as descri bed previously. Coated electrodes were allowed to soak in the
appropriate electrolyte solut ion which had been degassed with Ar. for ca. twenty
minu tes prior to t he commencement of electrochemica l expe rime nts. A blanket of Ar
Of ;\2 was used to excl ude oxygen and atm osp heric wate r . E I/2 was determ ined by
a single cycl ic voltammetric sweep at moderate speeds . usual ly 100 mV/~. before
t he imped ance invest igat ion, and r was determined by slow cyclic vcl tammet ry af-
te rwards . Imped ance data was collected at room temperatu re using a Solartrcn 1250
Frequency response anal yzer and a Salar tron 1286 potenti 05ta t/g alvan05tat under the
cont rol of ZPlot softw are . T he perturbation amplitude was 5 mY.
5 .4.3 Results
Representative complex plane imped ance plots of films of Ru-PPyBBIM are pre.
sea ted in figu re 5.21 for t he cases where the electro lyte solut ions had been t rea ted
with eithe r acid or base . At t he films ' form al potentials , 1.2 V and 0.775 V re-
specti ve ly. the respo nse clearly exh ib its the .&5° Walbu rg region in add ition to t he
nearly vertic al low frequ ency cepeciuve impedance. Th e fai lure to reach const ant
real impedan ce in t his region is well known ; possib le reasons for th is finite slope in
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r~l .s . l0"~
Figure 5.21: Complex plane impedance of a 0.0052 em! Pt disc elect rode coated
with Ru .PPyBB IM in CH!CN containing 0.1 mol dm- 3 Et~~CI04t containing (AI
HClO~ . and (B) Bu4:-iOH
t he [0\\ ' frequency range have been discussed b~.. Rubinstein et aL 11541and Li ng and
Inzelt (1551. Capaci tance is obtained from the plot of Z" us. 11:.;as described in
section 5.4.1 and shown as an example in Figure 5.22
It is importan t to establis h that the w erburg-wpe region is due to electronic dif-
fusion effects as opposed to ionic mot ioo in the film; this same response is evident
in systems where ~ « Fl. , for example in electrodes for use in fuel cell develop-
ment [156, 1571. However when the dominant resistance corresponds to ionic diffusion
or migrat ion. the projection of the -ISo region onto tbe real impedance axis changes
little with potential {152]. Figure 5.23 indicates that the process responsible for the
dominant resistance in these systems is indeed potential dependent , and that R., is
smallest at the formal potential, as is expected for resistance stemming from D~ .
The smaller ionic resistance can be isolated Irom Et.". if R. is known. This param-
eter is measured as the real impedance intercept or an uncoated elect rode positioned
in the same location in tbe cell as the coated electro de. The difference between this
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Figure 5.22: Representat ive Z· V! . l / w plot for the determinat ion of CF" using the
data from Figure 5.21:\
intercept and the high. frequency intercept of the coated electrode gives R, as illus-
t ra ted in f igure 5.24. For the present Ru-P PyBB tM example , rigorously solving
for the two resistances by equa tions 5.U and 5.15 gives ~ =1357 n and R, =l8 n.
The approximati on of equat ion 5.17 gives Rc = 1375 fl . Clear ly the approximation
is valid, and is advantageous in that it does not require the added complication of
measu ring R•. T he relative error introduced by t he approxima tion in this example is
around 1%, which. is comparable in most cases to the uncertaint ies introd uced from
the extrapolat ions. This finding is also impon ant in that it proves that disregarding
the cont ribut ion of ion transpon to Dcr (see sect ion 1.3) in these films is just ified.
Impedance spectr a in th e mixed solvent system (2:1 CH2CI, :MeCN v/v acidified
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Figure 5.23: Impedance response as a funct ion of potential in a Ru-PPyBBIM film
on a 0.0052 cm2 Pt disc elect rode in CH3CK conta ining 0.1 mol dm- 3 Et.(XCIO~
containing HC10..
-
, ,'-------'''o------'= - = - _:='
-
-
Figure 5.2-1: [A ] Complex plane impedance for a bare Pt disc elect rode and one
coated with Ru-PP yBBIM in CH3C:-;containing 0.1 mol dm- 3 Et~ :'OClO.( acidified
wit h HCIG. _ (8 ) Zoomedarea from (A)
',",.!:--:,=..-r;..::-7.",;:-;:".~",.,..::::-:,,,=..=-=,,,,::-
z- ' 0
Figure 5.25: (Al Complex plane imped ance spectru m of R u- P P y B B IM in the mixed
solvent system 2:1 CH2Ch:MeCNconta ining ca. 0.1 mol dm- 3 TEA P and acidified
with HCIO~ . (8) Zoomed area from (Al
with HC10~ 1 show the added complicat ion of a high frequency part ial semicircle.
An exam ple of this phenomenon is shown in Figur e 5.25 for a Ru- PPyBBIM film.
Simila r responses were seen for Os-PpzBBIM and Ru·PpzBBIM .
T his effect can be att ributed to the small geometric capac itance C, present in all
cells . The equivalent circuit in Figure 5.26 shows how C, shunts the transmission line
at high frequencies. T he ext rapolated semicircle in Figure 5.25 does go to (near ly)
C, may be evaluated from the semicircle geometry. In these systems, it turns
out that its val ue is consistently ca. 4x 10- 7 f f ern'l, a capacitance much smalle r than
what ....-culd be expect ed for the double layer capacitance in a charge tra nsfer kinet ics
problem. In some cases the mixing of the C, shunt with the t ransmission line obscured
the 45G region of the spect rum , making extr apola tion impossible. However, the low
frequency intercept of the semicircle can be usedto determ ine R. . T his provides a
sufficient approximation of R hi, h since R, can be safely disregarded . Figure 5.258
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Figure 5.26: Equ iv-a.lent circuit for C, effects observed in mixed solvent elect rolyt e
solutions
shows a ..IS region which was not obscured , and how its real impedance intercept
closely matc hes tha t of the low frequency side of the semicircle.
Impeda nce methods hold t wo dist inct advantages over t he ot her tech niques used to
measu re D~ . Firstl y, the experiments are technically far simpler; tedious gold vapeur
deposition and fragile. unreliable RDV films are avoided. Secondly, the dura tion of an
impedance expe riment holds an additional advantage in t hese systems where extended
exposu re to elevated potent ials can lead to sta bility issues. A typical impedance full
run may last a minute, compared to several minutes per sweep in a mediated RDV
experiment. Indeed the long duration of the high potential exposure in standard me-
diated RDV experiments required the development of the limiting current predicti on
approach described ear lier in sect ion 5.2A. Th e impedance spectrum is measured
at £1 (1. exposing the film to modera te potent ials only. Impedance spectr oscopy is
prone to film degrada t ion noneth eless. Figure 5.27 shows the Nyquist plots of three
successive impedance scans on the same film. T he trend of the low frequency vertical
region to grea ter resistan ce and elongat ion of the 450 region indica tes increasing 14 ,
and hence decreasing D... This performance degrada tion. even under the relat ively
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Figure 5.27: Degradat ion in three successive complex plane impedance spect ra of
a film of Ru-PP yBBIM, measured at Cl/2 in CH3C~ containing 0.1 mol dm- 3
Et~:"CIO. and acidified with HCIO~
mild condi tio ns of an imped ance experiment . underlin es the fragile natu re or t he films'
elect roac t ivity and the difficulty in reccrdm g D~ reliabl y.
A complete ta ble of impedance results is given in table 5.4. The r....-0 ent ries for
Ru -PPyBBIM in the tab le indicate an importa nt result . Here. impedance data
for two samples of this polymer are shown, sample (a) having approximately 60%
site occupancy by Ru, and sam ple (b) ha\'ing nearly 85% occupancy on the basis of
elemental analyses. In spite of tbis difference, De turns out to be very similar for
the t .....o, with samp le (a) having a slightly lower rate of electron t ransport . If the
contr ibut ion of the lower concentratio n of metal in the film were to be considered
(set' equati on 5.2) these values would be closer st ill. The similarity of D~ in these
two films indicates different average inte rmetal separati on dista nces does not have a
significant influence over D•. at least at modera te loading. This is important since
other charge t ransfer mechanisms [e.g., outer sphere electron t ransfer ) should exhibit
a stro ng depe ndence on the average intermetal separation.
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ACID
POLYMER De !cm2· s- 1 s
d Two diff~rent Ru~PPyBBIM samples
C Single result
s = standard deviation
Table 5..l: Summary of impedance results. PPyBBIM and P P yBDIM complexes
used an acetoni trile solution, while P PzBBIM complexes used 2:1 CH2C12;MeC:'t
mixed solve nt . All solut ions contained ca. O. l ~I Et4 ~CI04 ' and those in columns
ACID or BASE also contai ned al. 50 roMHCI0 4 or 5 roM Bu. fliOH respectively. The
lower and higher potent ial waves of Ru -PP zBBIM Os-P p zB BIM are denoted by
(1) and (2) respectively.
5.5 D, Conclusions
A complete summary of elect ron diffusion coefficient da ta is compiled in table 5.5
along wit h literature values Cor similar polymer complexes in which the metal is not
bound directly to a long range conjuga tion network. In cases where sufficient data
is available, excellent correlatio n between the th ree experimental met hods is seen.
The present set of results validates impedance spect roscopy as a fast and reliable way
to measure charge t ranspo rt in polymer films. In 1992, a review stat ed that for ac
impedance "more widespread use may be expect ed in the future because of the quality
of the data obtai ned." 1(60) but this has not been the case.' Ot her techniques such as
cyclic voltammetry, potential step methods. dual electrode volta mmetry and rotatin g
disc electrode voltammetry have cont inued to be popular. possibly due to tbeir more
IThe uw 01im~ce spectroscopy 1n1 cr1lictud by the ~fwml 0( OW" prdiminarrreport {+lJ
EI('(:t roll-Dl ffusioll COI'ffid l'lll /C III2·S- 1
lurpcdauce Sandw kh HDV
PolYllwr COlld ilio llS Dc ,~ D. .~ Dc ~
R u-PPyBBIM A,e 5.9 ><10-' 3.0>< 10-' 3.5 >< 10-' 1.9>< 10-0 3.2>< 10- 0 2.8>< 10- 0
R u-PPyBB IM A,D 1.0>< 10- ' 3.0 ><10-10 4.5>< 10- 1I 2.1><10 -9
Ru -PPyBDIM A,e 3.8>< 10- ' 0.3 >< 10- 9 1.3 >< 10- '-
R u· P p zBBIM (1) n.c 3.0>< 10-' 0.9 xlO - 9 8.5>< 10- '"
Ru-PPzBBIM (2) n.c 7.9>< 10- ' 8.6 >< 10- 9 8.5x 10- '-
Os-PPyBB IM A,C 3.1>< 10- 9 1.8 ><10- 9 2.4x lO- '- 6.3x I0- 10 -
Os-PPyBBIM A,D 1.0 >< 10-h
Os·PpzBBIM (1) n.c 8.5x lO-' 5.3 >< ]0- 9 1.3 >< 10- ' 0.6 >< 10-' 2.3>< 10-'"
Os-PpzBBIM (2) n,c 6.3 >< 10- 9 4.6 >< 10- ' 7.0><10- ' 2.6>< 10·'
Poly.!Ru(b--pyJ;(pTilJl);lH"[i5SJ- - E 1.2><10- ' 0.5><10-1 2.6)( IO- lb 4.5)(10- 10
Poly-IRu(bpYh (vpYhIH II361 A 7.2>< 10- 10 0.4 )(10- 10
Poly.!Ru(vbpYhl:l+11591 A 2.2>< 10. 10
Poly. (Os(bPyh(vPyh IH [I36! A 7.2 >< 10- 9 3.5>< 10-11
Poly.[0s(bpyh(pyam h lh IJ45) A 1.5><10- 9 0.9 >< 10- 11
A Acetonitrile cOllta i li ~O:f M -£~NCIO.
B 2:1 Dichloromcrhane.aretonit rllc contai ning ca. 0.1 M Et tNC IO.
C Ad dic: conta ins ca. 50 mM HCID.
D Basi c: contai ns cu. 5 11IM DU4NOII
E Acetonitrile contai ning ra. 0.1 fl.'! Du4NCIO.
Ii = standard deviatio n
4 Single result
Tabk- 5.5: Suuuua ry or Dc allli selec ted literat ure results
1;:;
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obvious connections to d iffusion through t be adaptation of class ic elect rochemical fi·
nit e and semi- infinite diffusion models. Cond uct ivity measu rements have also been
used to ga uge metal interacti ons in polymers wit h conjugated backbo nes (52. 74.801.
Imped ance theory bas shown th e rela tionship between resistan ce and De. however
conduct ivity is deficient in that it cannot separate F4from R.. or other resist ance in-
fluences. Neverthe less conduct ivity meth ods are ideally suited to sensor a pplicati ons.
Important trends are evident in table 5.5.
I. Acid-base effects. In earlier chapters, the influence of supporting electro lyte so-
lut ion pH on t he polymers ' and polymer comp lexes' electr ochemist ry was noted .
The effects are also evident in De measurements. In films of Ru- P P yBBIM
a tenfold increase in t he rate of elect ron diffusion is evident when th e solut ion
is treated with base ra ther t han acid. This is important since it clearly shews
th at metal -metal interact ions along the lengt h of the polymer can be mod u-
la ted by t he elect ron density on the backbone, as effected by t he removal of t he
imidazole proton . This result echoes Hags's work with d inuclear benzim idazole
co mplexes [62, 631and exten ds it into th e new context of an infinite frame work.
2. Chai n defects . Incomplet e ring closure leading to polymer defects and branchin g
were discussed in sect ion 3.3, and it was shown t hat t he rigid rod polymer
PPyBD IM was particularly prone to this prob lem. It is no t surprising tha t Dc
for Ru-PPyB D IM is somewhat smalle r since the paren t polymer is more prone
to stru ct ural anomalies. Evidently disruption of t he conjugation by st ructural
defects has an ad verse effect on t he overall efficiency of charge tr anspo rt in
the system. Wh ile tests on a highly defective polymer might have cont inued
t his tre nd, the increased loss of rigidit y could lead to additional complicat ions,
such as the contribution of d irect oute r-sphere self-exchan ge between near by
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Ru atoms which would otherwise have been firmly held apa rt . Reta rdat ion
of elect ron t ransport in the more defective polymer lends support to the view
that long range conjugat ion is int imate ly connected to the charge transport
mechanism in these systems.
3. HO~IO·LUMO and metal orbital energy gaps: In section 5.3.3 it was postu-
lated that the grea ter Dc associated wit h the first redox wave in Os-PPzBBIM
is indicative of an elect ron-type superexehange mechan ism owiog to a more
favourable cnergJ match . Similar interac t ions could account for trends in other
systems. While the proximity of the waves in Ru-PPzBBIM made mea-
surements difficult . it appears that this polymer exhibits similar or slightly
smaller Dc than Ru-PPyBBIM. This is consistent with the slight lower-
ing of the HO~IO energy (see table 5.2) in the pyrazine polymer. render-
ing the hole-type superexchenge somewhat less favou rable. Similarly. D~ in
Os· PPyBBIM is lower than in R u·PPyBBIM because the higher electronic
..nergy o( the metal makes bole superexchange more difficult . One would there-
(ore expect ()s..P pzBBIM to exhibit D. IO\l,1!f than both Ru·PPzBBIM and
Os-P P yB BIM: the opposite is t rue. which provides furt her evidence that the
alternate pat hway, electron-type superexchange. must be the dominant mecha-
nism in O!l-PPzBBIM.
The most significant result is the great enhancement of D. in these systems com-
pared to the similar non-cenjugeted materials listed in tab le 5.5. Improvements o(
between one and two orders of magnitude are evident . T hese results are encourag-
ing. since very' significant improvements in elect ron t ransport rates can be seen in
systems which we re not specifically designed to opt imize the metal -polymer energy
16/
overla p. Th e recent ly repor ted phenomenon of enhanced conductivity in metell cpcl y-
mers where the redox potentials of the met al and the organic backbone part ially over-
lap 1521can be take n as a t rivial exam ple of tbe relat ionship between orbital energies
and elect roec tivity postu lated here. There is clear evidence tba t more delibera te con-
trol of the HO~IO or LU~IO energies of the polymer backbone. perhaps by means
of added substi t uents, should lead to elect ron transport even more rapid than that
exhibited by the protot ype systems in ellis project .
CHAPTER 6
INTERVALENCE TRANSFER BANDS
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6.1 Introduct ion
The essence of the self-exchange electro n transfer (ET) reactio n is the valence inter-
change of two consti t utionally ident ical ions of differing oxidation states (561. T he
det ails of int ramolecular ET bet ween two nearby meta l a toms thr ough a bridging
ligand are of obvious consequence to the mechanism of cha rge t ranspo rt in the poly-
mer systems of interest here. Substi tut ion-inert mixed val ence complexes. such as
the archetype Teu be-Creuea ion 63 [1321 have been instru mental in the elucidat ion
of ma ny importa nt aspects of ET as described by the Marcus theory of outer-sphere
ET (56, 1611 and t he Hush t heory of mixed-valence complexes (1621. While t he opti -
ral qualities of photoi nduced elect ron trans fer have no direct bearin g upon the poly-
mer systems" electroc hemistry. t hey are still useful in that they help to describe the
st rength of the meta l-meta l interact ions which in tu rn does influence the etecrrcchem-
tsuv.
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A br ier overview of the origins and significance of inte rvalence t ransfer bands as
they apply to conjuga ted polymer hybrids is presented here. More detailed accounts
are found elsewhere (56, 162- 1641
The Franck-Condo n principle implies tha t in the course of ET. the atomic posit ions
remain unchanged : the t ransfer of the electro n can be regarded as quasi-instantaneous
with respect to nuclear motion, In the special case of a symmetric mixed valence
compound containing metal cent re ~l and its one-elect ron oxidat ion product :-'1'"and
bridged by ligand L, ~l - L-M+, e.g.. 63 . the interconversicn of the t wo energetica lly
degenerate forms depict ed in equa t ion 6.1 wit h no net free energy change is subject
to a thermal act iva tion barrier ~G;II '
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Fig ure 6. L: T her ma l an d opt ical ET processes in a symmetric mixed valence complex
(6. 1)
In general. the meta l-ligand bond lengths and force constants , and metal-solvent
oh-etrcsranc interact ions will be different around ~ I and :\(". The iutercbange of
charge therefore necessita tes tbe reorganizat ion of the inner-shell and outer-shell f' 1I-
vtronments. The energy of this reorganizat ion is related to the ET act ivation barrier.
This is the essence of the Marcus model. The consequences of the net nuclear rear-
rangetuent are depict ed in Figure 6.L.where the circles represent the corresponding
gecmecry of the coordination sphere and solva t ion around the metal centre. If spon-
ta neous ET w-erc to occur between ~1 and M+ in their equilibrium states , the product
would be formed in a vibrationally excited sta te, with M having the ~ I+ configurat ion
and vice-versa. This violates conservat ion of energy. and is depicted by the therma lly
forbidden upper react ion pathway in Figure 6.1. For ET to occur. the ligands and
solvent must rear range to a compatib le configurat ion before the ET step. The for-
mation of this activated complex in which ET takes place consti tutes the thermal
barrier. and is depicted by the lower pathway in Figure 6.1.
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ET ..... ithout prior rearrangement can be induced along the upper pathway by
the absorpt ion of light sufficiently energeti c to form the excited state; it is this light
abso rpt ion that gives rise to the intervalence trans fer (IT ) band. Th e energy relat ion-
ships are demonst rated in f igure 6.2 as potential energy curves where one parabola
desc ribes each of .\1 - L - M+ a nd "'1+ - L - :\1. The curves split a t t he intersect ion
by 2H,~8 , where H.-tB is a resonance energy between the stat es, i.e., t he elect ronic
coupling between the two redox centres. In therma l ET . the system moves from left
to right . passing ever the barrier Elil . Optical ET occurs when sufficiently energetic
lill;ht h", = E.. is absorbed , effecting vert ical passage from the lower to the upper
run? \Vhen H4B is small and Ell. = ~Gill ' it turns out that optical and thermal
ET are proportion al:
(6.2)
TI le nat ure of the IT band is related to the st rengt h of the meta l-meta l interactions
by the Hush theo ry. H AS (in cm'" ) may be evalua ted with equation 6.3 from the
charge t ransfer band's position (I',"u) . half-height width' (.:ll'l n ). and intensity (t'"..... )
in cm' ". and the intermetallic separa tion r in A:
[ ]'"HA S = 2.05 X 10- 2 t-';~1/2 [&17 ] (6.3)
.-\ system of classifying mixed valence compounds on the ba..sis of the interactions
between the metal centres has been devised by Robin and Day (1651. In a class I
mixed valence complex the interac tion is so weak (for reasons such as large physical
sepa ra tion or very di fferent environments ) th at it can be considered non-existen t and
only the propert ies of the discrete ions is observed. H AS =0 and the two potent ial
ener&}· profiles (see Figure 6.2) intersect . In class III the extreme opposite is found .
where the coupling is so stro ng that the charac terist ics of isolated ~I and ),1"'" ar e
l"·here t / t_. = 1/ 2
'"
Figure 6.2: Electron t ransfer in symmet rical mixed-valence systems
absent . replaced by the Dew properties of a completely delocalizcd ()'I -M)+ unit
( I'.y .. 63). The energy profiles coalesce: Hush theory is not applicable. Class II
materials exhibit charac te ristics of weak coupling, with slightly pert urbed ).( and )0(.
character. Ty pically ~£O < 200 mY. It is for th is class that the Hush model is useful.
Increases in HJiB result in a lowering of Ell' to the point where there is no thermal
harrie r and only one minimum exists: a class lIt compound. Borderline cases may
be difficu lt to assign, although a Dumber of crit eria can be Invoked to support an
assignme nt . For the present benzimidazo le systems, all mixed valence complexes for
which an IT band was measu red cert ainly belong to class II.
II should be emphasized at this point t hat t he timescale of the ligand rear range-
ments associa ted wi th ET is much shorte r than the timescale of the electrochemistry
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experiments. T hese rearr angements do not interfere with the highly electrocbemi-
cally reversible natur e of Ru(bpYb 3+/2+ type react ions. (The heterogeneous ET rat e
constant of Ru (bpYh 3+12+ in DMF at Pt has been reported as 0.24 em S- I [166. 1671.'
6.2 Experimental
T he appara tus used to measure the IT spect re is shown in Figure 6.3.
A slide of conducti ng indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass (Donnelly Corp.) was
rut to appropriate dimensions and carefully cleaned with methanol and dned. A
relatively thick film of the polymer complex was cast onto the slide at the locat ion
where the spectro meter beam would pass through it . The slide was then positioned
inside a standard L em qua rtz Uv- vts spect roscopy cuve t te. polymer side towards
IIU'cuvette wall. A ca. 0.11 mm plast ic spacer" maintained a slight gap bet ween the
cuvette wall and the slide. This gap permitt ed the polymer film to be bathed by
electrolyte solution which could creep up the wall from a pool in the bottom of the
cuvette . the leve l of which was kept below the spectrometer beam. It had been found
previously tha t the electrolyte solution, CH3C:\ containing 0.1 mol dm-3 Et..;':C10~ .
has absorptions in the :'iIR in the region where the IT bands would be expected.
Absorpt ion through the fuUlengt h of the cell ( l em) resulted in unmanageable spec-
t rometer dark noise. T he short path length of the gap (O.I I mm) made the solvent
absorptions insignificant.
A Pt wire counter electrode and a Agl AgCI reference electrode (vi de infru) were
added to the cuvette and positioned so as not to interfere with the light beam. T he
three electrodes were secured in place with alligator clips and a small volume of elec-
t rolyte solution (CH"CN containing 0.1 mol dm- 3 Et,.NCIO. and 00. 50 mmol dm - 3
: In order to fonD.an appropriate saP, Rftral ap proaches.-ere explored. Tb..i!I f&D~ from llSins a
pair of m«hanKal peDd.lleadsto lUI tlabonu eeu iIl$efl~ from machined plast ic. The 5~£u1
plast ic 5~ l'Illp1o)~ b~ .."W! Cashioned.'"ith a f UOf tx.de from Aldrich product shippinS bap.
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Figure 6.3: Experime ntal apparatus for measuring IT bands in R u- PPyB DI M films.
In the upper figure , an operational cell is pict ured in a spectrometer cuvett e holder
(1) IT O electrode (2) reference electrode (3) count er electrode
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HCI0 4) wasadded. £1/2 was measured as the average of E,. and E". as dete rmined
by slow cyclic voltammetry , then the cuvette assembly was t ransferred to the samp le
beam of a Cary 5E I;V.vis-:O;lR spectrometer. A similar assembly, witho ut polymer .
Wa5 posit ioned in the reference beam . Wires leading between the cell and the po-
tent iostat were carefully secured so as to avoid any mot ion of the cell; owing to the
irregula r thickness of the polymer deposit , any disruption of the cell would change its
abso rption charact erist ics. The spect rometer compart ment lid switch was defeated to
allow the wires to pass through an opening: added precau tions were taken to pre..'enr
st ray light from entering the sam ple com part ment .
Spe ctra were acquired over the 400-2 500 om range with 1 om resolution. Baseline
cc rrwticn was not applied. The polymer film was held in its reduced state at E «
E ll'! ' typ ically 0.8 V. unt il consecut ive spectra showed stability over a fifteen minute
interva l. Spect ra were acquired at E1/2 and at E » £1 /2 . allowing a sta bilizat ion
period or at least fifteen minutes a lte r every potent ial change. Replicate spectra were
taken to ensure stability,
T he constra ined. space or this assembly required a very th in reference electrode.
These were constructed from short lengt hs (co. 4 cm) or 0.050" 0. 0 . polye thylene
tubing. On e end or the tu be was di pped in a solution or Xafion ill alcohol and
allowed to dry overnight . leaving a small plug. Th e tub e was carefully filled with
I ~ I aqueous KCI using a micrcsyringe. and the Xafion plug was soaked in a pool or
the filling solutio n o\'emight . A th in Ag wife whieb had been previously tr eated by
electrochemical ox idation in a chloride solut ion was added:. Th is electrod e was shown
to provide a cont inuously stable reference potential agai nst ferrocene while immersed
for periods in excess or 24 hours.
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Figure 6..1: Raw l:V·vis-NIR spect ra of R u.PPy BBIM on an ITO electrode
6.3 Result s
Typical raw spect ra are presented in f igure 6..1. T he opt ical inhomogeneity of the
assembly has resulted in a spectrum with an irregular noisy baseline. Fortun ately it
has been general ly found that the "1(11) sta te is t ransparen t in the near infrared for
Ru a nd Os comp lexes with be nzimidazoles [61-63). Consequent ly t he spectru m of the
fully reduced form ca n be utilized as a background. Subtraction of th is backgrou nd
sp ectru m from th e ha lf oxid ized (E = £( /2) and from the fully oxidized (E» EI/'l)
spect ra gives new corrected spectra as shown in Figure 6.5. It is from these difference
spectr a that the intervalence charge t ransfer may be observed . Th e direct subtract ion
of half of the fully oxid ized spectrum from th e hal£oxid ized spec t rum shows a distin ct
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Figure 6.5: Difference spec t ra of half- and fully oxid ized forms . and IT spect rum from
a film of Ru-PPyBBIM
band cent red around ca. 14()()nm, also shown in F igure 6.5. T his ban d ca n beass igned
to an IT transit ion since it only appears in the mixed valence (half oxidized) state.
Figure 6.6 shows the IT band expressed in em- I and its lit with a gaussian
curve. T he absorption maxi mum wavenumber , II~ , and t he half -lnrensity band-
widt h . .lVI/'l , are easily det erm ined . T he intensity ortbe band , l mar . is near ly imposs i-
hit' to determ ine directly since ehe effecti ve pe rhlengt h [i.e., film th ickness) ca nno t be
meas ured easily. It was poin ted out in sect ion ·t 2.3.:2t hat t he Ru(H) d-epolymer 7r"
:\ILCT band nea r 500 om becomes bleached as the polymer is oxidized (see Figure 4.3
on page 104) . Thi s loss of abso rbance is alsoevident in Figure 6 .5. Th is phenomenon
0002
0.001
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Figure 6.6: IT band and gaussian curve fit
is impor tan t as it can be exploited to find the IT band t:...eu. The ext inct ion coef-
ficient of the ).ILCT band had been measured in solut ion previously, isolated from
rbe adjoining st rong 'li -I' 1%". absorpt ion by gaussian curve fitt ing. (" .A:\ ILCT) can
be taken to be equal in magn itude to the bleached band in the fully oxidized differ-
ence spectrum in Figure 6.5. The bleached :\ILCT band relates absorbance and c.
providing a gauge against which the absorbance of the IT band may be compared.
The est imated distance between metal sites r in model compound 42 has been
reported [621 to be 12- 15 A on the basis of molecular models. For the polymers. it
was assu med th at r = 15 A. Equat ion 6.3 can be employed to eval uate the degree of
electronic coupling in the polymer complexes.
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Co mplex
'- "-
.:lulf2 H..
(L·mol-1cm- l ) (cm'"] (cm- l ) [cm'"}
R u-PPyB BIM film I 62 7742 2320 46
Ru-P PyBBIM film 2 125 7294 229 1 62
Os- P Py B BIM 41 6645 1095 24
Ru model (621 < 100 7300 3100 00- 80
Os model [621 < 20 9100 3020 30-4 0
Table 6.1: Electron ic coupling HAS calculated from IT data foc Ru-PPyBBIM and
Os-P P y BBIM and model complexes
Table 6.1 summarizes experimenta l IT results for the polymers Ru- PPyBBIM
and Os-PPyB BIM along with literat ure dat a for rbe corresponding dinuclear com-
plexes of model compoun d 33 . For symmet ric mixed valence species. theory predicts
a. relat ionship betwee n 11....., and ,), &l fl [1631:
(6.4)
in units of cm' ". Neither the polymer nor the literature results follow the predic-
tion part icularly well, with errors between 25% and ..&5% and somewhat more for
Os-PPyBB IM (tbis could be in part a reflect ion of the difficulty in measuring the
band for this polymer). Reasons for this are unclear but t hey might be a manifes-
rat ion of non-symmet ry in the systems as proposed in the original theory [162. 1631.
Consequently, values calculated for the degree of electronic coupling between neigh-
bouring metal sites HA B may be somewhat unreliable, but since the discrepancy is
similar between the polymers and the model compounds, comparisons between the
two should still be valid. H A S in the polymers is in good agreement with that found
in the dinuclear complexes, indicat ing that the interact ions between these sites are
comparable in bot h systems. This is importan t because it demonst rates (il that
synthet ically less sophist icated model compou nds can be useful to test the design of
future polymer systems wi th more advanced elect ron transport properties. and (ii)
t ha t binuclear complexes already known to have stro ng coupling can be expected
to produce good performan ce when extended into a polymeric system . Th is point
justifies the original choice of benzimidazole-based st ruct ures for th is project .
While the opt ical property of imervalen ce transfer band s is descripti ve of chro-
mc phore interac tions in the charge t rans fer sta te. it should parallel t he elecrrccbem-
istr y which is also in essence contro lled by the interact ion of meta l and ligand orb itals .
To the best of our knowledge tb is is t he first time that optical inte rvalence transfer
bands have been detected in a metallop olymer. T he presence of the IT band helps
to substa nt iate claims that t he met al at oms in the metal lopolyrners of interest here
are indeed commu nicating th rough the backbone in a man ner similar to the well-
r-stablished inner-sphere elect ron t ransfer th rough br idging ligands in mixed vale nce
complexes [56. [68. 1691.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
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The result s provide compe lling evidence that electron tr ansport between redox sites
is significa ntly enhanced. when th e meta l cent res are coordina ted directly into the 11"
backbone of a conjuga ted polymer . Co nserva ti ve calcula tio ns put th e rat es of elec-
tron di ffusion in t he conjugated systems between ten and one-hundred times as fast
t han in simila r polymer systems where sat urated segments isolate th e metal atoms.
T he obse rvat ions that (i) electro n trans port rat es can be mani pulated. by changing
the electron densit y of th e polymer backbone (i .e., by protonationjde prot onat ion )
a nd [ii] D. decreases when the polymer backbone is degraded. by exte nded exposure
to elevated po tent ials bot h indicate t hat the polym er support does indeed play an
intimate role in the long-range transport of charge.
Electr on diffusion can not be ascribed to the ;T cha in alone since t he uncomplexed
polym ers are electroc hemica lly inact ive at potentials corresponding to t he ~ (( III/II)
redox processes in bot h acidic and basic media . Ra ther , it is the interact ion of metal
cent res t hrough the backbone that is beileved to be responsib le. Furt her evidence of
t his inte raction comes from t he Interva lence cha rge transfe r ba nds found in th e near
infra red spectru m of the polymer complexes in t he half-oxidized st ate . Thi s optically
measu red communicat ion is comparable to the same well-documented phenomenon
found in similar binuclea r complexes.
Th is work marks the first time an attempt bas been made to use t he conjuga ted-
redo x hybrid st ra tegy to build condu cting polymers wit h th e speci fic goal of improving
charge t rans port . Th e behaviour of th ese systems appears to invol ve t he orbital
energy relationships between the polymer support an d t he redox-ac tive meta l cent re.
Clearly. a parallel may be drawn between these new conj ugated polymer complexes
and bett er known conjugated binuclear complexes. The mode of communication in
the polym eric systems can t herefore be rationalized as a supe rexchan ge mechanism
stemming from the orbit al interac tions of t he components involved.
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T he hybrid approach is vali dated by the encouraging results obtained from proto-
type syste ms where no provisions had been made to optimize the rat es of tra nsport .
Clearly. a directed effort towards mat ching the orbital energies of the metal and the
polymer support (and thereby improving supe rexchange) is an import ant direct ion
for futur e research. T hese fascina ting materials are excellent candida tes for future use
in app licatio ns where ra pid elect ron transport will be impo rtan t , such as in efficient
solar energy harvesting systems, high performance elect roca ralysts , and molecular
elect ronics .
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ApPENDIX A
SPECTRA
A.I 1H NMR Spectra
A.I.l Mo de ls and Monomers
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